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Abstract   
   Localised corrosion of high strength aluminium alloys such as AA2024 has 
been found to be one of the most detrimental and challenging issues to industries 
such as aircraft and automotive. On the one hand, the heterogeneous 
microstructure of AA2024, which is originated from the addition of strength 
enhancing alloying elements and impurities, can lead to the formation of 
undesired intermetallic particles (IMPs) that are believed to affect the localised 
electrochemical behaviour of the alloy. On the other hand, high-density structural 
features, e.g. crystallographic defects, present in wrought AA2024 products such 
as sheets or wires, could also contribute to the localised corrosion behaviour of 
these alloys. It is well-known that IMPs and grain boundaries are predominant 
susceptible sites for localised forms of corrosion such as pitting and/or 
intergranular corrosion (IGC), however presently, there is insufficient knowledge 
of the roles of IMPs and particularly crystal defects (e.g. dislocations) in heavily 
deformed aluminum alloys and their combined effects on nano to micro scale 
initiation and propagation processes of localised corrosion.  
   This thesis mainly intends to investigate localised corrosion initiation and 
propagation (and primarily inhibition) of a typical plastically deformed alloy, 
AA2024 wire, through advanced electrochemical and interfacial characterisation 
at heterogeneous structures in a range of scales from nano to micro. A wide range 
of surface analytical and electrochemical techniques have been used in novel 
combinations to provide unprecedented opportunities for probing localised 
corrosion processes over complex nano- and micro-sized structures. A 
correlation between the micro/nano structural features and localised surface 
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activities was found by employing high-resolution surface and interfacial 
characterisation techniques including scanning electron microscope (SEM), 
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD), transmission electron microscope 
(TEM), energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and atom probe tomography 
(APT). Using these techniques, micro to nano scale hierarchy of structural 
features were studied in details revealing multi-scale implication of defect 
structures in the localisation of corrosion. To facilitate TEM characterisation of the 
AA2024 wires, a new delicate methodology was devised for sample preparation. 
For the first time, APT with its capability for 3D compositional imaging (at ultra-
high chemical sensitivity), was utilised to investigate the role of various 
nanostructural features (e.g. defects) in the initiation of aqueous corrosion at 
near-atomic scales. To enable APT study of aqueous corrosion, a novel 
electrochemical set-up was developed to allow corrosion of the very tip of the 
nano-sized APT sample (typically less than 80 nm in diameter).  
   Various electrochemical techniques including potentiodynamic polarisation 
(PDP), multi-electrode array (also known as wire beam electrode (WBE) 
technique), scanning vibrating electrode technique (SVET) and scanning 
electrochemical microscopy (SECM) were combined to study localised corrosion 
and inhibition (discussed in Appendix section) of the AA2024 in a diluted sodium 
chloride containing corrosive media. A novel minute size WBE (forming a 10×10 
array of AA2024 wires) was developed by re-designing the conventional WBE to 
enable careful ex-situ surface analysis of the electrode surface. These 
approaches are applied in an innovative combination to enable a multi-scale 
understanding into localised corrosion initiation and propagation processes. 
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   Prior to corrosion investigations, the AA2024 wire specimen was characterised 
from micro down to sub-micro levels. EBSD results revealed higher densities of 
defects, e.g. high-energy high angle grain boundaries (HAGBs), in the boundary 
region where preferred <100>//ND (normal direction), <101>//ND and various 
intermediate grain orientations were mainly detected. At a higher resolution, TEM 
investigations revealed considerably high frequencies of crystallographic defects 
(e.g. tangled dislocation structures in many cases interlinked with grain 
boundaries) at second phase/matrix interfaces. At an ultimate near-atomic 
resolutions, APT revealed sub-surface structural and compositional 
heterogeneities associated with arrays of piled-up dislocations, around nano-
sized IMPs.  
   Results obtained from PDP measurements of micro-scale electrodes prepared 
from distinct boundary and center regions of the 1 mm AA2024 wires showed 
clearly different electrochemical polarisation behaviours. In fact, the electrode 
made using sections from the center region exhibited a passivity breakdown 
potential of +100 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl) while the sample made from boundary region 
underwent breakdown just above the specimen corrosion potential leading to 
about four times greater corrosion current densities. Localised SVET and WBE 
(emulating the corrosion of a single-piece electrode or stranded wires) 
investigations of the wire also showed greater reactivity of the boundary region 
(containing higher densities of defects) upon various immersion times 
predominantly in forms of IGC, IGC assisted pitting, de-alloying and trenching. 
These electrochemical results were supported by SEM-EBSD observations of 
preferentially attacked areas were mainly attributed to defective interfacial 
micro/nano structures around IMPs where nano (sub-)grains with complex 
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orientations were found as a result of the “particle-stimulated nucleation”. At a 
considerably higher resolutions, APT studies supported by TEM/EDS revealed 
nano-sized corrosion morphologies generated in a chloride-free media. Using 
these techniques, nano scale compositional changes induced by de-alloying of 
Al20Mn3Cu2 (dispersoid) and Al2CuMg (S-phase) particles (as obstacles for 
dislocations pile-up) were quantified during the initiation stage of corrosion. 
Interestingly, piled-up dislocation arrays at dispersoid/S-phase interfacial regions 
were found corroded by serving as potential diffusion pathways for corrosive 
species, indicating the key role of the defect structures in corrosion initiation of 
heavily deformed aluminum alloys.  
   In addition, preliminary investigations of the inhibition behaviour of AA2024 
corrosion by a selected environmentally friendly rare-earth corrosion inhibitor, 
Ce(dpp)3 was carried out by employing localised electrochemical techniques 
supported by SEM-EDS surface analytical investigations (presented in “Appendix 
C”). Corrosion inhibition was found to include a provisional activation process 
followed by near-complete mitigation of the electrochemical activities. Ex-situ 
SEM-EDS investigations indicated that most of the pits/IGC sites were covered 
by hemi-spherical domes or depressed caps of Al-O-Cl compounds which 
occasionally contained Ce and P elements.  
It has been acknowledged that it is technically very challenging/complex to fully 
characterise the entire localised corrosion processes occurring over a wide range 
of scales, and therefore recommendations have been made for future extension 
of this research. 
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mins of immersion in open-to-air 0.05 M NaCl solution. Examples of 
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grain boundaries are discussed in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3...............…..156 
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region after 3-min immersion in open-to-air 0.05M NaCl solution. (b) 
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that the colour keys of the phase and IPF maps are the same as 
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(b2) and (c2) phase maps of regions A and B, respectively. Note 
that the colour keys of the phase and IPF maps are the same as 
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Figure 5.6 (a) SE-SEM image showing corrosion morphology of the transition 
region after 3-min immersion in open-to-air 0.05M NaCl solution. (b) 
and (c) High magnification SE-SEM images of the highlighted 
regions shown in (a); labelled “A” and “B”, respectively. (b1) and 
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(c1) EBSD IPF (Z direction) maps of regions A and B, respectively. 
(b2) and (c2) phase maps of regions A and B, respectively. Note 
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dislocations), neighbouring a large S-phase particle before and after 
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hydroxides (orange isosurface in (c3)), Al hydrides (red isosurface in 
(c4)) and Cu hydrides (yellow isosurface in (c5)) are also revealed. 
(d) Quantified composition of the detected corrosion products within 
the channels by proxigram concentration profiles, calculated from the 
continuous Hx(1,2) isosurface (light green) shown in the inset figure 
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Figure B.1 Long term SVET results acquired from a corroding AA2024 wire 
following a 1440 mins of exposure to open-to-air 0.05 M NaCl 
solution under OCP condition. (a) Optical image of the after exposure 
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complete wire, the sample shown in (a), after 90 mins immersion 
time. (c) SVET map of the region labelled “A” in (b) after 360 mins of 
immersion time. (d) High magnification SVET current distribution 
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patterns of the region labelled “B” in (b) after 1440 mins of immersion 
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attack morphology of the sample after (c) second and (d) third fine 
grinding stage. Yellow arrows represent the two corroded sites 
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Figure C.1 2D galvanic current density distribution maps of AA2024 WBE 
during 220 mins of immersion in inhibited (by Ce(dpp)3) and un-
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during the immersion period just before and after the inhibitor 
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as a function of time (before and after inhibitor addition), including 
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   Localised corrosion of high-strength aluminium alloys such as AA2024 is 
believed to be significantly affected by the heterogeneous microstructure of these 
alloys. The complex microstructure of these alloys is mainly originated from 
addition of strength-enhancing alloying elements that leads to the formation of 
hardening precipitates, intermetallic particles (IMPs) and crystallographic defects. 
High-strength aluminium alloys are often used in rolled, extruded or drawn 
conditions where their microstructure (known to be elongated and anisotropic1,2) 
contains abundant densities of deformation-induced defects such as 
dislocations3. Having a broad range of compositionally and structurally complex 
microstructure such as IMPs and defects within an alloy such as AA20244-6, a 
wide spectrum of complicated localised corrosion mechanisms such as 
trenching7-11, intergranular corrosion (IGC)6,12-20 and pitting corrosion18,21-30 can 
take place.  
   Figure 1.1 shows the SEM images of examples of localised corrosion 
morphologies (e.g. trenches, attacked grain boundaries and a large dome of 
corrosion product) on the surface of a microstructurally complicated AA2024 wire 
after 3 mins (Fig. 1.1a) and 1440 mins (Fig. 1.1b) of exposure to open-to-air 0.05 
M NaCl solution. 
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Figure 1.1 Secondary electron (SE) images of localised corrosion morphologies of an AA2024 
wire immersed in open-to-air 0.05 M NaCl solution for, (a) 3 mins and (b) 1440 mins.   
   The hierarchy of the embedded structures that are commonly present in 
aluminium alloys are known to negatively affect the corrosion resistance of these 
alloys, due not only to the presence of the compositionally heterogeneous 
IMPs4,5, but also the susceptibility (e.g. to IGC) of the crystal defects such as 
grain or sub-grain boundaries6,12,17,19,31 occasionally being decorated by 
hardening precipitates25,32-36. In case of heavily-deformed aluminium alloy 
products which comprise high density of fine-grained structures and structural 
defects, IGC and pitting are undoubtedly of certain interest as minute grains 
would become predominant at relatively high grain boundary densities13,37-39.  
   Significant research have been carried out over the past several decades to 
understand the effects of the heterogeneous microstructure of heavily-deformed 
aluminium alloys on their localised corrosion behaviour, however currently, there 
is insufficient understanding of the roles of IMPs and crystal defects (e.g. 
dislocation structures) in the nano to micro scale initiation and propagation 
processes of localised corrosion. In fact, the combined role of IMPs and crystal 
defects, particularly dislocations (where the latter features can re-arrange to form 
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nano (sub-)grain boundaries or can interact with grain boundaries to increase 
their level of stored energy40) in localised corrosion still requires significantly more 
in-depth investigations. Yet, the contribution of these microstructures to localised 
corrosion behaviour of AA2024 is not well-understood to date. That is probably 
because such a microstructurally complex alloy consists of a wide range of grain 
size/distribution, defects and IMPs varying from nano to micro or even macro 
scales in size. Though, it is technically very challenging to characterise complex 
localised corrosion processes occurring over such a wide range of scales.    
   In light of this, the main focus of this study is to gain a clearer insight into the 
effect of these microstructural features on the localised corrosion susceptibility of 
AA2024 using a range of electrochemical and interfacial characterisation 
techniques such as wire beam electrode (WBE), scanning vibrating electrode 
technique (SVET), scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM), scanning 
electron microscope (SEM), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), 
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD), transmission electron microscope (TEM) 
and atom probe tomography (APT). One of the major challenges associated with 
this research is to find the most probable correlation between structural features 
(i.e. IMPs and crystallographic defects) of different types/sizes in nano to micro 
scales and their contribution to initiation and development of localised corrosion 
of high-performance Al alloys.   
   As an important aluminium alloy widely used in the aircraft industry, AA2024, 
has been selected as a typical high-strength aluminium alloy in this study. The 
research delivered in this thesis utilises various electrochemical and 
micro/nanostructure characterisation methods to evaluate localised corrosion 
behaviour of a typical wrought AA2024 alloy. It is believed that the research 
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approaches demonstrated in this study can be extended to localised corrosion 
behaviour of other structurally complex high-strength aluminium alloys such as 
7××× series or Al-Cu-Li alloys. 
1.2  Objectives and scopes 
   The specific aims of the current research project are summarised as follows: 
 To explore the innovative combined use of high-resolution interfacial  and 
electrochemical characterisation methods for characterising and 
understanding the influence of micro and sub-micro structural features and 
their contribution in localised corrosion initiation and propagation of AA2024 
such as pitting or IGC over a wide range of scales. 
 To explore the complementary use of interfacial and electrochemical 
characterisation techniques for understanding the mechanisms of the 
initiation of aqueous localised corrosion induced by nano to micro scale 
structural heterogeneities including dislocation structures. 
 To preliminarily study factors affecting localised corrosion processes such 
as the localised inhibition of the corroded AA2024 microstructures 
(presented in the Appendix chapter). 
1.3  Overview of the thesis  
   This thesis consists of seven chapters. The current chapter (chapter 1) delivers 
a brief introduction and reasons for this research. To provide a background to the 
research documented in this thesis, a critical literature review is provided in 
chapter 2. In chapter 2, the most relevant literature on the metallurgy of the 
AA2024 and its embedded microstructures/nanostructures are reviewed in 
details. Corrosion susceptibility of AA2024 (compared to that of pure aluminum) 
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is scrutinised as well as the proposed mechanisms of localised corrosion 
(including localised pitting and IGC) in nano and micro scales. Of particular 
interest is the role of high-density crystallographic defects such as dislocation 
structures in corporation with other defects such as grain boundaries or IMPs. 
Furthermore, literature dealing with the inhibition mechanisms of rare earth-
organic compounds is surveyed with a focus on their interactions with underlying 
microstructures. 
   Chapter 3 details experimental procedures, materials, chemical and 
characterisation/electrochemical instrumentations used in this research. In 
particular, chapter 3 also presents the development of new methodologies 
utilised in this work. A delicate setup was designed to facilitate the use of APT at 
near-atomic spatial resolution for the first time to study the localised corrosion 
initiation of the freshly prepared nanoscopic specimens. A novel methodology 
was also devised to prepare TEM thin foils from the wire material. To enable high-
resolution surface characterisation such as SEM-EDS on WBE, a new small-
sized electrode array was designed such that the WBE surface could be directly 
characterised after corrosion/inhibition experiments. The results and discussion 
of the present research are compiled and explicated in chapters 4, 5 and 6 as 
well as the Appendix.  
   Chapter 4 describes research results from combined use of TEM and SEM, 
EBSD and EDS and Vickers microhardness techniques which unravels multi-
scale information related to embedded microstructures of the heavily-deformed 
candidate material; AA2024 wire. Different aspects of the alloy microstructure 
including grain size/distribution, grain orientations, IMP type/distribution with a 
certain focus on local distribution of crystallographic defects (e.g. dislocation 
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structures) and their interaction with IMPs are investigated at micro or sub-micron 
scales.  
   In chapter 5, previously characterised structural features in chapter 4 are 
examined after being exposed, at various immersion times, to an open-to-air 
sodium chloride solution (0.05 M NaCl solution) under natural corrosion 
conditions. Micro or sub-micron scale corrosion mechanisms such as de-alloying, 
trench formation, IGC, responsible for the initiation stage of localised corrosion 
are investigated in details using high-resolution SEM, TEM and EDS techniques. 
From the electrochemical perspective in micro scale, localised distribution of 
surface corrosion activities mainly attributed to IGC/pitting mechanisms are 
studied utilising PDP, SVET and WBE at different temporal and lateral 
resolutions.  
   While the information delivered in chapters 4 and 5 mainly concentrates on 
preferential localisation of corrosion in micro down to sub-micron scales, chapter 
6 deliberates the role of nanostructural features such as dislocation structures 
triggering corrosion at nano scale. By taking the advantage of APT and TEM-
EDS, interaction of these nano-sized interfacial structures with different IMPs is 
elaborated at ultimate resolutions.  
   Chapter 7 summarises the key findings and achievements of this work and 
recommends further research. Further works dedicated to complementary 
microstructural analysis, long-term SVET investigations and localised inhibition 
studies are reported in the Appendix section. The preliminary inhibition study 
section of the Appendix (“Appendix C”) chapter investigates the localised 
interaction of a selected environmentally friendly inhibitor, Ce(dpp)3, with the 
corroded microstructure (nearly stabilised) using SVET, SECM (in oxygen 
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   Localised corrosion, in particular pitting corrosion, has been found to be one of 
the most detrimental and challenging issues to industries such as aircraft or 
automotive1. Aluminium alloys, as examples of structurally complex alloys, are 
often used in industrial applications because of their excellent mechanical 
properties; however, their corrosion behaviour, and in particular localised 
corrosion behaviour, in aqueous media has been a concern for decades. For 
instance, alloy 2024 has been explored by numerous researchers for its good 
mechanical properties (e.g. strength:density ratio)2-5. The heterogeneous 
microstructure of AA2024 originates from impurities and the addition of alloying 
elements that can lead to the formation of both desired and undesired 
intermetallic particles (IMPs) that can affect the mechanical or corrosion 
properties of the alloys2,6,7. Various complex structural features have been 
reported to be present in high-strength AA2024 alloys mainly including IMPs, 
hardening precipitates, grains and crystallographic defects such as grain 
boundaries, dislocation structures and voids2,3,8-22. In case of the embedded 
particles, their size can vary in the range of few nanometres for hardening 
precipitates (˂ 0.2 μm)23 up to hundreds of microns for large constituent particles 
(˃ 0.5 m)23 or even clusters of constituent particles in large ingots2,23. Obviously, 
without the aid of hardening precipitates and dispersoids (Al20Mn3Cu2) and their 
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interactions with high-density crystallographic defects such as dislocations, the 
mechanical strength of such an alloy would not reach values up to 520 MPa2. 
From a corrosion perspective, it is believed that the IMPs such as fine precipitates 
in modern alloys (containing less impurities compared to conventional alloys) and 
coarse constituent (or impurity) particles in dense casting ingots could all be 
preferential sites for initiation of localised corrosion such as pitting or intergranular 
corrosion (IGC). This extensive range of surface and sub-surface heterogeneities 
and their corresponding electrochemical inhomogeneities have been reported to 
lead to a spectrum of localised corrosion modes such as IGC, exfoliation, stress 
corrosion cracking (SCC), trenching and pitting corrosion2-4,24-32. 
   While the heterogeneous microstructure of AA2024 extends from the 
nanoscale to the microscale, most of research devoted to the localised 
electrochemical behaviour of AA2024 relates to isolated IMPs having different 
sizes, shapes and distributions. Studies around isolated IMPs suggest that 
galvanic coupling between the particles and the matrix is the main driving force 
for localisation of corrosion19,23,27,28,33-37. However, recent studies shows that the 
nanostructure surrounding the IMPs is not necessarily the same as that of the 
matrix10,14-16,20. Therefore, the complexity in localised corrosion initiation and 
propagation can be even far beyond the postulated theories38. In fact, each 
individual IMP can be a composite material consisting of a core and a periphery 
phase both with different electrochemical activities and this may play an 
additional role in localised corrosion mechanisms9,35. Many researchers have 
also reported that, clusters of co-operating intermetallic particles could be the 
most corrosion prone sites for pitting initiation and propagation, although the 
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inhomogeneous electrochemistry around these IMP agglomerates is still not well 
understood1,28,39-45.  
   From the electrochemical point of view, IMPs have been categorised into two 
main groups: anodic and cathodic particles. The electrochemical interaction 
between these IMPs and the matrix results in a spectrum of localised corrosion 
mechanisms like de-alloying, pitting, IGC, trenching and etc.1,27,36,37,42,44,46-51. 
Comparing pure aluminium with an inherently uniform intact passivating oxide 
layer and the heterogeneous oxide layer of mixed oxides (e.g. Al and Mg) for a 
complex candidate alloy such as AA2024, the latter oxide layer would be more 
vulnerable to chloride attack even at short immersion times. At the time of 
passivity breakdown, the underlying complex substrate would experience 
localised attacks, such as trenching, due to galvanic corrosion/alkaline etching at 
the most susceptible sites which are adjacent to or on IMPs. However, during 
longer immersion times, many of these sites can be repassivated while only few 
of those initially active spots could continue to propagate27,28,39-41,52. That is why 
the role of other microstructural features, crystallographic defects such as grain 
boundaries or dislocation structures, can be highlighted in localisation and sub-
surface penetration of corrosion14,16,20,53. Although from the electrochemical 
perspective, some researchers have engineered structures (e.g. engineered Cu 
islands on a pure Al thin film54) that imitate simplified microstructures such as θ-
phase (Al2Cu) to understand the unique localised electrochemistry of those model 
alloys36,54-56, the combined interplay of various microstructural features of a 
naturally complex alloy is still not fully understood and requires in-depth atomic 
scale investigations. The major aim of the following literature survey is to discuss 
these fundamental aspects that lead to localised degradation of such Al alloys, 
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particularly AA2024, and to address the major influential factors which has 
considerable impacts on the localisation of corrosion, particularly corrosion 
initiation.   
   In terms of corrosion inhibition, integrated multi-electrode arrays (also known 
as wire beam electrode (WBE)), high-throughput (as a fast screening method) 
and conventional AC/DC techniques have been utilised to understand the macro 
scale localised corrosion and inhibition mechanism of Al alloys under different 
environmental conditions57-65. However, due to technical limitations arising from 
the relatively large size of these sensors and the issues with post corrosion 
surface characterisation, a clear understanding of the contribution of surficial 
microstructures to localised corrosion initiation, development and inhibition 
mechanisms has not yet being achieved. Consequently, there is still a need to 
understand the very initial stages of localised corrosion, inhibition and corrosion 
propagation by understanding the adsorption behaviour of desired (inhibitor 
molecules) and undesired (aggressive Cl- ions) species on nano/micro structures. 
Therefore, a material with a complex microstructure, such as AA2024, and the 
added deformation is an appropriate candidate for probing the details of localised 
corrosion and inhibition. The interaction of the micro/nanostructure with 
aggressive ions and inhibitors can then be studied using high-resolution 
techniques.  
   To better comprehend the unsolved key factors affecting localised corrosion 
initiation/development and inhibition, this chapter aims to present a critical review 
of the available literature and discuss the current understanding on the major 
issues in this research field. The “Metallurgy of Al-Cu-Mg alloys” section will be 
allocated to describe the intricate heterogeneous structure of AA2024 alloy from 
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both the micro and nano scale points of view. The “Localised corrosion of Al-Cu-
Mg alloys” section will review the literature on the relationship of the 
micro/nanostructures as potential sites for localised corrosion attack. In this 
context, the occurrence of localised corrosion around isolated or clustered groups 
of IMPs (interlinked with structural defects) in a size spectrum from nano to 
micron will be considered. This will be followed by a review of progress in 
localised corrosion inhibition of AA2024 using environmental friendly rare-earth 
containing compounds in the section titled “Corrosion inhibition of Al-Cu-Mg 
alloys by rare-earth compounds”.  
2.2 Metallurgy of Al-Cu-Mg alloys 
   Considering the mechanical performance of materials, pure aluminium is seen 
to be too soft for engineering applications. Thus, alloying elements like copper 
and magnesium are typically added and used to improve the mechanical 
properties of the pure aluminium. Copper, as the first and major alloying element 
in Al-Cu-Mg alloys, is usually added to AA2024 in the range of 3.8-4.9 (wt.%) 
while magnesium as the secondary one could be added in the range from 1.2-
1.8 (wt.%). Other impurity elements mostly selected from the family of the 
transition elements such as Cr, Mn and Ti are added, usually less than 0.5 (wt.%), 
to confer specific improvements to alloy properties (e.g. grain refinement). Having 
such a variety of elements in an alloy could result in a blend of complex structural 
features. Further mechanical or thermal processing of the alloy, e.g. cold work 
and heat treatment procedures, can add structural complexity and develop 
desirable properties2,3,5,66,67.  
   One of the most studied aluminium alloys is the high-strength, heat treatable, 
wrought 2024 alloy. Since 1931, when the first AA2024 alloy (“AA” note have 
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been provided by the Aluminum Association, Inc.) was developed by Alcoa5, 
there has been hundreds of works published with remarkable emphasis on the 
general/localised corrosion of this alloy1,10,15,28,36,37,42,44,47-49,68-78. Those parts of 
the literature considered to be most relevant to the context of localised corrosion 
initiation and mitigation of AA2024 will be reviewed and discussed in section 2.3. 
2.2.1 Complex structural aspects of AA2024 
   A great deal of invaluable research undertaken by researchers such as 
Phragmen79, Sperry80 and Hatch81, provides a foundation for material scientists 
who are interested in the metallurgy of AA2024 up to the mid 1990’s. More 
recently, there have been studies where new compositions and structures for 
IMPs have been reported9,18,82,83. For example, a recent report showed that a 4 
mm2 surface area of AA2024-T3 can constitute 82,000 phase regions in 18,000 
IMPs as mapped by electron microprobe (lateral resolution of 1200 nm)9,18,82-84. 
Besides, structural details (including crystallography information) of nano-sized 
features including dispersoids and hardening precipitates had also been studied 
using high-resolution techniques such as transmission electron microscope 
(TEM)10,11,18,21,84. Since there are various structural features (from nano to micron 
size) available in AA2024, a summary of those (mostly influential in corrosion 
context) will be conferred in next sections even though the production and heat 
treatment procedures will not be sited in the scope of this work. 
2.2.1.1 Microstructural heterogeneities 
   The most common structure in an alloy is grain body which is generally in the 
size range from nano to micro for majority of the alloys including AA202467,85. 
Smaller grain sizes can be achieved by, for example equal-channel angular 
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pressing (ECAP) to obtain extremely high-strength alloys29,86-88. Sequential heat 
treatments and forming conditions can lead to drastic alterations in grain shapes, 
sizes and even compositions due to the formation of hardening precipitates or 
dispersoids within grains or at the grain boundaries. These features can comprise 
various levels of defects leading to significant variation of grain stored 
energy29,86,88-90.  
   As it was noted before, alloying and trace elements are intentionally added to 
pure aluminium during the production stages to improve its mechanical 
properties. Under certain thermal/concentration conditions, these elements can 
form IMPs or can be present as solid solution in either matrix or other constituent 
phases5,67. Coarse constituent particles that are believed to be a part of the 
undesired microstructure are also known as IMPs. These phases that usually 
form during the casting and solidification of the alloys, can be categorised into 
two groups of insoluble (containing impurity elements such as Fe and Si) and 
soluble (comprising major alloying elements like Cu and Mg) compounds that 
may be dissolved during pre-heating or homogenisation treatments2,3,66,67. It has 
been reported that almost all of the Fe-containing particles can be transformed to 
a more stable Al7Cu2Fe phase while there might be remnants of S- (Al2CuMg) 
and θ-phases after subsequent solution treatments48,67. Table 2.1 summarises 
most typical IMPs found in common AA2024 alloys (in both cast ingots and 
wrought alloys). Although in a quite recent paper by Boag et al.9 they have 
reported the presence of nine predominant phases (including matrix), it is worth 
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Table 2.1 Summary of the most typical IMPs found in common AA2024 alloys23 (Reprinted with 
permission). 
 
aThe phase stoichiometries are included in this column. Phragmen79 indicates that Al2Cu, 
Al2CuMg, Al7Cu2Fe and Mg2Si are stable phases in aluminum alloy 24S, and where crystals 
have been extracted and characterise by X-ray diffraction (XRD), then the crystal structure is 
known. For the most part, however, it is the stoichiometry that is determined in corrosion studies 
using energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis. 
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   Looking into the information provided in Table 2.1 for various batches of 
AA2024 alloys, expecting a complex localised corrosion behaviour for these 
alloys is not surprising. IMPs with different phase labels can have an analogous 
stoichiometry since for instance, some Fe-containing IMPs can transform to 
Al7Cu2Fe or Al20(Cu,Fe,Mn)5Si phases during heat treatment procedures2. 
However, in this research, the author will focus on those types of IMPs that have 
been reported in more recent research (e.g. work by Boag et al.9).  
   During the past 18 years, there has been much debate among researchers 
concerning the definition of most plausible and accurate compositions and 
crystallography of various IMPs, especially IMPs1,2,9,37,48,66,82-84,91-96. This 
uncertainty in composition of these phases can be due to several factors: batch 
composition variation82, processing background of the alloy, sampling size and 
the spatial/lateral resolution of the techniques that were used for 
characterisation9. For instance, Boag et al.9 found that S/θ composite phases 
were surrounded by a periphery phase (the periphery was also observed around 
Al7Cu2Fe) with certain levels of Mn and Fe although Guillaumin and 
Mankowski9,37 observed no dispersoids (so called dispersoid-free zones) in the 
vicinity of S- or θ-phases. Furthermore, other researchers have reported the 
existence of shell type Al-Cu-Mn-Fe-Si phases with different morphologies97 and 
similarly in 3××× series of aluminium alloys35 but all are indicating that this 
periphery phase is a real part of the microstructure and can lead to localised 
corrosion initiation like trenching. A number of studies have shown that S-phase 
constituent particles larger than 5 µm are mostly found in clusters together with 
other IMPs (e.g. θ-phase), whilst θ-phase can be detected as an isolated 
individual phase in those scales23,45,52. While some regular isolated particles (e.g. 
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S-phase) can be surrounded by copper-depleted dispersoid- or precipitate-free 
zones9,27,28, it would be interesting to discover whether or not the enveloped 
phases are surrounded by a Cu, Mn, Fe depleted zone that can show higher 
anodic activities.  
   For isolated heterogeneous particles, long quenching delays (>50 s) can lead 
to formation of enveloping phases (also known as shell-type phases) with a core 
being poor in Cu, that induces severe galvanic coupling due to considerable 
potential difference (or galvanic driving force)52,97. Other constituents such as 
Mg2Si can be hard to characterise due to their insignificant backscatter contrast 
compared to the matrix48. Of course, this is only a problem using a point analysis 
approach; Mg2Si will be observable, if large enough, with hyperspectral mapping. 
It is also worth remarking that older energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) 
based techniques could have a limitation in case of defining exact chemical 
compositions of IMPs as a matter of beam-specimen interaction volume which 
depends on the electron beam accelerating voltage that can typically be 1 µm3 
for 12 KeV. As an example, Buchheit et al.48 reported that a recent generation of 
an EDS instrument they utilised could not differentiate the Al2CuMg, AlCuMg, 
Al5Mg2Cu5, and Al6Mg4Cu phases compositionally. Furthermore, in the previous 
work48, the authors could not assign 17% of the particles they detected, again 
revealing the issues associated with the resolution of the techniques used or 
variable compositions of the IMPs. Another complexity originates from the time 
that the alloy has been manufactured, since, there may not be a good correlation 
between the compositions found in older and more recent batches of a given 
alloy. For instance, Hughes et al.82 found six different phases in 9 batches of 
AA2024 alloys but completely different phases in one batch that was between 40-
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50 years old. They showed that there were unreported phases and stoichiometry 
of IMPs in modern AA2024 by using TEM coupled with EDS22,68,98.  
   Another micro scale feature that has been studied in attempts to understand 
the stable localised corrosion of aluminium alloys, is so-called cluster of IMPs. 
Cluster formation can be directly attributed to the interactions between of brittle 
(e.g. angular Al-Cu-Mn-Fe particles) and more resilient (e.g. rounded S-phase 
particles) phases during mechanical processes like rolling99. The constituent 
particles of a cluster can be so close together, or even physically touch, thus 
making the microstructure of the AA2024 even more intricate52. Composition (or 
even morphology) of the IMPs in AA2024 is normally dictated by the elemental 
composition and the heat treatment history of the alloy81. For instance, Derose et 
al.52 have found that in the alloy they used, AA2024-T3, some variants of IMPs 
such as Al3Fe, Al3Mn, and (Al,Cu)6Mn were absent. The latter can be imposed 
by the initial elemental composition of the alloy (which can be different from batch 
to batch) or the fabrication process where metastable IMPs can be transformed 
into more stable types such as Al12(Mn,Fe)3Si and Al20Mn3Cu2 dispersoid81. An 
example in the quaternary Al-Mn-Fe-Si system is the peritectic reaction (Melt + 
FeAl3) to (alpha (ɑ) Al + c-Al(Mn,Fe)Si)81. Latter phenomena can also lead to 
formation of significant couples between dissimilar phase domains such as S/θ, 
S/Al7Cu2Fe, S/Al-Cu-Mn-Fe-Si39,41,82,83,100-102. Two types of clustering have been 
reported to date: intra particle clustering within multiphase particles and inter 
particle clustering between particles of the same category or even different 
types2,9,103. The latter type can be exposed on the surface of a polished alloy at 
the same time as it may be present as sub-surface colonies of IMPs (this can 
result in stable localised corrosion rather than short-lived8,104,105). In a work done 
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by Chen and co-workers1, they observed clusters of S- and Al-Cu-Mn-Fe phases 
along the rolling direction. Finally, an interesting and rarely investigated micro-
sized feature is micro-porosity. Hashimoto et al.8 discovered an approximately 2-
µm void attached to a cluster of IMPs that can be created during heat treatment 
and hydrogen release. They stated that “highly defective regions, such as cracks 
and voids, might favour the development of potentially aggressive micro-
environments”. 
   Figure 2.1 shows the microstructure of AA2024-T3 previously studied by 
Hughes and co-workers82. IMPs of various sizes and shapes can be seen in this 
image, revealing the degree of microstructural complexity in an AA2024-T3 alloy. 
Red-dashed circles indicate clusters of Al-Cu-Fe-(Mn, Si) and Al2CuMg particles. 
It should be noted that there are specific approaches to define clusters of IMPs 
that are fully discussed in literature106,107, however, definition of clusters in Fig. 
2.1 is roughly made based on a visual assignment of sites with highest numbers 
of agglomerated IMPs. 
 
Figure 2.1 SE-SEM image of a AA2024-T3 plate (batch 7 previously used by Hughes et al.82) 
after short exposure to 0.05 M NaCl solution. 
40 µm 
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   It is noteworthy that where a cluster of IMPs exists, the matrix microstructure 
and composition can be locally different compared with an isolated IMP. 
Although, where clusters are present, the adjacent matrix or even grain 
boundaries might be hardly depleted from solute atoms (due to alloy 
homogenisation) that affect the localised corrosion initiation at these sites41. 
2.2.1.2 Nanostructural heterogeneities 
   In the context of this review, the term “nanostructure” refers to any feature that 
has a size range less than a micron. Examples could be grain boundaries, 
dislocations, rows of stacking faults, deformation twins, nano-voids, dispersoids, 
solute clusters and hardening precipitates11,22,32,39,41,44,51-53,68,71,108-112. In general, 
most of these nano-sized features (e.g. abundant dislocation structures) have not 
been considered to any great extent by corrosion scientists, as it is usually 
expected that larger constituent particles are most likely the prominent targets for 
localised corrosion initiation and propagation. However, one should consider that 
even nanostructures (such as defects) can have abundant densities and have an 
impact on the corrosion behaviour of heavily deformed Al alloys. Therefore in this 
section, nano-sized defects or features that fit mostly within the scope of this 
research such as grain boundaries, dispersoids, dislocations and hardening 
precipitates are studied.  
   Grain boundaries are merely well-known as one of the features of the 
polycrystalline materials86 which are categorised within 2D crystal defects. Grain 
boundaries are classified into two major types: (1) Low angle grain boundaries 
(LAGBs), also known as sub-grain boundaries, are those which are composed of 
re-arranged dislocation arrays with a misorientation (MO) angles less than about 
15 degrees. (2) High angle grain boundaries (HAGBs), whose MO angles are 
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normally greater than about 15 degrees. Generally, it is noted that the grain 
boundary energy is lower at coherent LAGBs, while it is higher at incoherent 
HAGBs113. Thus, it is considered that the amount of grain boundary precipitates 
changes with the difference in the grain boundary energy. Based on their energy, 
grain boundaries can imped dislocations motion and consequently lead to 
dislocation pile-up within grain interiors14,32. In addition, formation of grain 
boundary precipitates and hence the precipitate free zones (PFZs) along random 
HAGBs could occur113. However, in heavily deformed Al alloys, solute re-
distribution and re-solutionising of S-phase precipitates have been reported29,88. 
At the same time, transformation of LAGBs to HAGBs takes place due to great 
levels of plastic strain114.  
   Dispersoids are sub-micron (50-500 nm) rod-like features present in Mn-Cu 
containing Al alloys10,19,21,23. This phase is principally formed during 
homogenisation of large parts by a solid state reaction of modest solubility 
elements with a couple of transition metals (such as Cr, Ti, Zr and Mn) that are 
generally alloyed to the matrix to pin the grain growth. Once created, they usually 
will not be affected by heat treatment or solution annealing. In the case of AA2024 
alloy, Al20Mn3Cu2 (also called “T” phase84) would be the most predominant 
strengthening dispersoid2,37,48. Considering all nano and micro size IMPs, 
dispersoids occupy around 4% of the entire surface area while the other IMPs 
occupy about 3% of the surface52. While dispersoid-free zones around S-phase 
and Al-Mn-Cu- Fe-(Si, Mg) particles have been reported by some authors37,48, 
Thompson et al.104 and Obispo et al.115 have showed evidence of attachment of 
dispersoids to other IMPs using scanning electron microscope (SEM) and X-ray 
ultra-microscopy. Indeed, larger Cu-rich IMPs (such as S-phase particles) that 
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form during the solidification stage of the alloy will leave a Cu-poor periphery 
around them. Since dispersoids are also copper containing phases, those 
periphery zones will not be suitable sites for nucleation of these tiny particles37,48. 
Besides, while dispersoids literally act as grain growth pinning phases, nano-
sized defects such as dislocation loops can pile up around them and thus can be 
served as prone spots for S-phase components nucleation or growth.  
   Dislocations are one of the stress or heat treatment induced crystal defects and 
are basically known as regions where the atoms are out of position in the crystal 
structure116,117. Generally, there are two major forms of dislocations; edge and 
screw dislocations. Mixed dislocations are hybrids of the edge and screw 
forms117,118. Dislocations play an important role in simultaneously increasing the 
general toughness and strength of Al-Cu-Mg alloys (e.g. AA2024-T3). Dislocation 
cores carry elastic strain fields around them and thus, during dislocation motion, 
solute atoms can segregate around cores (forming “Cottrell atmospheres”) and 
pin further dislocation movements118. Dislocations (e.g. screw dislocations) are 
reported as suitable sites for precipitation of S-phase hardening precipitates119. 
For example, dislocation loops (formed during quenching and usually ≤ 300 nm 
in size) can grow by coalescence of vacancies during aging, they can serve as 
suitable sites for precipitation of nano-sized rod-like Guinier-Preston-Bagaryatsky 
(GPB) zones (less than 5 nm in size)11,110,120,121.  
   In the case of AA2024 alloy, clusters of solute atoms, S” and θ” precipitates and 
other intermediate zones like GPB zones (all ranging from few nanometres to 200 
nm) have been considered as the main strengthening phases. For instance, 
nucleation of solute clusters (from supersaturated solid solution) and 
transformation of those to more semi coherent phases such as S’, is dependent 
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on the aging time and temperature as well as the degree of applied cold work. 
Finally, the coherent S”-phase (with an orthorhombic crystal structure) in form of 
laths can grow within the structure in <100>α directions11,120-122. As a 
complementary technique to TEM, atom probe tomography (APT) is dedicating 
unique perspective of atoms in 3D at high lateral (0.2 nm) and spatial (0.04 nm) 
resolutions123, hence, providing new insights into nanostructures of 
heterogeneous alloys such as AA29249. For example, in recent works 
implemented by Marceau and co-workers11,110,120,124, considerable amounts of Si 
and Zn in Al2CuMg precipitates, or even embryo solute clusters, were analysed 
at near atomic resolution. 
   Given the various nano/micro structural features present on the surface of an 
AA2024 alloy, the naturally occurring passive oxide layer (in an aqueous media) 
is also likely to be non-uniform, especially at any interphase boundary. This may 
lead to a weakness or breakdown of the passive layer at aforementioned sites 
and is one of the proposed mechanisms for the birth of localised corrosion nuclei 
in the presence of structural heterogeneities such as IMPs27,48,68,72,90,94,100,103,125-
127. More details associated with the influence of heterostructure on localised 
attack initiation and propagation will be discussed later.  
2.3  Localised corrosion of Al-Cu-Mg alloys 
   Localised corrosion negatively affects the structural integrity of high-
performance alloys (e.g. AA2024-T3). Examples of frequently studied localised 
modes of corrosion on AA2xxx series are: pitting corrosion, crevice corrosion, 
IGC, stress corrosion cracking (SCC), exfoliation and trenching2-4,24,67. The 
current literature review will only deal with the mechanisms of pitting, 
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intergranular attack and trenching. In this context, localised corrosion of 
conventional aluminium alloys, in particular AA2024, will be investigated.  
2.3.1 Passivity de-stabilisation and localised attack 
   Degradation of materials exposed to aqueous or atmospheric environments is 
highly dictated by the chemistry of the environment and also the structure of the 
material such as micro and macro defects. The amorphous aluminium oxide film 
grown in aqueous environments (i.e. Al-O-H complexes) displays semi-
conductive properties (3.64 ± 0.04 eV for amorphous aluminum oxide)128 that 
varies with environmental and material variables such as alloying element 
addition or heat treatment24. There have been two different approaches for 
studying localised corrosion of aluminium alloys and specifically pitting corrosion. 
The first one focuses on breakdown of the passive layer due to aggressive 
chloride (or generally halide) ion ingress through inherent defects such as 
vacancies. In the second approach, it is accepted that the passive layer 
destabilises at the beginning of the localisation, but emphasis is on the influence 
of microstructural heterogeneities like IMPs as preferential sites for localised 
attack and growth4,24,25,129-131. As a precursor to stable pitting or generally 
localised corrosion, study of passive oxide layer breakdown or destabilisation 
would be worth mentioning.  
   In 2009, Guseva et al.132 modelled the anodic dissolution of pure aluminium 
alloy in a sodium chloride solution by means of a micro-electrochemical 
technique. They and other researchers4,24,130,133-135 proposed that a critical 
concentration of adsorbed Cl- ions or anodic potential is required for metastable 
pitting prior to stable pitting initiation. The four-step localised corrosion of 
aluminium alloys can be summarised as4,24,130,133-135:  
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1) Weakening of the surface oxide by chloride ions attack;  
2) Chemical reaction of chloride ions with aluminium ions in oxide/hydroxide 
precipitates;  
3) Dissolution and thinning of the oxide layer (metastable pitting stage); and  
4) Direct attack of the underlying bare metal including hydrolysis of the bare Al-
rich surface.  
   Considering the probable mononuclear and polynuclear hydrolysis reactions of 
aluminium and also the acidic pH values (~2)133 inside active pits, others have 
suggested AlOH2+ and Al2(OH)24+ as the main plausible species available in pit 
solution. Furthermore, they showed in a sequence of reactions that the 
amorphous AlCl3 and Al(OH)2Cl would form as a solid precipitate and can be 
transformed into crystalline Al(OH)3 at prolonged exposure times132,136. This is in 
agreement with a generally accepted rule in pitting studies where aluminium salts 
should be present (in highly acidified solution namely anolyte, pH < 3) at the 
bottom of the stable pit as a precursor to stable pitting24. McCafferty134,137 has 
proposed mathematical models for the prediction of passive layer behaviour in 
presence of chloride ions using a kinetic model. The model takes into account 
the passive layer deterioration by chloride ion diffusion through oxide layer 
defects such as vacancies. This information can be the precursor to study the 3D 
structure of the stated interfacial layers via, for instance, APT at an ultimate 
spatial resolution.   
   In fact, the nature of the passive oxide layer on pure aluminum is far different 
from Al alloys. As discussed previously, pure aluminium, due to its poor 
mechanical properties, is usually blended with other alloying and impurity 
elements such as transition metals. Referring to various thermodynamic 
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calculations in phase diagrams, some degree of these elements can still remain 
as solid solutions in the aluminium matrix while the excess amount will be 
transformed into constituent IMPs2-4,67,136. As one of the major alloying elements, 
if Mg exists in solid solution form, it can improve the corrosion resistance of the 
alloy by retarding the cathodic reaction2,3,138. Although still debatable, in the case 
of Cu, it has been reported that values up to 5 wt.% in solid solution, increases 
the resistance to pitting susceptibility by ennobling the pitting breakdown 
potential2,3,139. For Mn, Fe and Si elements, any excess amount would sustain 
and support cathodic reactions while Zn can decrease the pitting potential about 
200 mV3,138,140. Moreover, Shaw et al.6 reported that non-equilibrium solid 
solutions of Al and transitions metals (e.g. W, Cr, Ta and Mo) produced by sputter 
deposition can enhance the passivity behaviour and shift the pitting potentials up 
to very positive values (2600 mV for Al-9(at.%)W alloy). While they stated that 
the alloying element did not incorporate much into the passive layer, Bockris et 
al.141 proved that the incorporation of chloride ions into the passive layer is directly 
related to the blocking effect of oxides based on the role of alloying elements.     
   The aforementioned pitting phenomenon can be divided into the following 
steps24,130:  
1) Depletion of cathodic reactant (e.g. oxygen) occurs inside the pit environment 
that shifts the cathodic reaction to happen on the surrounding exposed surface 
around the pit mouth;  
2) The pit environment enriches with metal (here aluminium) cations;  
3) Aggressive species such as chloride ions diffuse into the pit cavity to keep 
charge neutrality; and  
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4) Metal cations undergo hydrolysis and generate H+ cations that acidifies the pit 
cavity and a stable pit can propagate at an ever-increasing rate.  
   During the past decades, potentiodynamic and potentionstatic methods have 
been used to study the evolution of metastable events (pits) to stable states while 
other methods such as galvanic noise on a multi-electrode array have been found 
beneficial both in open circuit and polarised conditions62,135,142-146. Critical size 
and volume of a metastable pit required to transform into a stable pit can be 
measured using the current transient data obtained from electrodes made of both 
pure or alloyed aluminium alloys135. As proposed by Galvele133 and Pride et al.147 
transition from intermediate metastable pit to a stable pit is only plausible when 
the “pit stability product” (the product of pit current density (ipit) and pit depth (rpit)) 
is greater than 10-2 A/cm. In case of AA2024-T3 alloy, Truemen135 rationalised 
that the critical charge of a metastable pit to be considered as a stable pit will be 
19 µC which can be associated to a 13.5 µm hemi-spherical pit. However, it 
should be noted that pure electrochemical methods have limitations in terms of 
either relating the metastable events to complex micro or even nano structures 
of alloys such as AA2024 or correctly assigning the current transients to localised 
events in longer exposure times27. Once a stable pit forms, it will then grow to a 
certain size and shape. As an example, for a stable hemi-spherical pit in Al foils 
of thickness 0.05-0.2 mm, under ohmic condition, the following empirical 
parabolic relation (Eq.1) between the pit radius (r) and growth time (t) has been 
suggested130: 
 𝑟 ∝ 𝑡1/2                                                                                                                               (Eq.1) 
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2.3.2 Localisation induced by micro-IMPs 
   In this section, the focus will be on recent literature in which the influence of 
isolated constituent IMPs on localised corrosion of aluminium alloys and 
specifically AA2024 has been studied. Until now, various structural 
characterisation and electrochemical techniques have been utilised to 
understand the influence of complex heterostructures on corrosion initiation and 
propagation of aluminium alloys. Examples include: SEM1,9,28,47,48,82,83,100,148, 
TEM71,109,111, scanning probe techniques (e.g. scanning Kelvin probe force 
microscopy (SKPFM))49,70,73,96,97,149-153, confocal scanning laser microscope 
(CSLM)44-46,50,76, nanotomography8,154 and capillary-based microelectrochemical 
test (also known as microcell)91,92,155-161.  
   Generally, it has been demonstrated that constituent particles containing 
considerable amounts of Cu, Fe, Mn, and Si behave mainly as cathodes whilst 
S-phase acts as an anode, where, within first 10 minutes of exposure to a 
corrosive electrolyte it de-alloys (Al and Mg removal) and then changes its polarity 
to be a Cu-rich cathode15,17,27,28,105,154. Although, Boag et al.9 have shown that 
isolated IMPs can have localised “internal” electrochemical activity due to the 
existence of compositional domains within their structures. Scanning probe 
techniques have been proven to be powerful for finding preferential sites of 
localised corrosion such as pitting49,70,96,149,162-165. In case of SKPFM, Camprestini 
et al.97 showed a Volta potential driving force of 400 mV between the core and 
the enveloping phase of an Al-Cu-Mn-Fe particle but did not observe any result 
of localised corrosion within these particles. More recently, Lacroix et al.70,152 
studied S-phase de-alloying and trench formation around isolated and clustered 
particles utilising atomic force microscopy (AFM), SKPFM and secondary ion 
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mass spectroscopy (SIMS) but again did not report occurrence of deep stable 
pits. The heterogeneity in the composition of the isolated particles make them act 
as active sites for initiation of internal micro-galvanic cells. Moreover, Davoodi et 
al.35, Schmutz et al.49 and some other researchers44,149 showed that the 
heterogeneous Al-Fe-Mn-Cu phases can undergo internal pitting attack. Cu-rich 
remnants (serving as cathodes) of de-alloyed Mg containing precipitates or IMPs 
(Al2CuMg and Mg2Si)100,155 can undergo further localised attack. For instance, 
Buchheit et al.48 have detected 10-nm pits on the surface of a de-alloyed S-phase 
particle.  
   Concerning just these micron size features, two types of localised corrosion 
morphologies can be witnessed in a typical AA2024 alloy:  
1) Peripheral trenches around various types of IMPs such as S-phase particles. 
There are authors who suggest that in the case of isolated IMPs (e.g. de-alloyed 
S-phase particles), the pit stability product is much lower than 10-2 A/cm (which 
applies to the surrounding matrix) and thus, the remnants of particles will be 
undercut and detached by etching out from the surface before leading to stable 
pitting1,28,44,45. Therefore, it seems to be logical to assume that this phenomenon 
can be dependent to the size and depth of the embedded particles.  
2) Deep pits due to the selective dissolution of IMPs sometimes containing 
particle remnants. The schematic image shown in Fig. 2.2 illustrates the trench 
formation around two different size S-phase particles. This model is essentially 
the model proposed by Buchheit et al.48,93,166 indicating trench formation, de-
alloying of the S-phases due to the formation of Mg-hydroxide and Al-
hydride/oxide/hydroxide and re-deposition of nano-sized Cu particles. Figures 
2.2a and 2.2c show detachment of a small shallow S-phase (as an example) and 
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re-passivation of the trench while, Figs. 2.2b and 2.2d depict a stable pit around 
the remnant of a deep de-alloyed S-phase particle (apparently larger). As shown 
by Garcia et al.167, corrosion plumes (layered platelets of corrosion products) 
were formed at the bottom of the pits where hydrogen evolved from under the 
gel-like oxide layer in the presence of cathodic sites. 
   To summarise, some S-phase remnants can remain attached to the surface 
acting as active cathodic sites while smaller cathodic particles can be etched out 
(from both de-alloyed matrix and Cu-rich particles) by solution convection or 
mechanical pressure from growing corrosion products, an hence non-faradaic 
liberation of Cu-rich particles and their dissolution and redisposition on surface 
that can lead to the formation of secondary pits (not shown in the images). 
Ultimately, any redistribution or presence of Cu-rich particles on surface will 
enhance the rate of oxygen reduction (or generally the cathodic reaction) and 
subsequently local increase in pH that would result in active dissolution of the 
adjacent matrix27,28,36,44,45,48,93,166,168. While in reality, there is usually a gradient of 
elemental compositions across the phase boundaries (enriched or depleted 
zones around IMPs), thus from the corrosion point of view, it is important to 
consider the position of an IMP with respect to its exposed surface area.  
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Figure 2.2 Schematic illustration for circumferential trenching around (a) and (c) small shallow 
and (b) and (d) big deep S-phase particles. (a) and (b) are indicating before exposure 
conditions. 
   In the case of de-alloyed remnant particles, Boag. et al.27,28 have observed that 
S-phase sponge-like remnants are not covered with Cu-rich corrosion products 
and Cu-containing products seem to be dissolved in solution and provide copper 
ions for deposition elsewhere on the surface. For example, copper ions can be 
back plated on Al-Cu-Fe-Mn containing particles or remnants and lead to further 
increase in their total cathodic activity27,28. Moreover, Chen et al.1 detected trace 
amounts of Fe and Mn deposited on S-phase particles, which definitely shows an 
interaction between Al-Cu-Mn-Fe and Al-Cu-Mg particles.  
   These mechanisms discussed above can also occur in other types of IMPs. For 
instance, large-sized Al-Cu-Mn-Fe-Si phases can also trench but over a longer 
time scale (usually after 2h in 0.1 M NaCl) compared to more active S-phase28. 
As reported by Boag et al.28, the hierarchy of localised attack around isolated 
IMPs is directly related to their composition and resultant electrochemistry. This 
has been done by many researchers on a range of aluminium alloys7,8,15,17,27,74,91-
93,105,148,155,157,161. There are controversies and dispersions in the measured 
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characteristic values (e.g. Ecorr, Epit or icorr) reported in the literature for various 
IMPs9,74,82,83,91,92,148,155,157. This however, is not surprising since model 
intermetallic compositions and IMPs in commercial alloys can be structurally and 
chemically intricate compounds themselves. One should also note that, the actual 
electrochemical behaviour of the model dispersoids can be different in 
comparison with real sub-micron ones. For instance, model IMPs can support 
higher amounts of current than those available in commercial alloys91. 
Nevertheless, it is worthwhile measuring the galvanic driving force that can be 
introduced at various interphase boundaries based on the results reported by 
Birbilis et al.91. The first reason to follow this method is that the corrosion 
potentials of these phases are independent of their sizes. The second is that, at 
least two of these phases are usually co-operating electrochemically and thus 
affect the potential fields around them (spectrum of galvanic driving forces) 
leading to electrochemical polarisation. Table 2.2 presents the galvanic driving 
forces calculated (from difference in open circuit potentials of phases) for various 
couples of IMPs in aerated 0.1 M NaCl solution after research by Birbilis and 
Buccheit91. The darker the red colour, the higher is the galvanic driving force. It 
is obvious that highest susceptibility to localised corrosion would be at the 
interface of any phase that is coupled with Mg2Si. This is fully in agreement with 
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Table 2.2 Galvanic driving forces calculated (from open circuit potentials (in mV vs. saturated 
calomel electrode (SCE) of the phases) for various couples of IMPs in aerated 0.1 M NaCl 
solution91. Note that those data on sides of the zero values (green boxes) are the same and 
repeated. 
 
   The results presented Table 2.2 just takes into account couples of two phases, 
however, it is obvious from the literature that many of these particles can 
potentially co-operate as clusters with incongruent electrochemical activities27,39-
41. Thus far, techniques with higher lateral resolution such as the wire beam 
electrode (also known as electrochemically integrated multi-electrode array) 
technique would be required to better understand the influence of particles 
interactions on localised electrochemistry of the sample171-174.  
   The WBE has been described as a rapid, quantitative method to measure 
localised corrosion of metals and especially steels with a capability to monitor 
quasi in-situ localised corrosion processes on material surfaces171-183. Battocchi 
et al.63 have employed an Al-Cu WBE together with a scanning vibrating electrode 
(SVET) to find a correlation between the WBE and actual arrays of AA2024 wires 
to better interpret the development of localised corrosion on real and model alloy 
configurations. Kallip et al.184 and other researchers57,59,60 have also invested 
much research on the multi-electrode screening technique as an effective method 
for evaluation of various groups of inhibitors for electrodes made of different types 
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of complex alloys such as AA2024 or stainless steels. In 2013, Murer and 
Buchheit62 studied the metastable/stable pitting behaviour of AA2024 material by 
modelling the experimental data obtained from AA2024 WBE used with galvanic 
noise technique and optical profilometry results in a free corrosion condition and 
they concluded that almost no stable pitting occurs at the open circuit potential 
(OCP) condition. In a recent study, Tan et al.65 investigated the localised 
corrosion initiation and inhibition of pure Al and AA2024 WBEs in chloride 
containing solutions by adding various amount of RE-chlorides. They have found 
that the galvanic corrosion in these electrodes was suppressed by generation of 
considerable number of insignificant anodes. In another study, they characterised 
the localised corrosion behaviour and inhibition of AA1100 aluminium in presence 
and absence of a sodium chromate inhibitor under anodically polarised conditions 
while using the scanning reference electrode technique (SRET) to find the best 
correlation between the WBE results, conventional polarisation and surface 
potential changes in solutions185. However, there is still lack of good correlation 
between the WBE results and the corroded microstructure maybe due to the wire 
size and distribution limitations dictated by this method in its previous forms. 
However, with the aid of such method, various configurations of dissimilar wires 
can be designed to imitate the heterogeneous distribution of IMPs over the alloy 
surface and to measure their subsequent reactivity or inhibition by videoing the 
maps of progressing galvanic activities on the surface by time 
elapsing57,59,65,186,187. 
2.3.3 Role of nano scale heterogeneities on localised corrosion 
   While plenty of research has examined the influence of micro-sized defects or 
phases on localised corrosion of aluminium alloys, in recent times, researchers 
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have focused down to nano-sized hardening precipitates and their impact on 
localised corrosion12,14,15,71,164,188. For example, Malladi et al.98 found evidences 
of the intra-particle attack on a Cu-rich nano particle present at a grain boundary. 
Therefore, a review of those attempts can be interesting taking into account high 
density of nanostructural features such as crystallographic defects that might 
have possible impacts on localisation of corrosion in high-strength Al alloys such 
as AA2024-T3.    
   On the one hand, pure electrochemical methods have been employed to work 
out the transition size of metastable to stable events135. On the other hand, it is 
clear that the scales at which initiation occurs is much finer than the techniques 
generally used to study corrosion. Compared to SEM, higher resolution 
techniques such as TEM are capable of better identification of nano-sized defects 
and attacked sites such as nano pits on the alloys surfaces14,15,22,68,71,98,109,189. 
Obviously, the size scale of these feature does not fulfil the previously proposed 
micron values (e.g. 13.5 µm135) for metastable to stable pitting transition. 
   As discussed earlier, the older versions of aluminium alloys are gradually being 
replaced with cleaner generations190,191. Indeed, scrutinising the composition and 
structure of synthetic alloys, where cleaner alloys containing lots of fine and well-
distributed precipitates are designed for special structural applications, nano-
sized defects might have a greater role to play in localisation of corrosion and 
structural degradation. From the electrochemical point of view, these nano-size 
S-phase precipitates can be considered as active entities and thus can behave 
like larger micro-sized constituent forms71,111,164,188. When these tiny phases 
precipitate at grain boundaries, they can play a detrimental role in the initiation 
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and propagation of localised corrosion, particularly the 
latter32,39,41,51,53,71,90,111,112,192.  
   Modification of the alloy composition (disregarding the metal forming 
background of the alloys) will bring about higher demand to investigate corrosion 
mechanism(s) induced by these finer particles probably due to the shift in 
mechanisms of localised attacks to finer scales with respect to size, distribution 
and composition of these developed variants of IMPs. Another influence on 
corrosion investigation at fine scales is atmospheric corrosion taking place under 
thin liquid layers or minuscule corrosion cells in which confined active cells will 
amplify the role of these nano-sized features by supporting more reactive sites 
for localised reactions. Moreover, the presence of these features at grain 
boundaries (grain boundary decoration) or weak sites (such as near surface 
deformed layer (NSDL)193) can destabilise localised integrity and lead to 
intergranular attack in minute corrosion cells (at the corrosion front along grain 
boundaries) or intergranular-assisted localised attacks like co-operative corrosion 
among clusters of IMPs. The following literature review focuses on the evidences 
supporting the lately mentioned points associated with localised corrosion in 
nanoscopic levels. 
   In case of Al20Mn3Cu dispersoids, it has been rarely conveyed that these tiny 
(less than 500 nm in size) cathodic phases may undergo dissolution. Guillaumin 
and Mankowski37 observed a complete dispersoid etch-out in an AA2024-T351 
sample polarised at -610 mV/SCE (10mV more positive than the second 
breakdown potential of the alloy). However, Leard and Buchheit161 observed that 
phase to be intact after anodic polarisation in a microelectrochemical cell. 
According to the number density of this phase in AA2024, it is very probable that 
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they act as preferential weak sites in decorated grain boundaries or corrosion 
fronts. Moreover, Derose et al.52 reported that the Mn-containing dispersoids or 
nano-size S-phases could have influence even on matrix overall corrosion 
properties confirmed by the micro-polarisation technique in local corrosion cells. 
They showed that a matrix containing a mixture of S-phase and cathodic IMPs, 
has a pitting potential about 50 mV (vs. SCE) less negative than a matrix without 
these IMPs. 
   In the case of other nanostructures like dislocations and hardening precipitates, 
it should be stated that these features can also lead to direct or indirect localised 
corrosion. Also, for complex alloys like AA2024, it has been extensively shown 
that both pitting and IGC can concurrently happen at aerated open circuit 
conditions while it is still not clear which mechanism occurs 
beforehand27,29,51,53,89,109,188,192. Regarding the role of dislocations, researchers 
have found IGC in the absence of precipitates in grain boundaries being 
correlated to relatively high levels of grain stored energies due to the generation 
of high population densities of dislocations by cold work20,32,53. In this case the 
IGC is driven by small galvanic differences between grains with different levels of 
grain stored energy and therefore different levels of defects. The IGC propagates 
down a grain boundary by attack on the surface of the grain with the higher grain 
stored energy. Other mechanisms of IGC deals with sub-micron precipitates such 
as S- and θ-phases (or other types of precipitates such as Al2CuLi in AA2099-
T8314) that decorate the grain boundaries. Numerous studies have shown the 
formation of copper-depleted zones adjacent to grain boundary precipitates (e.g. 
less than 100 nm S-phase precipitates)12,14,15,22,68,71,109,188. 
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   The most recent literature aims to explore the impact of nano-sized 
heterostructures in localised corrosion of Al-Cu-Mg alloys. Birbilis et al.71 
suggested that even laboratory model Al-Cu-Mg type alloy can undergo localised 
corrosion within few seconds in solutions containing chloride ions. They reported 
that even 5-nm S-phase precipitate can suffer from de-alloying and corrosion 
even below the breakdown potential of the whole alloy71. In similar research, 
Ralson et al.89,188 studied the size-dependent susceptibility of an Al-Cu-Mg model 
alloy by utilising TEM, APT accompanied by polarisation techniques and they 
revealed that any coherent solute cluster of less than 3 nm size would not lead to 
localised corrosion initiation, hence, describing the minimum size features can be 
tolerated from localised dissolution and attack. Moreover, other researchers such 
as Malladi et al.22,68,98 and Kappes et al.109 have used high resolution state-of-
the-art techniques to find the relationship between various sized precipitates (at 
various heat treatment conditions) and the surrounding solid solution on the 
localised corrosion behaviour of aluminium alloys. As a characterisation method, 
ex-situ AFM has been reported to be capable of resolving down 50 nm size pits 
on the surface of an Al-7(wt.%)Cu model alloy containing nano size θ-phase 
precipitates. The pitting was induced via 30 mins immersion at the open-circuit 
potential in 0.01 M NaCl with the pH adjusted to 11.5 with NaOH165. In another 
attempt by Birbilis et al.164, in-situ AFM was implemented to characterise the 
nano-scale surface evolution of an AA7075-T651 TEM sample in quiescent 0.01 
M NaCl (pH about 6.6) together with phase by phase electrochemical probing of 
nano-sized features in a corrosion cell tentatively called “nano-electrochemical 
cell”. The authors distinguished good correlation between pitting observations 
and the impedance behaviour of the grain boundary nano precipitates164. 
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However, there is still controversy in literature regarding a clear role of dislocation 
structures in localised corrosion processes probably due to difficulties arising 
from revealing these nano size features after the corrosion process. For instance, 
Brunner et al.88,194 examined the localised electrochemical properties of (ultrafine-
grained) UFG Al–Mg model alloys and proposed the prevailing factor affecting 
the localised corrosion behaviour and morphology to be high density of 
dislocations. Furthermore, Jinlong et al.16 concluded that the dislocation-rich sub-
structures considerably deteriorated the corrosion resistance of burnished 
AA2024 alloy. Dislocations, and their associated structures such as partial 
dislocations, stacks of dislocations, dislocation loops, and dislocation cells are 
also suggested to serve as active entities during the corrosion process due to 
high levels of stored strain energy16,19,20,64,195. For instance, Zhou et al.195 have 
shown that the emerged edge and screw dislocations on MnS inclusion surfaces 
were the favoured sites for localised dissolution of those inclusions within a 
commercial stainless steel where they suggested that local strain field around a 
single dislocation core (around 1 nm in radius) reduced the (local electrode 
potentials) LEPs by as much as 100 mV. In a latter work by Wang et al.19, 
preferential dissolution of dispersoid approximants (in the body of micro-sized S-
phase particles) were observed and correlated to the existence of meta-
dislocations at the intersected zone of twin plates within dispersoid particles.  
   In this light, APT can be used as a powerful technique to reveal nano scale 
crystallographic defects and their contribution in localised corrosion processes. 
Indeed, APT has been utilised to investigate 3D nanostructural features in variety 
of material including precipitation hardening aluminium alloys like Al-Cu-Mg 
alloys11,110,120-122 and also as a supplementary nano characterisation technique at 
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the nanoscale to study corrosion properties of high-temperature corroded 
alloys196,197. For example, this technique can be used to investigate nano scale 
features such as dislocation structures11,198,199; the total dislocation length in a 
cubic meter of a wrought alloy might be as long as a light year (about 1016 m in 
length)200. From corrosion perspective, these nano scale structural defects could 
interact with IMPs and thus contribute in localised corrosion processes at a larger 
scale. The following section will deal with the brief interpretation of localised 
corrosion induced by co-existent and co-operative nature of nano and micro 
structural heterogeneities. 
2.3.4 Co-operative corrosion 
   In previous sections, various influential factors leading to viable localised 
corrosion of aluminium alloys (especially AA2024) were investigated based on 
the presence of individual defects and structural heterogeneities (e.g. IMPs). 
Herein, co-operation of these surface or bulk features in the form of colonies will 
be explored to better understand the mechanism of localised corrosion at the 
micron scale.  
   In 1996, Chen et al.1 observed 3D clustering of IMPs, resulted in severe large 
pits by coalescence of smaller isolated pits growing laterally and exposure of sub-
surface particles to the corrosive electrolyte. Further in-depth attention has been 
paid to this type of corrosion by Thompson and co-workers8,9,17,27,39-
41,69,104,105,112,154 during the past few years to understand the exact correlation 
between the microstructure of the AA2024 alloy and stable pitting initiation and 
propagation utilising focussed ion beam (FIB)/SEM, particle induced X-ray 
emission spectroscopy (PIXE), electron microprobe analysis (EMPA), TEM, 
electron nanotomography and X-ray microtomography. With respect to the last 
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two techniques, heterostructures of aluminium alloys (AA2024 and AA1050) have 
been analysed and reconstructed in 3D by serial sectioning (near 50 nm steps) 
via conventional/automated ultramicrotomy of the selected areas mainly 
containing electrochemically attacked clusters constituting S-, θ- and Al-Cu-Mn-
Fe phases. Consequently, they have found obvious evidences for de-alloyed S-
phase particles within clusters of IMPs, and also direct signs of Cu2O formation 
around de-alloyed S-phase or dispersoid particles. Furthermore, a considerable 
number of sub-micron Fe-rich (confirmed by EDS) intra-particles were also 
detected as parts of larger clusters of IMPs. They have concluded that the most 
incessant and severe attack was emerged from the large deep sub-surface 
clusters of IMPs8,104,105,154. However, these aforementioned high-resolution 
characterisation studies have mainly examined the propagated fronts developed 
during the growth of corrosion.   
   To better elucidate the correlation between IMP clusters and stable pitting 
corrosion, Buchheit and Birbilis157 showed that for AA7075 alloy, the 
electrochemical maps (at various pH conditions) reveals direct relations between 
particle induced reaction rates and the accumulation of localised corrosion 
attacks whilst coalescence of severe pits in the form of corrosion rings was earlier 
reported by Liao et al.34 and Chen and co-workers1. Liao et al.42 depicted that this 
type of localised corrosion is accompanied by the formation of corrosion rings 
(halos formation) and domes, accumulation of corrosion products, H2 evolution 
and cathodic protection of the pit periphery. Later on, Hughes and co-workers39-
41,112 carried out a series of studies on corrosion ring (halo) formation in both 
aggressive aqueous and atmospheric conditions. While Liao et al.34 did not 
observe any evidence of grain boundary attack, Hughes and co-workers39-41,112 
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found obvious evidence of IGC networks as precursors of co-operative corrosion 
between clusters of IMPs in propagation stages (Fig. 2.3). From the definition of 
co-operative corrosion, all of these mechanisms usually happen concurrently 
within or in the vicinity of a corroding cluster39,41.  
Figure 2.3 Summary of localised corrosion mechanisms observed by Hughes et al.41 during 
developing co-operative corrosion of AA2024-T3 in 0.1 M NaCl solution. 
   Domes of corrosion products are considered to be the main sites of hydrogen 
evolution and chlorine presence, indicating anodic activity within corroding 
clusters of IMPs although in some cases, domes were absent inside the ring40. 
The authors also discovered corrosion rings to be mainly symmetric features with 
a size in range of 100-200 µm and their interior area being free of corrosion 
products and almost observable in all pH conditions (except pH=4 where rings 
are unstable) indicating that this phenomena is not pH sensitive. Figure 2.4a 
demonstrates the secondary electron (SE) SEM image of the corrosion attack 
morphologies on a polished AA2024-T3 sheet sample after open circuit corrosion 
in 0.05 M NaCl solution for 120 minutes. Various types of corrosion such as IGC 
and formation of concentric halo corrosion rings are obvious. This image shows 
the complexity of localised corrosion of AA2024 that can reach stable conditions 
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even at freely corroding conditions. Utilising the optical profilometry, Fig. 2.4b 
shows examples of a 3D view of the corrosion attack morphology found close to 
the edge (in a transverse cross-section) of a mounted 1 mm AA2024 wire; 
corroded in the same condition as discussed in Fig. 2.4a. The result shows 
protrusions of corrosion products in the form of a single halo ring with a maximum 
height of about 7 µm together with a corrosion dome (with about 4.5 µm height) 
at the centre of the ring may be an indication of an active anodic site inside the 
corrosion ring area.  
 
Figure 2.4 (a) SE-SEM image of the corrosion attack morphology of polished AA2024-T3 sheet after 
120 minutes open circuit immersion in 0.05 M open to air NaCl solution. (b) Example of a 3D image 
constructed by optical profilometry showing the morphology of a halo corrosion ring formed on the 
surface of a 1 mm AA2024 wire after corrosion in a similar condition to (a). 
   The absence of corrosion products within the corrosion rings is found to be 
irrespective of the solution pH while, obvious signs of heavy grain boundary 
attack was also detected within these catholically protected halos with a 
penetration depth of around 50 µm into the matrix39,41. From the propagation point 
of view, one should be reminded that in the above time scale, the corrosion front 
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grows mostly laterally while in longer immersion times (>240 min) a mixed mode 
IGC/grain etch-out can occur that leads to appearance of profound pits27,40.  
   IGC is one of the common and important localised corrosion mechanisms in Al 
alloys that is occasionally associated with pitting (see for example Fig. 2.4a). To 
date, there are different types of mechanisms proposed for the occurrence of IGC 
in aluminum alloys. One possible mechanism attributes IGC to the decoration of 
the grain precipitates, S- or θ-phases, which deplete the adjacent matrix from 
specific solute atoms such as Cu and increase the electrochemical susceptibility 
of this region to IGC88,113,201. Knight et al.202 reported that the OCP of solute-
depleted grain boundaries (due to the formation of the hardening precipitates) is 
about -220 mV more negative than that of the AA2024-T3 alloy (in 0.6 M NaCl 
solution). As a consequence, they suggested that the electrochemical activity of 
this zone is proposed to be similar to that of the pure aluminum (-849 mV in the 
same solution). To resolve that, Brunner et al.88 has noted that the severe plastic 
deformation of AA2024 parts can “de-sensitise” the grain boundaries by 
redistributing the Cu content to other areas of the microstructure although they 
could not find a correlation between the grain size and the IGC susceptibility.  
   Another approach to IGC considers the role of crystallographic defects, grain 
boundaries, where orientation differences between grains meeting at grain 
boundaries determine the contribution of LAGBs and HAGBs in IGC 
susceptibility32,53,113. This approach suggests complex and random HAGBs as 
more detrimental sites for IGC compared with LAGBs. While these two 
mechanisms have been employed to interpret IGC in a range of high-strength 
aluminum alloys, there are examples of IGC reported where neither depletion 
zones in the grain boundary network nor a considerable difference in grain MO 
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angles between the attacked grain boundaries and the parent material, were 
observed32,53. For example, Kim et al.203 reported that in case of pure aluminum, 
LAGBs and special coincident site lattice (CSL) boundaries are typically more 
resistant to IGC in comparison with random HAGBs. This is where the third 
mechanism suggests that the grain stored energy, which reflects the defect 
density (more specifically dislocation structures density) in individual grains may 
play a crucial role in the development of IGC. Although a recent careful electron 
backscatter diffraction (EBSD) analysis by Glenn et al.20 revealed that the 
enhanced defect densities within individual S-phase particles could also increase 
the severity of localised corrosion at these prone sites.  
   To summarise, Hughes et al.41 have proposed a detailed three-step mechanism 
for the initiation and propagation of a co-operative corrosion within/around a 
cluster of mixed anodic/cathodic IMPs. In the first step, initiation occurs via 
galvanic coupling between IMPs of different activity (mixed anodic and cathodic) 
and current exchange between these mixed particles. In this step the major 
anodes are mainly spread over the surface. In the second step, anodic IMP(s) 
undergo de-alloying (specific to S-phase) at the same time the cathodic particles 
undergo trenching and Cu enrichment via plated a Cu-rich layer, which indeed 
increases the total cathodic activity of the exposed particles. In this step, the 
major anodes are driven into the surface at the base of t trenches and IGC. In the 
third step, rapid penetration of trenches establishes long diffusion paths where 
stable anolyte can be maintained. In this case, networks of grain boundaries 
become highlighted as prone sites of lateral and in-depth propagation27,40,41. 
Therefore, those three mentioned mechanisms responsible for IGC have to be 
taken into account in this type of corrosion. Figure 2.5 shows the schematic 
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illustration of co-operative corrosion occurring within a concept S/θ/Al-Fe-Mn-
Cu(-Si) composite cluster yet without any dome inside the corrosion ring. Note 
that for simplification, nano-size features are not presented in the schematic 
although they play a vital role during such a process. Moreover, it should be 
added that the interior area of the halo (not indicated) product is assumed to be 
cathodically protected via generated electrons produced by anodic dissolution of 
aluminium (Al → Al3+ + 3 e-) at active sites (reactions are not shown in picture). 
 
Figure 2.5 Schematic illustration of co-operative corrosion occurring within a S/θ/Al-Fe-Mn-Cu(-
Si) composite cluster. Domes are not indicated in this image. 
   Looking into the available literature, there is still a gap in understanding the 
contribution of the crystallographic defects (e.g. grain boundaries) and 
microstructure (e.g. IMPs) of the material in the resultant localised degradation 
mechanisms. A plausible logical hypothesis is: “in plastically deformed Al alloys, 
minute defect structures (having considerable densities) will interact with other 
defects and the embedded IMPs forming localised corrosion cells of different 
sizes which are detrimental to their surrounding matrix”. Currently, it appears that 
there is still a deficiency of microstructural and electrochemical information 
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dealing with localised corrosion of heavily deformed Al-Cu-Mg alloys (e.g. 
AA2024). The latter can be resolved by utilising ex-situ characterisation 
techniques such as SEM, EBSD, EDS, TEM and APT or in-situ electrochemical 
techniques such as multi-electrode array (mimicking corroding wire stands or 
one-piece coupon sample) at a high temporal resolution or SVET at a high lateral 
resolution.  
2.4 Corrosion inhibition of Al-Cu-Mg alloys by rare-earth compounds 
   The mechanism of initiation of localised is influenced by any change in solution 
chemistry, including the addition of inhibitors204 such as those containing rare 
earths. In previous parts of this review, the author endeavoured to cover the most 
influential parameters in localised corrosion initiation and propagation. This 
section deals with reviewing the research on rare-earth (RE) based inhibitors for 
corrosion protection of aluminium alloys158,205-210. Other types of protective 
barriers such as conversion and organic coatings211-213 that also incorporate 
these compounds are not discussed here since the localised corrosion and 
protection mechanisms may be different in presence of these functional systems.  
   Since identification of RE compounds as corrosion inhibitors for Al alloys by 
Hinton et al.214-216, a large range of RE cations have been explored, either as 
inorganic salts206,208,209 or as blends with other organic or inorganic compounds 
to deliver multifunctional inhibition (dual anodic and cathodic inhibition 
action)158,207,210,217-224. One generally accepted inhibition mechanism by RE-salts 
is the formation of RE oxides/hydroxides over cathodically active site such as 
IMPs that leads to a decrease in rate of oxygen reduction reaction (O2 + 2H2O 
+4e- → 4OH-)206,207,209. However, Garicia et al.167 showed that IGC and stable 
ring formation was still possible during 10 hours of immersion in RE-inhibited 
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chloride containing solutions. Their results showed that while the CeCl3 
compound offers cathodic protection of Cu-rich areas independently of the Cu 
content and immersion time, in contrast, cerium dibutyl phosphate (Ce(dbp)3) 
provides a combined effect through cerium oxide formation on Cu-rich areas and 
dibutylphosphate (dbp) coverage of the overall surface. They also pointed out 
that such bi-functional inhibition can limit the formation of both plumes and 
corrosion rings, whereas this mechanism cannot potentially happen in presence 
of CeCl3. 
   In case of RE-organic inhibitors, e.g. Ce(dbp)3, a further contribution to anodic 
inhibition suppresses the total and localised corrosion intensity of AA2024 by 
formation of surface films. The former mechanism has been proposed via 
interaction of phosphate containing dbp- with Al-OH2+ and Al-OH2+ anodic surface 
sites through a ligand-exchange irreversible process167. In addition to the above 
inhibitors, mischmetal mixtures of RE compounds have also revealed synergistic 
inhibition properties compared to some individual RE-organic compounds like 
cerium diphenyl phosphate (Ce(dpp)3)217,222,225,226.  
   Figure 2.6a shows the molecular structure of a multifunctional diphenyl 
phosphate (dpp) used in RE-organic compounds, e.g. Ce(dpp)3. Figure 2.6b 
illustrates the deposition model of the Ce and dpp ions over anodic sites (e.g. Al-
rich matrix) and cathodic sites (Cu-rich remnants of S-phase particles) on the 
corroding surface of the AA2024 alloy. This model also shows interaction of the 
un-dissociated Ce-dpp ions with cathodic sites through the Ce head.  
 
  




Figure 2.6 (a) Molecular structure of a multifunctional diphenyl phosphate (dpp) used in RE-
organic compounds. (b) Model of deposition of Ce and dpp ions over anodic and cathodic sites 
on the corroding surface of the AA2024 alloy. This model is derived based on the model 
proposed by Garcia et al.167 for deposition mechanism of Ce(dbp)3 and does not demonstrate 
the time-dependent build-up process of inhibition products. 
   Generally, a common mechanism of inhibition of AA2024 through Ce(dbp)3, 
Ce(dpp)3 and Pr(dpp)3 can be hypothesised on the AA20204-T3 surface. Markley 
and co-workers225,227,228 have proposed that the rare earth-organophosphates 
only partially dissociate in solution and most likely exist as clustered complexes 
or polynuclear species (instead of discrete ionic species). They have suggested 
that the partial dissociation of the dpp ligand in Ce(dpp)3 (Ce(dpp)3 → Ce(3-
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effective protection over active cathodic sites. On or in the vicinity of the cathodic 
IMPs where alkaline pH values are sustained, further hydrolysis of both Ce ions 
and dpp anions occurs which can facilitate further film formation or inhibition on 
other areas of the surface thus extending the protection. Localised regions of high 
pH may result in complete hydrolysis of all the Ce organic bonds. As a 
consequence, precipitation of Ce oxide/hydroxide products happens once the 
solubility product of the noted products is reached. Depending on the initial 
surface condition the film formation might not fully cover the whole surface and 
thus, the non-covered sites may continue to take part in localised corrosion 
reactions. It should also be mentioned that the dissociated phosphates can also 
coordinate to Ce deposits already formed on the surface microstructure. 
Therefore, the inhibited surface may contain: (a) regions with mixed Ce-dpp 
deposits, (b) regions with only dpp deposits and (c) regions with only Ce deposits, 
where all these inhibition products will eventually create a protective layer, as 
proposed in Fig. 2.6b. 
   To achieve better efficiencies, improvements in inhibitor design has led to new 
generations of multifunctional inhibitors comprising organophosphate and thiol-
containing mercaptoacetate (MAcet) compounds such as Ce(dpp)3 and 
Ce(MAcet)3, respectively217,219,222,223,225-233. Catubig et al.101,102,223 mentioned that 
the mechanism of inhibition is dependent on the concentration of the inhibitor in 
solution and the immersion times. They observed that in case of Ce(MAcet)3 and 
Pr(MAcet)3 inhibitors, higher concentrations led to dominant cathodic inhibition 
but anodic inhibition was observed at longer immersion times, at the same time 
their cathodic inhibition effect remained almost unchanged223. In contrast with 
these findings, other authors have reported cathodic inhibition of other RE-
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organic inhibitors increased with increased exposure time225,230,234,235. Using the 
same types of inhibitors in other series of the works, Catubig et al.101,102 
investigated inhibitors/IMPs interactions during 16 minutes of immersion in 
inhibited 0.1 M NaCl solution using electron probe microanalysis (EPMA). 
Focusing on individual IMPs101, they showed that both the RE-MAcet compounds 
effectively reduced the S-phase de-alloying. While, both Ce and Pr were 
distinguished over nearly all types of IMPs as well as the alloy matrix. Considering 
the role of different types of IMP clusters102, they have reported that a surface 
which contained at least a single S-phase domain with an area larger than the 
combined area of the other surrounding types domains (i.e. types 2, 5 and 6 
domains) was more susceptible to heavy corrosion attack. Again at short periods 
of immersion in similar corrosive/inhibitive environments, it was shown that the 
formation of the corrosion rings and extensive S-phase de-alloying were 
prevented in the presence of either inhibitors in solution. Although previous 
studies101,102,158,207,209,210,217,223-226,228,230,232,236,237 of Al alloys have observed the 
inhibitor/microstructure interactions during the corrosion initiation periods, 
electrochemical and microstructural aspects of the latter interaction during the 
development periods requires more investigations. A review of the literature 
dealing with the influence of RE-organic compounds on corrosion inhibition of 
AA2024 alloy is summarised in Table 2.3. Since one of the RE-organic inhibitors, 
in particular Ce(dpp)3, will be used in this work (as an efficient candidate inhibitor) 
to understand inhibitor-microstructure interactions, results related to RE salts, 
mischmetals and mixtures are not included in the listed information presented in 
Table 2.3. 
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Table 2.3 Review of the literature dealing with influence of RE-hybrid compounds on corrosion 
inhibition of AA2024 alloy. 
   In the past three decades, one can see that a considerable number of RE-
containing inhibitors have been synthesised, electrochemically assessed and 
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alloys or steels216,217,220,221,223,227,229,231. Likewise, a range of surface or chemistry 
characterisation techniques such as Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy 
(FTIR)221,233, Raman spectroscopy221,227, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
(XPS)238, focused ion beam secondary-ion mass spectroscopy (FIB-SIMS)227, 
ToF-SIMS228, SEM167 and TEM207,233 together with high-throughput 
electrochemical methods such as multi-metal multi-electrode (for fast screening 
of new inhibitors)57,60 or even WBE65 have been utilised to illuminate the 
underlying mechanisms of inhibition and film formation. Nevertheless, the 
inhibitor/microstructures interactions on a corroding surface at the propagation 
stage are not yet fully understood. These and other similar issues can originate 
either from the microstructural heterogeneity of the alloy or electrochemical 
inhomogeneity of the surrounding environment.  
2.5  Critical remarks / Unresolved issues 
   Based on the reviewed literature, the high susceptibility of Al-Cu-Mg alloys (e.g. 
AA2024) towards localised corrosion induced by micro-sized structural features 
such as IMPs, has been well studied. However, there is still lack of understanding 
of the roles of IMPs and crystal defects (including their combined effects) in nano 
to micro scale localised corrosion initiation and propagation processes. Indeed, 
when it comes to the sub-micron dimensions, the role of nano-sized structural 
defects (such as grain boundaries) in localisation of corrosion of heavily-
deformed AA2024 products, is not fully understood. Particularly, where abundant 
dislocation structures interact with other defects (e.g. grain boundaries) or IMPs 
in these alloys. In addition, localised electrochemical activities (in the absence 
and the presence of an effective inhibitor) resulted from the conjugated micro and 
nano structures of deformed AA2024 is not fully understood.    
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   To address these issues, high-resolution characterisation techniques such as 
APT (supported by other high-resolution techniques such as TEM, EDS and 
EBSD) together with in-situ electrochemical techniques such as SVET (supported 
by localised SECM and WBE techniques) are needed because they can 
potentially facilitate the exploration of localised corrosion and inhibition in a range 
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   A critical requirement for this research is experimental capability for probing 
localised corrosion initiation and propagation at micro and nano scales. 
Therefore, application and development of appropriate high-resolution surface 
characterisation and electrochemical measurement techniques are pre-requisites 
conditions for this research.  
   To investigate the microstructural and nanostructural heterogeneities of the 
candidate AA2024 alloy, various characterisation techniques are used including 
SEM, EBSD, EDS, TEM and APT because they are able to reveal a vast range 
of structural information, especially high-density crystallographic defects such as 
dislocation arrays. With a focus on the role of defect structures, APT and TEM 
are able to unravel the near-atomic and nano scale information of the corroded 
nanostructures, respectively. Several major localised electrochemical techniques 
such as WBE, SVET and SECM are able to investigate and understand the 
interplay of the embedded structural features on corrosion processes. In addition, 
the WBE could be used to have a clear understanding on the role surficial 
microstructure on localised corrosion and inhibition processes. The use of a wide 
range of techniques that are often complementary to each other provide us a 
unprecedented opportunity for probing localised corrosion processes over 
complex nano- and micro-sized structural features.    
 
Chapter   
3 
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   However it has become apparent that some innovations are needed in order to 
make these existing techniques applicable for this research. The following 
sections describe experimental procedures and novel developments to existing 
methodologies devised to evaluate the localised corrosion and inhibition 
processes on AA2024 alloy. In addition, materials selection and compositions, 
sample/surface preparation methods, acquisition parameters selected for both 
electrochemical and characterisation techniques are elaborated in following 
sections of this chapter.  
3.2 Materials 
3.2.1 Selection of the candidate material 
   In this study, a deformed AA2024 wire was chosen as a typical high-strength 
alloy due to its importance as an industrial alloy, particularly in the aerospace 
industry. The material used was a 1 mm (in diameter) AA2024 extruded wire 
(commercially available), sourced from California Fine Wire (CFW) company. The 
wire material was partially stress relieved by CFW for 10 mins at 130°C to avoid 
cracking during packaging. The chemical composition of the wire (provided by 
the manufacturer) is shown in Table 3.1.  
Table 3.1 Chemical composition of the 1mm AA2024 wire material. 
 Al Cu Mg Mn Fe Si Zn Ti Cr 
wt.% Bal. 4.43 1.69 0.64 0.30 0.11 0.13 0.03 0.02 
at.% Bal. 1.94 1.93 0.32 0.15 0.11 0.06 0.02 0.01 
 
   Many previous corrosion studies tend to look at simplified examples of isolated 
particles in the matrix and may have overlooked the influence of defect structures 
that might contribute to localised corrosion of high-strength alloys (e.g. AA2024-
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T3). In other cases, they tend to investigate the interplay of individual crystal 
defect structures, e.g. grain boundaries, in corrosion initiation of nearly pure 
metals disregarding the role of IMPs. Therefore in this work, the focus is to 
understand the role of various co-located structures including crystal defects and 
IMPs in localised corrosion of an AA2024 alloy. In this study, the alloy had to be 
deformed so that a high enough defect density would be present in conjunction 
with embedded IMPs in the alloy microstructure. Although many of the published 
work on high-strength Al alloys have used sheet materials, wire products, could 
also be considered as good examples of heavily deformed products. In fact, wire 
materials or strands by themselves, have many industrial applications for 
instance in vehicle industries or electrical applications (e.g. high power cables). 
The automotive industry for example, are reducing both the cost and weight of 
vehicle wiring harnesses by substituting copper wires by aluminum alloy wires. 
These wire materials could also suffer from localised corrosion damage by being 
exposed to corrosive medium such as de-icing salt1. 
   From the technical perspective in APT, the standard specimen is basically 
needle-shape and is usually mounted in a standard copper tube. Using a wire 
material (with the standard chemical composition of AA2024 alloy) will eliminate 
excessive stages of APT blank preparation (using mechanical machining for 
example) from a sheet material which may introduce unwanted alterations into 
the alloy microstructure. In addition to that, the chance for accumulation of defects 
(e.g. dislocation structures) at the nano-sized APT specimen will be increased by 
using a wire material (as the blank APT specimen) with an elongated 
micro/nanostructure along the wire drawing direction. The use of wire material is 
also advantageous for preparing WBE, where exactly the same wire material can 
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be used and integrated together to form a 10 × 10 array of electrodes. 
3.2.2 Preparation procedures of specimens and electrodes 
   For SEM, EDS and EBSD microstructural characterisations the AA2024 
specimen was prepared by mounting a piece of the 1 mm wire clamped in a pure 
aluminum fixture in a metallographic mount for higher gains and better indexing 
during EBSD runs. It was then ground on 240, 600, 1200 grit SiC paper, polished 
using an oil-based lubricant (Kemet Lube M) to 15, 6, 1, and 0.25 μm diamond 
finish, followed by a final polish with a colloidal silica abrasive. Prior to EBSD 
investigations, the existing near-surface-deformed-layer (NSDL) or those 
chemically/mechanically affected layers were removed using a gentle Ar ion 
polishing/cleaning process; at 1 keV for about 5 minutes. 
   For SVET and immersion experiments, short lengths of the wire (∼15 mm) were 
cut. Each wire piece was then examined using Nikon optical microscope to make 
sure that the wire surface was free of any visible crack or other defects such as 
indents and mirco-voids. Horizontal and vertical (leading to longitudinal and 
transverse cross-sections) sections of the wires were then cold mounted in 
standard mixture of epoxy resin and hardener (in a 7:1 weight ratio) supplied from 
Struers. For each horizontal specimen, electrical connection was achieved by 
drilling the back side of the epoxy (until reaching the wire surface) and gluing a 
1.5 mm copper wire using fast-curing adhesive silver provided by Agar Scientific.  
   Three sets of samples were used for PDP experiments; each of them served 
as a fraction of the mounted transverse cross-section of the as-received 1 mm 
wire. The first type of specimen was prepared from the as-received wire owing to 
a complete transverse cross-section of the wire. The second type of specimen 
was prepared by prior annular wet-grinding (using 1200 SiC paper) of the wire 
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until reaching a concentred macro pillar with a diameter of about 250 μm and then 
could mounting the wire material. The third specimen was prepared by wet and 
slow speed drilling (using a 450 μm diameter drill bit) of the center of a wire 
leaving an orifice with a diameter of about 400 μm. The drilled orifice was then 
cold mounted to leave a boundary region for PDP analysis. All grinding and 
drilling were performed under a stereomicroscope (Nikon brand).  
   Prior to all corrosion experiments, the surface of each specimens was 
mechanically wet-ground (using ethanol as lubricant) with emery papers with grits 
ranging from 600 up to 12000 (also known as micro-mesh cushioned abrasive 
paper). For the horizontal specimens, each mounted wire was carefully wet-
ground until nearly approaching the mid-thickness of the wire. Samples were then 
degreased with acetone, rinsed with ethanol and finally dried by air duster. All the 
electrochemical experiments were conducted in a naturally aerated solution at 
ambient temperature.  
3.2.3 Solutions preparation procedures  
   For the corrosion studies, analytical reagent grade of sodium chloride (NaCl) 
salt was supplied from Merck and used for solution preparation (using distilled 
water as solvent); i.e. 0.05 M NaCl solution. For micro-electropolishing 
experiments implemented for APT specimen preparation, chemicals including 
perchloric acid, acetic acid and 2-butoxyethanol were also supplied from Merck. 
For preliminary inhibition studies, a laboratory synthesised rare-earth (RE)-
organic inhibitor, cerium diphenylphosphate (Ce(dpp)3.xH2O), was provided by 
Dr. R. Catubig of Institute for Frontier Materials (IFM), Deakin University. For the 
WBE, SVET and SCEM experiments, a 400 ppm Ce(dpp)3 in 0.05 M NaCl 
solution was prepared (by long-term stirring time) as the base solution. Using 
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dilution equation, C1V1=C2V2, subsequent volumes were calculated and added to 
the un-inhibited solution (0.05M NaCl) to achieve different concentrations of the 
inhibitor in the final solutions such as 50, 100 and 200 ppm.  
3.2.4 Corrosion immersion conditions 
   Free corrosion immersion experiments were performed in order to investigate 
the role embedded micro and nano structures in occurrence of localised corrosion 
damage on the surface of the AA2024 wire material as a function of the exposure 
time. All immersion experiments were performed at ambient temperature (23 ± 1 
°C) for the duration of the experiments. Two types of electrolytes were selected 
for corrosion investigations; aerated distilled water (DW) for ex-situ TEM/EDS and 
APT investigations and aerated 0.05 M NaCl solution for ex-situ SEM/EDS 
investigations. For all experiments, each sample was rinsed with deionised 
ethanol and dried with a blow of nitrogen gas after removal from its respective 
solution.  
  3.3 Experimental methodologies and enhancements 
3.3.1 Optical microscopy investigations 
   Corrosion attack morphology of the AA2024 wire on longitudinal and transverse 
cross-sections was investigated utilising in-situ and ex-situ optical microscopies. 
Corroding cross-sections of the mounted wires were monitored by in-situ video 
capturing (using an Olympus stereomicroscope) to determine the location of the 
electrochemically active sites and reactions such as hydrogen bubble evolution. 
Determination of the corrosion rings as a result of preferential precipitation of 
corrosion products was measured using an optical profilometer, Alicona.  
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3.3.2 Scanning electron microscope-energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
(SEM-EDS) investigations 
3.3.2.1 Before corrosion 
   SEM coupled with EDS was used to investigate the microstructure of the 
polished as-received AA2024 wire. Embedded microstructures including 
constituent IMPs were thoroughly investigated by a field emission (FE) SEM, 
Quanta 400, coupled with EDS for compositional determinations. For this 
purpose, the sample was cold mounted in a similar transparent epoxy resin (as 
described in Section 3.2.2) and both the SEM and EDS analyses were performed 
at the acceleration voltage of 15 keV.  
3.3.2.2 After corrosion    
   To study localised corrosion initiation of the microstructurally investigated 
specimens noted in (1), FE-SEM instrument (Quanta 400) was used on ion-
polished and corroded specimens. For localised corrosion and inhibition 
investigations using SEM/EDS, 3, 60, 120 and minutes exposure periods were 
selected (where the specimen was fully immersed into the corrosive medium) as 
discussed in chapter 5. Prior to the immersion experiment, the amorphous carbon 
layer left on the surface of the specimen (as a result of the prolonged EBSD 
mapping) was removed by a gentle fine polishing using 0.25 μm diamond paste. 
Since the initial surface was fine ion-polished to improve EBSD indexing by 
removing the NSDL, there might be a possibility of Ar implantation during milling 
although that would evenly occur across the surface and not at any preferential 
location. Although Ar implantation may hardly form solid solutions or precipitates 
with the Al-rich matrix (unlike the Ga ions), it can still create additional defects 
such as vacancy-incorporated defects due to high energy of the incident ions. 
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However, this effect has to be evenly distributed across the whole wire surface. 
Therefore, a final fine polishing of the surface (under a slight vertical load) would 
also help to remove those regions which might be initially affected by Ar ions 
although this fine polishing stage may lead to formation of a thin NSDL on top of 
the surface microstructures.   
   A SEM instrument equipped with EDS, JEOL JSM-IT300, was utilised for 
surface characterisation of all after-corrosion WBE, SVET, SECM and hardness 
test specimens. To understand the sub-surface attack morphology, several 
consecutive fine grinding stages were performed using 4000 SiC and 12000 
micro-mesh cushioned abrasive papers. After each grinding stage, the sample 
was cleaned and dried as mentioned previously. 
3.3.3 Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) investigations 
   EBSD, on a FE-SEM Quanta 400, was used for collection of simultaneous EDS 
and EBSD datasets at a stage tilt of 70°. Data were collected using a Bruker 
system at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and a probe current of 1.8 nA. The 
EBSD maps were collected at a step size of 270 nm over a large area of 500×400 
μm nearly covering a quadrant of the wire. Individual grains were defined using 
three different MO angles equal to 5°, 8° and 15°. High magnification EBSD data 
were also obtained from four regions across wire radii namely edge, annulus, 
transition and center regions as illustrated in chapter 4. The area defined as 
boundary region contains transition, annulus and edge regions.  
   Grain size/distribution and MO histograms were extracted from these regions 
to have clearer understanding of the microstructural changes by moving from the 
center towards the edge of the wire section. Although the EBSD results collected 
from the pure aluminum fixture reveals the quality of the measurements and 
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indexing, there are inevitable poorly defined (sub)grain boundaries together with 
dislocation structures within the grains which would remain as un-indexed pixels 
(black colour pixels). Therefore, those black regions revealed in EBSD maps are 
assigned either to the presence of the IMPs (that are turned off to avoid confusion 
with grains of similar size and morphologies) or to the presence of un-indexed 
pixels which retain heavy plastic deformation. While majority of the IMPs mainly 
appear as micron-sized features with detectable geometries, they can be simply 
distinguished from the sub-micron un-indexed pixels of random shapes. To 
distinguish this difference between the IMPs and the un-indexed pixels, one could 
cross-correlate the EBSD results with SEM images taken from exactly the same 
area. Sub-micron black colour pixels other than the assigned IMPs would then be 
the un-indexed pixels retaining residual defects from plastic deformation.    
3.3.4 Transmission electron microscope-energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
(TEM-EDS) investigations 
3.3.4.1 A novel TEM sample preparation method  
   TEM-EDS techniques were used to study the nanostructural features of the 
AA2024 wire before and after the short-exposure corrosion experiments. To 
facilitate the use of TEM-EDS for AA2024 wire, a novel method was developed 
to produce thin foils for TEM from the mid-section of the starting wire material. An 
AA2024 wire segment was inserted into the groove of the head of a plastic screw 
(Fig. 3.1) and subjected to careful several-steps of manual grinding performed 
using Struers emery papers with a grit ranging from 1200 to 4000. After nearly 
approaching the mid-thickness of the wire, the wire was rotated by 180° (Fig. 
3.1b), and the above grinding process was repeated to produce a strip with a 
thickness of about 70 µm (Fig. 3.1d). Several 3 mm long pieces were 
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subsequently cut from the strip and clamped in oyster copper grids of 3 mm in 
diameter, whose central part was previously removed with a scalpel (Fig. 3.1e). 
The clamped specimens were subjected to ion beam milling to perforation in a 
Gatan 691 Precision Ion Polishing System (PIPS) using a beam energy of 5 keV 
and dual-beam modulation (Fig. 3.1f). 
   For localised corrosion studies using TEM/EDS, the central parts of the as-
polished foils (where the copper grid was removed; see Fig. 3.1e and 3.1f) were 
kept in contact with a small droplet of aerated DW for 5 minutes to allow free 
aqueous corrosion. 
 
Figure 3.1 A novel method designed for preparation of the TEM specimen from 1mm AA2024 
wire material used in this work. (a-d), Production of a thin strip from the mid-section of a wire 
segment, inserted in a plastic screw groove, through two grinding stages separated by the 180° 
rotation. (e) The thin strip clamped in a 3 mm oyster copper grid, whose central part was 
removed with a scalpel. (f) The final TEM foil obtained after ion beam milling with the perforation 
marked by the dotted red circle. 
3.3.4.2 Experimental procedures  
   TEM imaging was performed using a JEOL JEM-2100F microscope operated 
at 200 kV, fitted with a JEOL double-tilt beryllium holder, in the bright-field mode 
employing a Gatan Orius SC1000 camera. Scanning transmission electron 
microscope (STEM) was performed in the bright-field mode, using a spot size 1 
nm, to facilitate EDS elemental analysis. The elemental data acquisition was 
carried out employing a JEOL JED-2300T EDS analyser fitted with a dry SD30GV 
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detector. EDX spot spectra and elemental maps were obtained using the Analysis 
Program and Analysis Station JEOL software, respectively, and the line-scan 
elemental profiles were extracted from the acquired EDS map data. 
   It should be mentioned that TEM investigations were performed on the thinnest 
regions located at the very edge of the perforation produced by ion milling 
process as for thicker sections, the image contrast would be reduced due to more 
overlapping effect from embedded nanostructures such as grains, nanoparticles 
or dislocation structures. Figure 3.2a shows a low magnification bright field TEM 
image from a perforation (shown by a red dashed circle in Fig. 3.1f) made during 
the ion milling procedure. Figure 3.1b-c show higher magnification bright field 
TEM images (labelled “A” and “Z” in Fig. 3.1a) revealing complex micro and 
nanostructure including nano grains and IMPs revealed at thinner fringes of the 
perforation. It should be noted that even a low energy ion-polishing may lead to 
structural stress release2 at ultra-thin areas of the perforation edge where 
dislocation escape can possibly occur. However, in case of a heavily deformed 
wire retaining considerably high density of entangled dislocation structures, this 
phenomenon can be insignificant.   
   In this research, to decrease the chance of carbon contamination during TEM 
imaging, the following procedures have been followed: 
1) The sample changeover was done in less than 20 seconds. 
2) An ultra-high vacuum TEM was used (vacuum level of ˂ 10-5 that is 
about 1000 times lower than the vacuum level in SEM) 
3) Exposure period was kept minimum by changing the imaging 
location 
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4) For corrosion experiments, imaging was done at magnifications 
less than 20k       
 
Figure 3.2 Bright field (BF) TEM images; (a) from a micro size perforation (shown by a red 
dashed circle in Fig. 3.1f) produced by ion milling. (b-c) Higher magnification images 
labelled “A” and “Z” in (a). 
3.3.5 Atom probe tomography (APT) investigations 
3.3.5.1 Summary of concept 
   At near-atomic length scales, atom probe tomography offers a unique 
combination of highly resolved chemical and spatial information in three 
dimensions3. In APT, millions of atoms are progressively detached from the very 
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process is known as field evaporation4,5. A very simplified schematic of the 
experimental set-up in voltage-pulsed APT is shown in Fig. 3.3. At the tip of the 
APT specimen, which usually has a curvature radius smaller than 100 nm, 
application of a high DC voltage induces an intensive localised electrostatic field. 
By controlling the acquisition parameters, field ionisation followed by evaporation 
of the surface atoms occurs atom by atom (from superficial atomic layers) 
towards the position-sensitive and time-of-flight mass spectrometry detectors. 
Using these two detectors, their chemical identity with respect to their exact 
position on the APT specimen tip can be determined at near-atomic resolutions; 
∼0.1-0.3 nm in depth and ∼0.3-0.5 nm laterally6,7. In order to boost the electric 
field at the tip and overcome the barrier to field ionisation, the applied voltage 
between the local electrode and the tip is pulsed at relatively high frequencies. At 
the end of data acquisition, the identified evaporated volume of the specimen can 
be reconstructed in three dimensions using specific reconstruction algorithms 
which provides a nano scale tomographic data set with detailed elemental 
distribution information and chemical indentities6,7.   
 
Figure 3.3 Simplified schematic illustration of the experimental set-up in a voltage-pulsed APT. 
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3.3.5.2 A new application of APT for nano scale aqueous corrosion studies  
   Having mentioned the appreciable resolution of the APT together with its 3D 
nano scale information, its application in corrosion science has been limited 
mainly to the study of oxidation at elevated temperatures8-13. More specifically, in 
all of those previous studies, APT specimens were site-specifically fabricated 
from pre-oxidised or pre-corroded alloy samples and therefore no information on 
the initial stages of aqueous corrosion is available. Herein, by corroding freshly 
prepared needle-like APT specimens, the role of various nanostructural features 
in the initiation process of “aqueous corrosion” is investigated for the first time. 
Although, it must be noted that the chance of fracture during any individual 
specimen run (e.g. nanostructurally complex AA2024) run is higher than the 
chance of success due to introduction of large and localised field-generated 
electrostatic pressures6. Therefore, preparation of a defect free needle (defects 
produced during the sample preparation stage) would increase the chance of a 
good run making the sample preparation stage a state-of-the-art process. 
3.3.5.3 Experimental procedures and technical complications 
   To prepare APT needle-shape specimens, there are two available methods; 
micro-electropolishing and ion-milling using focused ion beam (FIB) 
techniques6,7. Considerably quicker than ion-milling method, micro-
electropolishing method has been used to prepare APT specimen in various 
alloying systems such as AA20244,6,14-17. However, a drawback of this method is 
the generation of stress concentrator defects such as pits at outer surface of the 
specimen during the micro-electropolishing stage. Moreover, the likelihood of 
preparing specimens which contain a desired nanostructure is zero and totally 
arbitrary. For this reason, FIB can be used to prepare site-specific specimens 
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which will be free of electropolishing-induced defects although it is relatively a 
time consuming method and still does fully guarantee a good run during APT 
analysis. However, due to some inherent drawbacks of this technique, the 
specimen prepared by this method shall not be used for corrosion studies. In fact, 
where the blank material is an Al-based alloy such as AA2024, this method will 
not be a good choice due to its likely-induced nanostructural alterations. For 
instance, it is well known that the Ga ion used in FIB milling process would cause 
liquid metal embrittlement even at the room temperature, change the chemistry 
at the dislocations (by preferential decoration of the dislocations) and surfaces, 
cause amorphisation, ion implantation, and create vacancies due to high energy 
ions and sample alteration due to beam heating in addition to re-deposition 
caused by FIB18,19. Even operated at lowest possible milling probe currents, e.g. 
less than 5 pA, the latter mentioned phenomenon would locally modify the 
chemistry and most probably the nanostructure of the APT needle around the 
specimen tip and as a consequence, the resultant electrochemical properties of 
the corroding specimen. Therefore, with a lower chance of success, a state-of-
the-art micro-electropolishing technique was used in this work to prepare fresh 
APT specimens for nanostructural and nano scale corrosion initiation 
investigations. 
   In this work, short lengths of the wire (∼15 mm) were cut and their diameters 
were reduced to ∼0.3 mm by mechanical micro-grinding using a high-speed die 
grinder. Needle-like AA2024 specimens for APT analysis (tip radius ∼50-100 nm) 
were prepared from 1 mm diameter AA2024 wire using a standard two-stage 
electropolishing technique(1) with solutions of 10% perchloric acid in undiluted 
(‘glacial’) acetic acid (first stage) and 2% perchloric acid in 2-butoxyethanol 
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(second stage). The second stage of electropolishing was carried out using a DC 
voltage of 20 V. The specimen was then quickly retracted from the 
electropolishing solution, rinsed with anhydrous ethanol and dried by compressed 
air in less than 20 seconds and transferred to the APT instrument for nano-
structural characterisations. Figure 3.4 shows an example of a relatively sharp 
APT specimen prepared from an AA2024 wire using the micro-electropolishing 
method. It should be noted that the specimen shown in Fig. 3.4 was washed with 
hydrous ethanol and dried in air. Looking at the specimen, electropolishing 
products and induced defects on the specimen shank can be observed clearly. 
 
Figure 3.4 SE-SEM image of a sharp APT specimen prepared by the micro-electropolishing. 
   Following the specimen preparation, the experiments were performed utilising 
a LEAP 4000 HR instrument (CAMECA Instruments) operating in voltage mode 
under ultra-high vacuum (< 2×10-11 Torr) with the following run parameters: set-
point temperature of 20 K, pulse fraction of 15%, pulse repetition rate of 200 kHz 
and detection rate of 0.005 atoms per pulse. Tomographic reconstruction and 
visualisation of the APT data was performed with the IVAS 3.6.8 software. 
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3.3.5.4 A new micro corrosion cell for APT-assisted corrosion investigations  
   Regarding the localised corrosion studies using APT, a micro corrosion cell was 
designed to immerse the very tip of the specimen at different immersion times, 
e.g. 5 minutes. The reason that this cell is needed is that the tip size (less than 
100 nm) is very small compared to the total surface area of the APT specimen 
(few hundreds of nm or micron) that is exposed to the solution. A very small tip 
size compared to a large size specimen shank would lead to preferential 
dissolution of the tip due to the curvature effect20. Since the tip size cannot be 
tuned via the micro-electropolishing technique, to reduce this effect, the total 
exposed area of the APT specimen (including the tip) must be reduced. This 
reduction in the exposed area of the APT specimen can be achieved by 
immersing the very tip of the specimen using a new methodology developed in 
this work that will be discussed in the next paragraph. However, it should be noted 
that due to the capillary effect at the moment of contact, the size of the corroded 
area may extend beyond the very specimen tip (i.e. specimen apex) towards the 
shank. In fact, this method is only capable of estimating the time that the tip is 
physically in contact with the convex surface of the DW droplet. Therefore, it is 
not capable of determining the effective corroded area of the specimen. 
   Figure 3.5a represents the schematic illustration of the cell design (microscope 
lens is not included). Figure 3.5b shows the actual cell setup used to conduct 
corrosion experiments on APT specimens. In this setup, a mechanical nano 
positioner is utilised to move the tip towards the convex surface of the droplet 
(held by a Pt loop) in 20-nm sequential steps and almost negligible back-lash. A 
glass Pasteur pipette, glued to a glass pipe as a container, with approximately 4 
mL capacity was filled with DW (same as the droplet), where its tip was 
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maintained inside the DW droplet during the entire exposure time. Figure 3.5c 
shows the snapshot taken from a captured video revealing the magnified top view 
of the droplet with the tip standing quite close to the convex surface of the droplet. 
It also shows the position of the glass pipette used as a support container of DW 
during the immersion period. During the tip transition, it is continuously surveyed 
by an optical microscope to capture the contact moment at the beginning of the 
immersion test. Once the tip touches the convex surface of the DW droplet, the 
timer will begin recording the immersion time. Since the convexity of the droplet 
decreases by time elapse due to natural evaporation of the electrolyte, the 
continuous video capturing will help to keep the specimen tip in contact with the 
droplet utilising the precise nano positioner to compensate the resultant 
depression (due to evaporation) of the electrolyte convex surface.  
 
Figure 3.5 APT specimen holder for free corrosion experiments; (a) Schematic illustration, (b) 
the actual micro corrosion cell used for APT experiments and (c) magnified top view of the 
droplet cell with a needle quite close to the droplet/air interface (droplet convex surface).  
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   Figure 3.6a shows an example of a 3D re-constructed APT dataset collected 
from a nano-sized AA2024 specimen immersed in aerated DW for 10 minutes. 
To express the de-alloyed nanostructure of the corroded specimen, Al atoms 
distribution is elucidated via Al iso-concentration surface (isosurface) using the 
instrument software based on pre-defined algorithm21. To obtain a better 
perspective of the specimen nanostructure and corrosion morphology, Mg and 
Cu atoms are overlaid as magenta and red dots, respectively. Figures 3.6(b-b4) 
reveal the 3D distribution of nano-scale corrosion products namely Al, Al 
hydroxides (AlOHx(1,2)), Al oxides (Alx(1,2)O), Al hydrides (AlHx(1,2)) and Cu hydrides 
(CuHx(1,2,3)), as isosurfaces. The result shown here clearly shows the 3D extent 
of the matrix de-alloying (and the resultant nano porosities), oxides and hydrides 
formation, at near-atomic scales taking advantage of unique capabilities of APT 
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Figure 3.6 (a) Example of a 3D re-constructed APT data collected from a nano-sized AA2024 
specimen immersed in aerated DW for 10 minutes. To obtain a better perspective of the 
specimen nanostructure and corrosion morphology, Mg and Cu atoms are overlaid as magenta 
and red dots, respectively. (b-b4) 3D distribution of nano-scale corrosion products namely Al, Al 
hydroxides (AlOHx(1,2)), Al oxides (Alx(1,2)O), Al hydrides (AlHx(1,2)) and Cu hydrides (CuHx(1,2,3)), 
as isosurfaces. 
3.3.6 Vickers microhardness investigations 
   As a part of microstructural investigations, Vickers microhardness 
measurements were performed on a transverse section of the cold-mounted wire 
which was prepared based on the protocol previously discussed in section 3.2.2. 
Measurements were performed using a DuraScan (from Struers) testing 
machine. The microhardness experiments were done under a 490 mN load, for 
15 seconds dwell time. Hardness testing was carried out on five tangential lines 
starting from the center of the wire towards nearly the edge of the wire at an 
20 nm 
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approximate distance of 100 μm between each two indentations. The hardness 
values of the indentations with nearly similar distance from the center (that were 
connected with white dashed lines) of the wire were averaged and reported above 
each group of connected indentation points. 
3.3.7 Potentiodynamic polarisation (PDP) experiments 
   As a conventional fast screening electrochemical method, the PDP technique 
was utilised to understand averaged localised corrosion behaviour related to 
different regions of the AA2024 wire (e.g. boundary or center regions). To perform 
these experiments, PDP tests were done using a potentiostat (ACM instrument). 
For this purpose, a conventional three-electrode cell configuration was chosen 
using each described wire specimen as a working electrode, saturated 
silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) and titanium mesh as reference and auxiliary (or 
counter) electrodes, respectively. Before each test, the working electrode was 
maintained at its OCP for 10 min to achieve a steady state surface condition. PDP 
test was performed at constant sweep rate of 1 mV/s in which the scanning range 
was altered from -200 to +300 mV with respect to the sample OCP at the time of 
measurement. Electrochemical parameters including corrosion potential (Ecorr), 
corrosion current density (icorr), anodic and cathodic Tafel slopes (βa and βc) were 
extracted from the PDP diagrams applying the Tafel extrapolation method 
discussed in a previous work by McCafferty22. PDP experiment were repeated at 
least three times per each specimen to gauge the error in the extracted 
parameters. 
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  3.3.8 Scanning vibrating electrode technique (SVET) experiments 
3.3.8.1 Summary of concept 
   Generally speaking, localised corrosion processes are monitored using 
conventional electrochemical techniques. However, these techniques usually 
average the electrochemical behaviour of the total surface. This is a major 
limitation in the investigation of localised corrosion processes using techniques 
such as PDP where the surface is maintained at elevated overpotentials 
generating greater generalised activities not necessarily following those localised 
corrosion events that occur in natural or free corrosion conditions. Local 
variations in surficial electrochemical reactivities (such as local distribution of 
anodes and cathodes) can only be visualised by employing in-situ techniques 
such as SVET and SECM with improved spatial resolutions23. The former 
technique uses a platinum probe which is set to vibrate (using a piezo unit) at 
specific amplitude and frequency. The amplitude of vibration can be set to tens 
of microns peak-to-peak noting that smaller vibration amplitudes would provide 
smaller voltages to be measured. To sense localised activities, the probe has to 
be positioned tens of microns above the corroding surface to collect potential 
gradients or lines from local ionic current fluxes24-27. Such current fluxes are 
produced by flow of dissolved ions between successive local events such as 
nearest-neighbour anodic and cathodic sites of a freely corroding metal. Once 
the probe scans the surface, the response at each probe position which is gained 
by the electrometer will be the input to the lock-in amplifier and will be eventually 
converted into probe voltage at that specific probe position.  
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3.3.8.2 Experimental procedures 
   To evaluate the localised corrosion behaviour of the AA2024 wire, SVET ionic 
potential maps were acquired on transverse and longitudinal cross-sections in 
inhibited and un-inhibited 0.05 M NaCl solution (aerated) at different exposure 
times. The specimen preparation method is discussed in section 3.2. Figure 3.7 
shows the SVET experimental set up including a 3D closed loop Piezo positioner, 
electrometer head, the implemented SVET probe, the stage and the corrosion 
cell. A high-accuracy 5-axis goniometer head was used as the stage to precisely 
level the specimens at almost zero lash-back during the SVET analysis. The 
surface levelness is quite important since an un-level surface can lead to artefacts 
in recorded anodic and cathodic currents and eventually asymmetry in the shape 
of detected features28. Each specimen was then fixed in a transparent self-
designed corrosion cell (cell volume of about 10 mL) where sticky copper tape 
was used to make the electrical connection between the sample and the 
electrometer facility. To ensure full connectivity, the electrical resistance between 
the specimen surface and the copper tape was re-checked (using a multi-meter) 
to be zero before each experiment. The scanning probe station, model M370, 
was manufactured by Uniscan Instruments Ltd. This high system sensitivity is 
accomplished via a differential electrometer in conjunction with an integrated 
lock-in amplifier. The SVET microprobe was a polymer insulated Pt/Ir 
microelectrode provided by Bio-Logic Science Instruments. The probe was 
platinised and as a result a 20 μm diameter platinum black sphere was 
electrodeposited at the tip to ensure an optimal lateral resolution. After each 
experiment, the probe was carefully cleaned using distilled water first followed by 
ethanol cleaning and drying by a gentle blow of air.  
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Figure 3.7 SVET experimental set-up. Scanning probe station including a 3D closed loop Piezo 
positioner, electrometer head and the implemented SVET probe. High accuracy 5-axis 
goniometer head was used as the stage to precisely level the sample. The mounted specimen 
was fixed in a transparent self-designed corrosion cell and copper tape was used to make the 
electrical connection to the electrometer. 
   The SVET measurements were done with the probe vibrating at 80 Hz 
(adjusted reference phase of 335°) in a plane perpendicular to the sample with 
20 μm amplitude at a height of 70 μm (using a small plastic spacer with a fixed 
thickness of 200 µm). The tip-to-surface was aligned by decreasing the tip 
distance to a level where the tip became in loose contact with the spacer/shim 
and any horizontal movement (either in “x” or “y” directions) of the tip could slide 
the spacer/shim across the sample surface. Two stepwise scan rates were used 
being 50 μm/s and 5 μm/s for high and low magnification probing while the return 
velocity after each line scan was adjusted to a constant value of 300 μm/s for all 
experiments. For each data point along the scan line, recorded ionic potential 
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value was averaged during 0.5 s before moving to the next point. A slow scan 
rate was selected for high resolution mapping also to avoid significant disturbance 
and turbulence at near surface solution especially over regions containing thick 
gel-type oxyhydroxides. A standard method29 was used to convert ionic potential 
values (SVET output data) into ionic current values by injecting various current 
values to a point in space (PIS) sample (i.e. a 200 μm diameter gold wire) and 
mapping the resultant potential response using exactly the same scanning 
parameters as discussed above. Since the measured current values in 
electrochemical probing techniques are from particular locations, division of each 
individual data point (per mapped area) by the total surface area of the wire may 
not necessarily reflect the real current density at a local anodic or cathodic site. 
This issue has been addressed in a previous work by Davoodi et al.30 using 
integrated AFM-SECM techniques to investigate localised corrosion of AA3003 
alloy. It should be mentioned that Figure 3.8 shows the applied current values (to 
the mounted 200 μm diameter gold sample) versus the absolute maximum 
potential values (which were measured by SVET over the gold surface) graph for 
calculation of the ionic resistance (slope of the fitted line) of the aerated 0.05 M 
NaCl solution. 
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Figure 3.8 SVET potential to current conversion methodology. The graph shows the applied 
current (to the mounted gold sample; 200 µm diameter PIS sample) versus the absolute 
maximum potential values (which was measured by SVET over the gold surface) graph that was 
used to measure the ionic resistance (slope of the fitted line) of the solution, aerated 0.05 M 
NaCl, and consequently convert the SVET ionic potential distribution maps into ionic current 
distribution maps. The unit for all potential values represented in inset graphics is μV. 
   The plotted data points show a linear behaviour, therefore, the calculated ionic 
resistance can be reliably used for the potential conversion method. The insets 
show the ionic potential maps from which the absolute maximum potential values 
were calculated for each polarisation current. The calculated ionic resistance of 
the solution (R = 1.285 Ω) was employed in Ohm’s law equation to convert ionic 
potential distribution maps into ionic current distribution maps noting that the y-
intercept is nearly zero. This conversion method is reported to be effective for a 
new solution provided the environment is updated with its conductivity25. In the 
current research, it is assumed that the calculated ionic resistance of the solution 
is similar to the ionic resistance within a hydrous oxyhydroxide layer in vicinity of 
active corroding sites. To investigate localised interactions between Ce(dpp)3 
400 µm 
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inhibitor molecules and microstructural features of the alloy, SVET was used to 
scan localised electrochemical activities under OCP or free corrosion conditions 
at different exposure times. 
3.3.9 Scanning electrochemical microscope (SECM) experiments 
3.3.9.1 Summary of concept 
   Apart from SVET with its capability to detect ionic current flow over the surface, 
localised electrochemical reactivities at metal/electrolyte interface can be imaged 
using SECM31. This technique is based on the reaction that occurs at the surface 
of an ultra-microelectrode (UME) tip which is maintained under a defined 
amperometric electrochemical mode and is physically in close proximity of the 
corroding surface. By measuring faradaic currents at the UME tip, the localised 
redox activities at the solid/liquid interface can be measured precisely. Indeed, 
SECM performs at various modes such as positive or negative feedback modes. 
When soluble redox species detected at the UME tip undergo redox conversion 
on particular features of the substrate such as cathodic IMPs, a new operation 
mode for SECM, the redox competition mode is encountered32. Here in this 
research, to avoid unnatural polarisation of the microstructural features or 
chemical modification of the corrosive medium (induced by redox mediators such 
as ferrocene-methanol31,32), the redox competition mode is implemented using 
dissolved oxygen of the solution as the redox mediator. 
   As known, both the UME and the sample can be independently biased as 
working electrodes (using a bi-potentiostat) where the sample can be maintained 
at its free corrosion potential in the medium32. Using oxygen as the redox 
mediator in a naturally aerated solution, a faradaic current is measured at the 
UME when it is biased with sufficient potential (around -0.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl32) to 
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undergo a charge transfer reaction through an overall four electron oxygen 
reduction reaction process (see the inset reaction shown in Fig. 3.9). For a UME 
with an inherent RG value (the ratio of the insulating-shield thickness to the Pt 
electrode radius), the measured current values at the UME will depend on the 
relative RG value. Therefore, prior to SECM scanning, standard procedures have 
to be employed to characterise a given UME33,34. These procedures involve two 
experimental steps;  
1) Performing of a cyclic Voltammogram in the bulk of electrolyte solution 
using UME tip as the working electrode (see Fig. 3.9) 
2) Measurement of a UME approach curve towards the substrate surface. 
One should note that, wherever the substrate is a heterogeneous surface, 
approach curve can be performed towards its insulator or the epoxy 
material (see Fig. 3.10). 
3.3.9.2 Experimental procedures 
   Herein, the SECM measurements were carried out with the scanning 
electrochemical workstation Model 370 as similarly used for the SVET 
experiments. Similar SVET experiments, similar types of specimens and 
corrosion cells were prepared and used for SECM corrosion investigations in 
inhibited and un-inhibited 0.05 M NaCl solutions (aerated). A specific fixture was 
designed and mounted on the SVET electrometer head (as expressed in Fig. 
3.7a) to achieve more precise levelness of the probe. Prior to any experiments, 
the UME tip was quickly cleaned (using acetone) in an ultrasonic bath followed 
by ethanol rinsing. A Pt-disk UME of 10 μm diameter was used as the working 
electrode (to which a biased potential was applied) as shown in inset graphic of 
the Fig. 3.9. To complete the electrochemical cell, an Ag/AgCl (sat. KCl) electrode 
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was used as the reference electrode and a 10×20 mm thin Pt foil was used as 
the counter electrode. Figure 3.9 shows an example of one of the recorded 
Voltammograms in an aerated 0.05 M NaCl solution, performed between 0.4 V 
(vs. Ag/AgCl) and -1.2 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) at the scan rate of 0.01 V/s.  
 
Figure 3.9 Cyclic Voltammograms measured at the Pt-microelectrode in an aerated 0.05 M 
NaCl solution. The scan rate was fixed at 0.01 V/s. The inset shows an optical image of the 
UME. 
   Prior to each scanning experiment the tip-to-sample distance was established 
by performing the approach curves over the insulator sufficiently close to the 
wire/epoxy interface. The approach curves were measured at -0.6 V (vs Ag/AgCl, 
Sat. KCl) as the tip potential which corresponds to the reduction of dissolved 
oxygen in the solution, see the inset reaction in Fig. 3.9. An example of a typical 
approach curve which shows a negative-feedback behaviour (as clearly 
elaborated in the inset schematic graphic) is represented in Fig. 3.10. Figure 3.10 
shows the experimental SECM approach curve (measured at the Pt-UME) 
towards the epoxy surface in an aerated 0.05 M NaCl solution with a scan rate of 
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10 μm/s. Calculation and presentation of a theoretical approach curve using 
normalised current and distance values is further discussed in the Appendix. 
 
Figure 3.10 Experimental SECM approach curve (blue curve) towards an insulating surface 
(epoxy) measured at the Pt-microelectrode in an aerated 0.05 M NaCl solution with a scan rate 
of 10 μm/s. “E” is the current applied to the tip and “I” is the feedback current measured at the 
tip. RG value of the UME used for the measurement of the approach curve was 8.13.  
   Followed by the measurement of cyclic Voltammograms and approach curves, 
the SECM mapping was performed at a tip potential of -0.6 V (vs Ag/AgCl, sat. 
KCl) and at a tip-to-sample distance of 15 μm (measured based on normalised 
values which will be explained in the Appendix). Similar to SVET experiments, a 
stepwise scan rate was used being 50 μm/s for probing while the return velocity 
after each line scan was adjusted to a constant value of 300 μm/s for all 
experiments. For each data point along the scan line, each recorded current value 
was averaged during 0.5 s before moving to the next point. It should be noted 
that at this scan rate, a full quantification of the surface activity may not be 
achieved (compared to slower scan rates) as the scan rate may exceed the mass 
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diffusion coefficient of the redox species. However, since localised corrosion 
processes develop quickly at heterogeneous surface of the AA2024 wire, slow 
scan rates may lead to lose of some important information on some localised 
events. After addition of inhibitor (200 ppm Ce(dpp)3 concentration) to the solution 
(this will be discussed in chapter 5), SECM analysis under the same mode was 
performed to study the localised interaction of the inhibitor with the corroded 
surface at OCP.  
3.3.10 Wire beam electrode (WBE) experiments 
3.3.10.1 Summary of concept 
   In comparison with conventional polarisation based or scanning probe 
techniques such as SVET or SECM, WBE technique provides a considerably high 
temporal resolution35-37. The main issues with scanning probe techniques are 
whether the selected area is too small and representative or it will take longer 
than expected to probe the surficial reactions and hence, the surface condition 
will undergo evolution during the measurements. Therefore, to imitate real-time 
distribution of localised anodic and cathodic activities over large surface areas 
(such as a one-piece coupon) or to mimic the corrosion behaviour of stranded 
wire products used in automobile industries1, WBE technique35,38,39 must be 
considered as a powerful choice. Where scanning probe techniques can scan 
local ionic currents within the conductive electrolyte, non-scanning WBE picks up 
galvanic charges flowing between one hundred (or more) electrically shortened 
wires. Here, the WBE sensor consists of two main components, a 10×10 array of 
identical wires closely packed together (see the schematic illustration in Fig. 3.11) 
to simulate a one-piece metal/coupon surface or a group of stranded wires. 
Figure 3.11 shows schematic configuration of the WBE technique setup. In the 
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WBE basically, the exposed surface area of each wire or electrode is a transverse 
cross-section of each wire. To make connection towards the automatic switcher 
(also called a multiplexer) via data cables, each electrode is allocated an 
autonomous electrical connection. Figure 3.11 also displays the instrumentation 
(including the electrical circuits within the multiplexer) required to record the 
galvanic net current flowing throughout each electrode coupled to the other 99 
shortened electrodes under OCP condition. 
 
Figure 3.11 Schematic illustration of the WBE technique experimental setup used to study 
localised corrosion/inhibition behaviours of the AA2024 alloy. 
   The programmable multiplexer switches connection between electrodes where 
at each defined interval, it interlinks the electrical connection of the coupled 
electrodes (e.g. electrode number 1 and the other 99 shortened electrodes) to 
two output terminals of the multiplexer; WE1 and WE2. In other words, during the 
whole recording times, 99 electrodes are connected to the WE1 where a single 
electrode is connected to WE2. To measure net current flows between these 
electrodes, the WE1 and WE2 terminals of the multiplexer are connected to 
identical (in names) output terminals (i.e. WE1 and WE2) of a Potentiostat 
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equipped with zero resistance ammeter (ZRA). The ZRA then constantly 
measures the galvanic current flowing between the single electrode connected to 
WE1 and the other 99 electrodes that are connected to WE2 at a certain sampling 
rate while the multiplexer shifts the connections between coupled electrodes. 
3.3.10.2 A novel WBE design  
   Although it enables measurement of localised activities at high temporal 
resolutions, conventional WBE has a major drawback which is its relatively large 
size where its data cables are also permanently joined to the electrodes. With 
these technical limitations, it is almost impossible to perform a precise surface 
preparation followed by analytical or characterisation techniques without 
contaminating the WBE surface during cutting off a layer from the surface. 
Furthermore, the electrode material will be considerably wasted using this 
method. To overcome these issues and to ensure precise characterisation of an 
un-affected surface, the conventional design of the WBE is modified in this 
research. Development of this smaller sized WBE whose data cables are not 
permanently mounted with the electrodes, allows the surface preparation stage 
to be performed more conveniently and carefully even using automated polishing 
machines to achieve the most reproducible surface roughness. In the new design, 
to accommodate arrayed electrodes, a cylindrical epoxy-based mould was 3D 
printed with 100 orifices (1.2 mm in diameter) devised on the side walls as 
connector pins guides and holders. To make the WBE, individually insulated 
AA2024 wires (1 mm wires cold mounted with epoxy as discussed in section 3.2) 
were joined together in row of 10 electrodes using superglue. In each row, one 
end of each wire was connected to a 15 mm (in length) pin using copper wire. 
Once all 10 rows were prepared, they were positioned in the printed mould and 
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glued together. Next, the connector pins were positioned at their designed orifices 
and fixed using superglue. The top part of the WBE including the wire arrays at 
the center of the printed mould, was fully covered by sticky tape and was placed 
under the fume hood (facing down); similar to the WBE position showed in Fig. 
3.12a. Finally to strengthen the new setup, the cold mounting mixture of epoxy 
and hardener (7:1 weight ratio) was then poured and buried the entire exposed 
areas of the electrodes, pins and connecting wires located inside the printed 
mould to avoid any damage to electrodes or junctions. After completion of the 
curing process, both top and bottom sides of the WBE were ground to form nearly 
parallel surfaces. This new design is shown Fig. 3.12 results displaying 3D (Fig. 
3.12a) and top (Fig. 3.12b) views of the developed WBE in which, each of the 
connector pins shown in Fig. 3.12a are electrically connected to an electrode (i.e. 
1 mm AA2024 wire) shown in Fig. 3.12b. Besides, one should note that each of 
the pins shown in Fig. 3.12a will be connected to its pre-defined detachable 
socket of the data cables. In this improved design of the WBE, wires are situated 
in a close packed configuration in order to increase the electrochemical integrity 
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Figure 3.12 (a) and (b) depict 3D (bottom side of the WBE faces up) and top view of the WBE 
made from 1 mm diameter AA2024 wires. Note that each 1 mm pin shown in (a) will be 
connected to its defined socket of data cables (not shown in this image). 
3.3.10.3 Experimental procedures 
   Once the WBE construction is finished, electrical connection of each wire to its 
pin and existence of any possible short-circuits between adjacent wires were 
manually checked using a multimeter. Prior to corrosion investigations, the 
surface of the new WBE was prepared using the same procedure discussed in 
section 3.2.2. Afterwards, the data cables were connected to the connector pins 
of the WBE one by one and the specimen was placed in a corrosion cell similar 
to that shown in Fig. 3.7. For all ZRA measurements, an ACM instrument 
potentiostat was utilised. Using the multiplexer software, the switching time was 
set to 1 second whereas the sampling rate was set to 50 Hz using the ACM 
instrument software for all WBE measurements. The galvanic current results 
(linear current vs. time results) recorded by the ZRA technique, were then used 
to plot 2D and 3D current distribution maps.  
   As briefly noted before, the novelty arising from the current design is that the 
data cable (not shown in these images) can be easily detached from both WBEs 
1 cm 2 mm 
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in order to facilitate ex-situ surface characterisation techniques of any desirable 
wire or region. Taking advantage of this design, for instance, SEM or optical 
profilometry techniques can be implemented to study corrosion attack 
morphologies or precipitation morphology of corrosion products. Figure 3.13a 
shows the SE-SEM image of the corrosion attack morphology of AA2024 wire 
after 120 minutes of open circuit immersion in aerated 0.05 M NaCl solution. The 
SEM image clearly shows corrosion rings and domes of corrosion products 
formed in a region relatively far from the wire center. An example of a 3D image 
constructed by the optical profilometry is presented in Fig. 3.13b where the 
morphology of a halo corrosion ring formed on the surface of a 1 mm AA2024 
wire after corrosion in a similar condition to Fig. 3.13a. Using the profilometry 
result (Fig. 3.13b), the change in surface roughness induced by preferential 
deposition of the corrosion products is revealed. 
 
 
Figure 3.13 (a) SE-SEM image of the corrosion attack morphology of AA2024 wire after 2 hours 
of open circuit immersion in aerated 0.05 M NaCl solution. (b) Example of a 3D image 
constructed by optical profilometry showing the morphology of a halo corrosion ring formed on 
the surface of a 1 mm AA2024 wire after corrosion in a similar condition to (a). 
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4.1 Introduction    
   It has recently been shown that the embedded IMPs together with 
deformation-induced structures (associated with high levels of defects and small-
sized grains) have been ascribed to the localisation of corrosion in high-strength 
aluminum alloys such as AA20241-4. However, understanding the combined role 
of IMPs and crystal defects in localised corrosion behavior of these alloys is still 
topic of current research. The study of localised corrosion, e.g. pitting and IGC, 
of this type of material (which naturally take place at free corrosion conditions) 
can provide further understanding of the corrosion behavior of other high-strength 
Al alloys including AA2024 and AA7xxx that are vastly used in industries such as 
aerospace.  
   In this chapter, the co-existence of these embedded structures in the AA2024 
wire will be studied in detail using high resolution characterisation techniques 
such as FE-SEM, EDS, EBSD and TEM. In addition, the influence of 
heterogeneous microstructures across the wire surface will be also studied by 
Vickers microhardness measurement. 
4.2 Microstructural investigations using SEM, EDS and EBSD 
   In the case of a microstructurally complex AA2024 alloy, existence of IMPs 
Chapter   
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and crystal defect leads to the initiation and finally stabilisation of the increased 
localised corrosion activities through corrosion mechanisms such as galvanic, 
pitting or IGC. Therefore, it is necessary to begin with the microstructure analysis 
of the as-received wire material. In this study, a microstructurally complex 
AA2024-T3 wire, with considerable densities of residual deformation-induced 
defects, was chosen as a typical example of a cold worked, high-strength alloy. 
4.2.1 An overview of the wire cross-section 
   To characterise more details of the microstructure such as grain 
size/distribution and defect structures (e.g. grain boundaries) of the AA2024 wire, 
EBSD in conjunction with SEM/EDS was used. For instance, with the aid of the 
EBSD technique, the local misorientations (MOs) were determined and therefore, 
the average and kernel MO maps were delineated as the means for assessing 
the level of defect density within the scanned areas. 
   Figure 4.1 shows a low magnification BSE SEM image of the transverse 
cross-section of the polished 1 mm AA2024 wire before performing EBSD 
investigations where grey color represents the Al-rich matrix. As shown in Fig. 
4.1, the micro-sized IMPs revealed as white features are randomly distributed 
across the wire transverse cross-section. The light grey region at bottom right of 
the wire is a portion of the pure Al fixture that was used to hold the wire upright 
during the mounting procedure. In-depth microstructural examinations were 
established on five distinct areas boxed and labelled “pseudo-quadrant”, “center”, 
“transition” (which stands for the annulus-to-center transition region), “annulus” 
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and “edge” in Fig. 4.1. These five areas, from the center to the edge of the wires, 
were investigated because of the radial change in the stress distribution during 
the wire drawing are expected to introduce different microstructural features and 
defect structures in these areas. Results obtained from four of these five regions, 
i.e. center, transition, annulus and edge are dealt with more detail in next sections. 
It should be noted that for each of the latter four regions, EDS mapping was 
performed concurrently with the EBSD mapping.  
 
Figure 4.1 BSE image of the transverse cross-section of the as-polished 1 mm AA2024 wire 
used for EBSD investigations. The wire was clamped by a pure Al fixture before mounting with 
epoxy. Five regions labelled “pseudo-quadrant”, “center”, “transition”, “annulus” and “edge” are 
selected for detailed EBSD investigations. 
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4.2.2 Microstructural analysis of the pseudo-quadrant region 
4.2.2.1 Grain size and distribution 
   The grain size is known to be important in determination of the mechanical 
(Hall-Petch-type relation5) and electrochemical properties of alloys such as 
AA2024-T35,6. Figure 4.2 represents EBSD grain size maps acquired from the 
pseudo-quadrant region of the wire (shown in Fig. 4.1). The black regions in 
EBSD maps are assigned either to the turned off IMPs or to the un-indexed pixels 
which is more discussed in section 4.2.2.3. The latter indexing issue can be 
clearly recognised by comparing the grain maps of the wire (defect-rich) and the 
pure Al fixture (containing considerably lower level of defects) which also 
evidences the quality of the EBSD mapping. 
   The grain size maps were plotted at 5° (Fig. 4.2a) and 15° (Fig. 4.2b) 
boundary MOs between adjacent pixels (IMPs were turned off to avoid confusion). 
These MO thresholds were selected to examine grain and sub-grain structures 
within this heavily-deformed AA2024 wire. By decreasing the MO threshold, 
larger grains, would split to smaller sub-grains followed by an increase in total 
density of the grain boundaries. In relation to that, MO ≥ 5° corresponds to sub-
grain (or low angle) boundaries and MO ≥ 15° is mainly associated with the 
HAGBs. By comparing the mentioned grain size maps, it can be inferred that the 
annulus region has relatively smaller grain sizes than those regions which are 
closer to the center of the wire. Although, partially recrystallised (partially grown) 
grains near the wire surface were formed mainly due to the frictional heat 
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generated in the die during the wire drawing process. 
4.2.2.2 Phase identification 
   In EBSD, identifiable phases are those for which the crystal structures and 
lattice parameters are theoretically known. In case of an AA2024 alloy, these 
phases would mainly be fcc-Al as the matrix, orthorhombic S-phase (Al2CuMg) 
and orthorhombic θ-phase (Al2Cu), however, for the databases for Al-Cu Fe-Mn 
containing phases are incomplete which can make assignment difficult3. 
Consequently, these phases can remain unindexed and thus, their diffraction 
patterns cannot unambiguously be assigned as a phase, although, many of these 
particles may provide a distinct backscatter diffraction pattern. One complication 
is that transition metals can be substitutional meaning that their stoichiometry 
make be quite different from the parent crystal phase. Therefore, the 
corresponding diffraction data for these phases may vary from sample to 
sample7,8.  
   Fig. 4.2c shows the EBSD phase map of the quadrant region. As shown in 
Fig. 4.2c, the microstructure mainly contains an Al-rich matrix (yellow) and S-
phase (red). Although, other phases such as Al7Cu2Fe (purple), AlCuFeMn (navy 
blue), Al2Cu (light blue) and Mg2Si (light green) were also detected using the 
EBSD technique. Identification of these IMPs is important since they can 
participate in localised anodic and cathodic reactions during the corrosion 
process. Therefore, it is important to determine their distribution, frequency and 
area fraction. In addition to phase information, EBSD also provides information 
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on crystallographic orientation. In order to investigate the fiber texture of the 
drawn AA2024 wire, several sections of the wire were investigated using EBSD.  
4.2.2.3 Crystallographic orientations of the microstructure 
   Figure 4.2d represents the inverse pole figure, IPF, (Z direction) orientation 
map displaying the orientation distribution of the indexed pixels in the image (see 
the label in the inset graphic). The IPF (Z direction) map represents 
crystallographic description of the each position of the mapped surface with 
regards to the local crystal orientations. For instance, grains or IMPs in red 
indicate that the normal of the surface (parallel to wire drawing direction) is 
parallel to <001> direction (also indicated as <001>//ND), whereas, blue grains 
are consisted of (111) planes parallel to the surface and green grains or IMPs are 
(101) planes in first approximation. As Fig. 4.2d shows, most of the grains, 
especially those located in the center region, are oriented with their (111) planes 
parallel to the plane of polish. The boundary region (the region of transition from 
the annulus to the edge) is composed of complex orientations introduced by the 
recrystallisation process. Cho et al.9 have shown that drawn wires of fcc metals 
(less than 40 μm in diameter) such as Ag, Au, Cu and Al have a final drawing 
texture with mainly <111>//ND and <100>//ND types. However, high or even 
intermediate stacking fault energy (SFE) metals, e.g. Al or Cu alloys, mostly show 
a stronger <111>//ND texture than <100>//ND9. Here, the grain orientation 
distribution (as shown in Fig. 4.2d) suggests an inhomogeneous textured 
microstructure where the grains planes oriented normal to the <111> (or 
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<111>//ND) direction are mainly located at the center region where its diameter 
was about 300 μm (measured from the IPFZ map of the entire 1 mm wire surface, 
the inset graphic shown in Fig. 4.2d). In contrast, the orientation of the grains 
located in the annulus and edge regions are fully arbitrary (a mixture of 
<001>//ND, <101>//ND and <111>//ND orientations) due to the heterogeneous 
recrystallisation of the wire material.  
   It is worth noting that the heterogeneous orientation textures are mainly 
induced by non-uniform plastic deformation (higher levels of plastic strains in the 
transition, annulus and edge regions) of the wire during the drawing process also 
by the excessive frictional heat generated at the wire/die interface. In fact, for an 
fcc aluminum alloy (e.g. AA2024) with a melting point less than 700°C, 
recrystallisation of grains in heavily deformed sections would happen even during 
the deformation process10 while it can be more pronounced by performing 
annealing treatments. By comparing the grain size maps of the pure Al fixture 
and the AA2024-T3 wire, one could simply observe that the degree of 
deformation in the wire leads to the creation of a high density of defects and the 
formation of nano (sub-)grains smaller than the EBSD spot size meaning that 
high levels of indexation for the aluminum matrix are not possible. Therefore, the 
black regions (un-indexed pixels) basically result from areas of the sample that 
retain high levels of deformation. In other words, the EBSD pattern quality 
deteriorates in materials that have experienced severe plastic deformation with 
increase in defects densities or the number of subgrains which are smaller than 
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the pixel size.  
 
Figure 4.2 EBSD results of the pseudo-quadrant region of the AA2024 wire displayed in Fig. 
4.1. (a) BSE image of the area which was selected for EBSD mapping. (a) and (b) Selected 
examples of EBSD grain size maps constructed at different grain misorientations (MO): (a) MO 
≥ 5° and, (b) MO ≥ 15°. (c) EBSD phase map of the showing various indexed phases such 
as Al2CuMg. (d) Inverse pole figure (Z direction) orientation map displaying the orientation of 
indexed pixels in the image. The inset graphics in (d) are showing the orientation shading color 
key and the poorly-indexed IPFZ map of the whole wire to highlight the size of the “center” 
region. Note that EBSD results obtained at a spot size of about 400 nm to avoid drifting effect 
during the prolonged EBSD characterisation time. 
4.2.3 Examination of the constituent IMPs 
   Constituent IMPs within the longitudinal cross-section of the AA2024 wire 
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material was thoroughly investigated by FE-SEM coupled with EDS (examples of 
the SEM and EDS results from this section are shown in chapter 6). Table 4.1 
gives the compositions and frequencies of the four types of IMPs that were 
detected. EBSD of the intermetallic particles meant that all particle types would 
be indexed to various patterns. The S-phase composition as determined from the 
EDS analysis was indexed to the S-phase crystal structure typically over a few 
hundred particles per map. The AlCuFeMnSi composition indexed to the α-phase 
(both Al85.25Cu31.95Fe15.5 and Al78Cu48Fe14 which are both designated as α-phase) 
in this case indexing included 70 to 100 particles. The AlCuFeMn indexed to 
Al7Cu2Fe structure with around 30 to 50 particles per map. Clearly, the 
Al85Cu31.95Fe15.5 and Al78Cu48Fe14 phases contained Mn and Si in addition to Al, 
Cu and Fe, and those designated as Al7Cu2Fe contained Mn. Transition metal 
substitution in these IMPs is well known11. The Mg2Si composition was indexed 
to the Mg2Si structure and the number of indexed particles per map was generally 
a few hundred. Finally a small amount of Al2Cu was also detected using EBSD. 
The population statistics in terms of the percentage for each particle type 
(frequencies in Table 4.1) were similar for both the EDS and EBSD analyses. It 
should be noted that the EBSD are indicative structures and do not represent the 
strict compositions due to the possibility of substitution or even micro/nano 
domains in the IMPs7,8,12,13. 
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Table 4.1 Particle frequencies are in percent with figures in brackets determined from the EBSD 
data where some 800 particles were sampled. X-ray compositions are in at.% determined at 15 
keV in bold along with standard deviation (± ). 
   To have a better understanding of the as-received microstructure of the wire 
in “edge”, “annulus”, “transition” and “center” regions (shown in Fig. 4.2), detailed 
SEM, EDS and EBSD analyses were performed prior to corrosion studies. For 
these sets of EBSD measurements, a step size of 270 nm was used to achieve 
a higher lateral resolution (compared to Fig. 4.2) and to be able to map nano 
(sub-)grains.  
   Figure 4.3 shows the SEM/EDS (simultaneously measured during the EBSD 
mapping) microstructural characterisation of these four regions. As stated 
previously (Table 4.1), the microstructure in all these four regions predominantly 
consists of an Al-rich matrix in which there are embedded S-phase IMPs in 
majority. Comparing the SEM/EDS results of these regions, it can be inferred that 
the detected IMPs are most likely, randomly distributed along the wire cross-
section although their number density or area fraction needs to be taken into 
Phase Frequency     EBSD Mg Al Si Mn Fe Cu 
Al2CuMg 
66.7 Al2CuMg 20.2 59 0 0 0 20.8 





0 68.7 4.6 5.5 11.4 9.8 
(10.0)  0 4.9 2.27 1.8 2 6 
AlCuFeMn 
7.5 Al7Cu2Fe 0 65.6 0 2.2 8 24.3 
(9.0)  0 2.4 0 0.5 0.5 1.4 
Mg2Si 
11.1  17.2 71.3 11.4 0 0 0 
(14.4) Mg2Si 8.5 14.3 5.8 0 0 0 
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account (See “Appendix A”). In the case of Mg2Si IMPs, they were identified as 
individual particles and also as inclusions accompanied by large S-phase 
particles. Examples of these latter composite IMPs are highlighted by black 
arrows in Fig. 4.3g. Such complex microstructure containing various types of 
composite IMPs such as S-θ phases, has also been reported elsewhere8. As 
shown in Fig. 4.3, deformation or fragmentation of the IMPs (e.g. S-phase) can 
occur in regions (i.e. the annulus region) of the wire which had experienced great 
levels of plastic strains/spin and shear forces. Further than that, heat treatment 
background of AA2024 alloys can also result in the formation of various IMPs with 
discrete spectrum of sizes. For instance, AlCuMnFe(Si)-type IMPs in a wrought 
AA2024-T3 sheet have been observed to be larger than 20 μm8, whilst the largest 
IMP size (of the same type) in the current wire material was about 13 μm. This 
topic however, requires further in-depth research considering alloy 
composition/design, heat treatment and the deformation steps.  
 





Figure 4.3 SEM/EDS investigations of the center, transition, annulus and edge regions. (a), (c), 
(e) and (g) BSE-SEM images of the three mentioned regions. (b-b3), (d-d3), (f-f3) and (h-h3) 
EDS maps of Cu, Mg, Fe and Si elements corresponding to (a), (c), (e) and (g) regions, in turn. 
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   EBSD analysis of the heavily-deformed materials such as wires, is a 
challenging issue due to the lower levels of indexing compared to annealed 
materials9,14. Therefore, it is essential to consider the pattern quality maps to 
verify reliability of the recorded EBSD data before post-processing of other 
information such as grain size, orientation and phase identification maps. As 
generally known, pattern quality map can reveal features such as grains, grain 
boundaries, subgrains, IMPs, and pores/voids14.  
   Figure 4.4 shows EBSD pattern quality maps of the heterogonous structures 
embedded in center, transition, annulus and edge regions of the AA2024 wire. 
Contrast arising from surface topology, IMPs, micro voids/pores (Fig. 4.4b), 
grains and (sub)grain boundaries can all be observed. As can be seen, all four 
regions contain considerable fractions of subgrains. Besides, dark features which 
exist in the transition region (Fig. 4.4b) are most likely micro voids which had been 
introduced during the wire drawing process. Formation of these flaws during the 
EBSD sample preparation using Ar ion-polishing, is less likely to happen due to 
following reasons: 
1) Use of very low milling currents (i.e. lower beam energies) to lesser ion beam 
damages to the wire surface.  
2) There should be plenty of these defects detected on the annulus and the edge 
regions (including greater proportion of the total surface area) since the whole 
wire surface was uniformly ion-polished.  
    However, the exact reason for the existence of those voids mainly in the 
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transition region and not in the annulus region (that practically experiences the 
highest degree of plastic deformation) is not yet clear and requires further 
research. 
 
Figure 4.4 (a-d) EBSD pattern quality maps of the heterogonous structures embedded in 
center, transition, annulus and edge regions. 
   In conjunction with EDS confirmation of various constituent IMPs in the noted 
four regions, statistical measurement of the area fraction of these IMPs were also 
done based on identified phases using the EBSD technique. In comparison with 
EDS however, EBSD phase identification only identifies micron scale IMPs that 
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are referred to as constituent particles.  
   Figure 4.5 shows EBSD phase maps obtained for the aforementioned four 
regions showing the distribution of various IMPs within the matrix at the denoted 
areas. The white arrows in Fig. 4.5a and 4.5b point at common Al7Cu2Fe (light 
purple) and S-phase (red) particles in both center and transition regions. As 
shown in Fig. 4.5, the structural EBSD phase assignments are in agreement with 
compositional EDS information of the same mapped area. The results here 
indicate a random distribution of all four major types of IMPs (e.g. S-phase) 
across the wire section and almost no clusters of IMPs are observed. Alongside 
phase identification, these graphs clearly reveal the un-indexed areas (vs. the 
IMPs and Al-rich matrix in yellow color) of the surface and roughly give an 
estimation of the extent of nano-sized subgrains which will be discussed in more 
detail in Fig. 4.6. Concerning the four phase maps, it is obvious that the frequency 
of the nano subgrains (surrounded by LAGBs) in the center region is higher in 
comparison with other regions.  
   Statistical area fraction analysis of the characterised IMPs in center, transition, 
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Figure 4.5 (a-d) EBSD phase maps of the indexed IMPs embedded in center, transition, 
annulus and edge regions. 
4.2.4 EBSD investigations of grains and crystal defects 
   Severe plastic deformation of metal products such as wires results in a variety 
of grain sizes and inhomogeneous grain distribution patterns5. Regarding the role 
of grain size merely (excluding the role of constituent particles on the grain size 
spectrum within wrought alloys), Ralston et al.5,15 showed that on metal surfaces 
with low to passive corrosion rates, finer grains are anticipated to be more 
corrosion resistant. However, in the absence of a protective oxide film, increased 
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grain boundary densities would presumably intensify the total surface reactivity. 
Moreover, Brunner et al.16 have proposed that the prevailing factor affecting the 
localised corrosion behavior of ultra-fine grained (UFG) Al–Mg alloys, might be 
high density of other crystal defects such as dislocations.  
   Figure 4.6(a-d) shows grain size maps in center, transition, annulus and edge 
regions constructed at boundary MOs of 5° and 15°. The SEM images and the 
EBSD phase maps shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.5 help to pin point the IMP positions 
and the types of the analysed IMPs in these maps. As mentioned previously, 
black areas are assigned either to IMPs (which are turned off in these graphics) 
or unindexed pixels resulting from various zones of the wire specimen that retain 
deformation induced defect structures such as dislocation cells or nano 
(sub-)grains. IMPs are turned on in Fig. 4.6g to show the complexity of the grain 
size maps in the presence of IMPs. By simply comparing the grain size maps of 
these four regions plotted at two different MOs (5° and 15°), it can be observed 
that the grain size of the center region does not change noticeably despite the 
considerable increase in the grain of the boundary region by increasing the 
threshold MOs to 15°. This is due to the greater density of the subgrains with 
LAGBs in the center region. Indeed, by excluding the turned off IMPs, the total 
number of un-indexed pixels seems to be greater in the center region in 
comparison with the boundary region (as also shown in Fig. 4.5a).  
   Furthermore, by distancing from the center towards the edge region, it is 
evident that many of the nano-sized grains are located at matrix/IMPs interfaces 
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while some others appeared in form of bands. This type of structure has typically 
been detected in heavily-deformed and partially recrystallised materials. For 
example, Jakani et al.17 stated that alloy impurities (similar to IMPs in this study) 
has an inhibiting effect on both grain nucleation and growth stages during 
recrystallization via a pinning action. They revealed that such micron scale 
impurities would delay the recovery process required for grain nuclei formation, 
as well as the mobility of the (sub-)grain boundaries during recrystallisation, most 
likely via an intergranular segregation. The former grain nuclei formation is 
explained by the particle stimulated nucleation (PSN) mechanism17. Indeed, 
these impurities would also obstruct dislocation motion specifically during the 
recovery of the dislocation cells and walls. Therefore, migration and coalescence 
of the dislocation cell boundaries (mainly diffuse type) could not take place at the 
time of cell boundaries growth. Presence of sub-micron grains at the periphery of 
IMPs is mainly accompanied by a spread of grain orientations which is discussed 
in respect of Fig. 4.10.  
   Another type of feature mostly observed in Figs. 4.6e and 4.6f are bands of 
fine grains accompanied by un-indexed pixels. Formation of these micro bands, 
i.e. deformation bands, in the annulus region can be due to the existence of high-
density dislocation walls and cell structures. These bands however, were unlikely 
to be detected in the center region (Figs. 4.6a and 4.6b). Later investigations 
have also concluded that deformation bands can be ignored in the center of the 
drawn wires but their densities would increase with distance from the wire 
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center9,18 which also results in the subdivision of heterogeneous grains in the 
radial direction. Glenn et al.3 reported high densities of defects quite similar to 
these bands within micron size grains of an AA2024-T3 sheet material which 
were termed “strain bands”. The former case together with the high density of 
defects found within or in the vicinity of the IMPs are hypothesized to be the result 
of plastic shear deformation and stretching. In another piece of work, XiaoGuang 
et al.18 reported that at strain values higher than 0.94, dislocation boundaries 
would rotate to the wire axis direction and consequently, the deformation bands 
will become mostly parallel to the wire drawing direction. Although severely 
deformed during the drawing process, larger size grains are formed due to the 
heterogeneous deformation and recrystallisation process in the edge region (Figs. 
4.6g and 4.6h), as discussed before.  
   Using EBSD, grain size histograms can be determined for each selected area 
of interest. Although, it must be mentioned such analysis could only be performed 
on the indexed pixels of a mapped area.  
 




Figure 4.6 (a-h) Grain size maps of the center, transition, annulus and edge regions constructed 
at boundary MOs of 5° and 15°. Please note that the IMPs are turned off in all images (except 
(g)) to eliminate confusion with grains. Note the complexity of grain size map when IMPs are 
turned on in (g).  
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   Figure 4.7(a-d) shows the grain size histograms attributed to center, transition, 
annulus and edge regions. By comparing the four histograms, it can be clearly 
observed that largest grains (14-17 μm in size) are mainly located at the boundary 
region while the largest grain size in the center of the wire was about 11 μm. 
Considering the abundance of large grains (i.e. larger than 10 μm), annulus 
center region possesses the smallest fraction compared to the other three regions. 
In addition, it is evident that considerable fraction of grains in all four regions are 
having sizes less than 5 μm. In term of grains smaller than 1 μm (nano 
(sub-)grains), the transition (Fig. 4.7b) contains the highest integrated fraction of 
about 9.5% while the fraction of sub-micron grains detected in the center (Fig. 
4.7a) is about 6.5%. It must be noted that the EBSD data used in these 
histograms are extracted from regions with different surface areas (due to the 
sampling issue) and are therefore, qualitatively comparable.  
   As seen in Fig. 4.7, the grain size and distribution are very heterogeneous on 
the wire section. This latter observation proves an incomplete (or partial) 
recrystallisation process occurred within the bulk of the AA2024 wire material. For 
example, the higher fraction of the large grains (14 μm) at the edge is most 
probably introduced by local crystallisation. Based on the latter analysis, nano 
grains existing in each region were categorised into two types; nano grains 
surrounded by HAGBs and nano sub-grains surrounded by re-arranged 
dislocation cells or LAGBs.   
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Figure 4.7 Statistical EBSD data; (a-d) grain size distribution histograms associated to center, 
transition, annulus and edge regions plotted at 5° MO. 
 
Figure 4.8 shows the IPF (in Z direction) orientation maps of the four regions 
where the crystal orientations are parallel to the axis direction of the AA2024 wire. 
By comparing the IPFZ maps of Fig. 4.8, it can be seen that the center of the wire 
has the fiber texture of <111> parallel to the wire axis direction or normal direction 
of the transverse cross-section. By moving from the center to the surface of the 
wire (i.e. edge region), the <111>//ND texture gradually transforms to <101>//ND, 
<001>//ND and other intermediate lower order crystallographic orientations that 
indicates partial recrystallisation has taken place in the boundary region. As 
discussed, in fcc metals such as Al alloys with high SFE, duplex fiber textures of 
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<100> and <111> parallel to the wire axis direction are the most feasible crystal 
orientations18.  
Concerning the IMPs, it can be observed that while the IMPs located in the 
center region have arbitrary orientations, those belonging to the annulus and 
edge regions most likely follow the crystal orientations of their relatively elongated 
adjacent grains. This indeed indicates that the material located within these two 
latter regions have experienced higher levels of plastic strains which has led to 
granular rotation concurrent with rotation of some of the IMPs. Existence of 
deformed IMPs (especially S-phase particles) in the boundary region is another 
indication of a high level of plastic deformation in this region. The white arrows in 
Fig. 4.8 point to micron-sized IMPs which were heavily-deformed, twinned or 
cracked. Detailed EBSD analysis of the heavily deformed S-phase particles in 
transition and annulus regions is discussed in the “Appendix A” section.    
In fact, during the wire drawing process, deformation geometry (in the 
presence of IMPs) and the induced friction at wire/die interface leads to 
heterogeneous repartition of shear strain in a radial direction from center to the 
edge region. Kozmel et al.19 have shown that deformation bands typically form 
within grains with intermediate crystallographic orientations which enclose higher 
levels of local MOs and defects densities such as dislocations. In other words, 
they concluded that localised deformation was most probably absent in the 
<111>//ND and <100>//ND oriented grains. As a consequence, the chance of 
having deformation bands in the boundary region is higher compared to the 
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center which consists of the dominant <111>//ND orientation.  
Finally, interaction of resistant grain boundaries (i.e. HAGBs) and IMPs with 
dislocation tangles or pile-ups would give rise to the microstructural heterogeneity 
and therefore the level of stored energy at those complex interfaces.  
 
Figure 4.8 (a-d) IPF (in Z direction) orientation maps of center, transition, annulus and edge 
regions. Please note the orientation shading colour key in the inset graphic in (a). 
   To further understand the influence of the heterogeneous deformation strains 
on distribution of the microstructural defects, analysis of grain boundaries 
distribution maps is required. Figure 4.9 shows the LAGB-HAGB distribution 
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maps (overlaid on pattern quality maps shown in Fig. 4.4) of the previously 
studied regions of the wire surface. LAGBs with MOs less than 15° are shown in 
red color while HAGBs with MOs greater than 15° are shown in green. 
   Considering all four regions, the center region encloses the smallest 
frequencies of HAGBs whereas the annulus region contains the smallest 
frequencies of LAGBs. Compared to the annulus region, both transition and edge 
regions contain higher frequencies of LAGBs which appeared to be connected to 
each other in some areas (in short ranges of less than 10μm in length). As the 
HAGBs carry higher degrees of stored energy in comparison with the coherent 
boundaries (e.g. LAGBs), they would be more prone to localised corrosion such 
IGC20. Here, the complication in visual analysis of the LAGB-HAGB distribution 
arises from the existence huge number density of grain boundaries within the 
EBSD studied regions. As a matter of fact, many of the short-length grain 
boundaries might be missed during the visual assessment of those ultra-fine 
microstructures. As a consequence, better understanding of the grain boundaries 
frequencies can be achieved through measurement of the grain boundary MO 
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Figure 4.9 (a-d) LAGB and HAGB distribution maps (overlaid on pattern quality maps) of center, 
transition, annulus and edge regions. Note that the S-phase particles are highlighted in blue. 
Note that the minimum threshold for LAGBs MOs is set to 2°. 
   Figure 4.10 shows the grain boundary MO angle (in degree (°)) histograms 
for the previous four regions. The grain boundary MO angle is a geometrical 
expression which reflects the difficulty of the dislocation motion from one grain to 
the plane of a neighboring grain and increases with increasing grain boundary 
MO angle20. Consequently, the stress concentration that stems from pile up of 
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dislocations at grain boundaries results in an increase in the stored energy at the 
interface.  
   Comparing the four histograms shown in Fig. 4.10, it can be seen that MO 
angles of the most of the boundaries were higher than 15° (i.e. HAGBs) within 
the boundary region (Fig. 4.10(b-d)), whereas there is a clear fraction of LAGBs 
with lower than 15° MO angles within the center region (Fig. 4.10a). The presence 
of LAGBs in the center, further proves that this section of the wire has undergone 
polygonization21. Through this mechanism, the retained dislocations are basically 
re-arranged in a low energy configuration to form cell structures or LAGBs21,22. 
From the energy perspective, the energy of a low-angle boundary rises with the 
increase in the degree of MO between neighboring grains. The situation in the 
case where HAGBs are developed is more complex as they maintain certain low 
energy configurations.  
   Due to small fractions of LAGBs in the boundary region (the results of Figs. 
4.10(b-d)), the majority of the nano grains located in this region are less likely to 
be sub-grains but are separate grains with HAGBs. Higher fractions of HAGBs in 
the boundary region can be associated to the transformation of LAGBs to HAGBs 
induced by greater levels of induced strain18. Indeed, the MO angle of dislocation 
boundaries increases with applied plastic strains and cause the low MO angle 
dislocation boundaries to transform to high MO angle boundaries during plastic 
deformation. Moreover, comparing the center and edge regions, one can see that 
the frequency of the boundary MO angles increases in a range of 15-45°. This is 
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mainly attributed to deformation-induced recrystallisation and hence the 
presence of deformation bands (e.g. shear bands) in this region. This is clearly in 
line with the fact that the microstructure of these microscopic deformation bands 
is generated by considerable density of HAGBs and their accompanying 
dislocation structures. Furthermore, detection of grain boundary MO angles 
between 0° to 60° is an indication that both dislocation slip and twining (with MO 
angles ≥ 55°) mechanisms18 could have taken place during the drawing process 
with dislocation slip being the dominant mechanism.  
 
 
Figure 4.10 Statistical EBSD data; (a-d) grain boundary MO angle distribution histograms 
associated to center, transition, annulus and edge regions. Note that these statistics were 
determined for regions with different surface areas.  
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   Another approach that is adopted here is local MO distribution information 
obtained by post processing of EBSD data. The defect density can be 
qualitatively examined from this data. In this method, the MO value of each pixel 
within a grain is calculated in comparison with the orientation of its nearest 
neighbors (for instance, in a 3 × 3 matrix as in this case) and is called kernel MO. 
   Figure 4.11 represents the kernel MO distribution maps (of a 3 × 3 matrix) of 
center, transition, annulus and edge regions. The color key (Fig. 4.11a) shows 
the MO in degrees and goes from blue (zero MO) up to red (5° MO). The inset 
figures highlight the kernel MO maps of the boxed regions with IMPs being turned 
on. There are abundant local areas where the colour is yellow with MO values 
around 4°.  
   Comparison of the local MO distribution of Al-rich matrix within these four 
regions shows the overall density of defects (such as dislocation structures) is 
lower in the edge region as a result of excessive frictional heat at the wire/die 
interface during the drawing process which causes recrystallisation and recovery 
of the microstructure. Despite the significance of the un-indexed regions that is 
representative of high-density of defect accumulation, the kernel MO maps show 
that there is significant deviation from the average orientation. This suggests that 
grains, including those in the vicinity of the large IMPs have undergone significant 
distortion during the deformation process resulting in a large number of residual 
defect structures. As the size of these regions is similar to the recrystallized grains, 
these features have most likely developed into subgrain boundaries indicating 
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that large crystals were in the process of recrystallization. Indeed, such 
considerable defect density around IMPs reflects great levels of deformation 
induced residual stress/strain accommodated by the matrix which had flowed 
around the IMPs during the drawing process.  
   By comparing the inset figures, it can be observed that IMPs are possessing 
various levels of defect densities. Interaction of IMPs (including nano-sized 
precipitates) has been an active area of research for past decades3,4,23-25. The 
origin and nature of the defects in these cases is related to the shape and 
mechanical properties (e.g. strength, stiffness and toughness) of the IMPs and 
the deformation history of the area which surrounds the IMP. As a consequence, 
IMPs can rotate, be twinned, be sheared or be bypassed (for the case of 
precipitates mainly) by gliding dislocations during the deformation process. As a 
matter of fact, IMPs may be sheared together with the surrounding matrix which 
leads to increased levels of misalignment3. For instance, both the S-phase IMPs 
shown in Fig. 4.11b are twinned (see “Appendix A” for more details) and as a 
result, there is higher local MO and thus higher defect density in zones where the 
twin bands are formed. Although local MO is directly correlated with the defect 
density, such a relationship is however not quantitative due to the presence of 
other contributing factors, e.g. non-tangled dislocation structures, which would be 
below the length scale of the EBSD analysis. Therefore, higher resolution 
techniques would assist to unravel these vague areas of the micro/nanostructure. 
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Figure 4.11 (a-d) Kernel MO distribution maps (a 3 × 3 matrix was used here) of center, 
transition, annulus and edge regions. The inset figures highlight the kernel MO maps of the 
boxed regions with IMPs being turned on. Please note the shading colour key in the inset 
graphic in (a) shows the MO in degrees. 
4.3 TEM investigations of sub-micron structures  
   Figure 4.12 shows the bright flied (BF) TEM images of the complex 
nanostructure of the AA2024 wire. Figure 4.12a exhibits the nanostructure of an 
area selected from the center region whilst Fig. 4.12b reveals the nanostructure 
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within an area belonging to the boundary region. It should be noted that an in-
depth analysis of the nanostructures will be delivered in chapter 6. Here, the nano 
scale dispersoid (Al20Mn3Cu2) particles are indicated by black arrows in both 
figures. The most recognisable cell walls of dislocations which form subgrains in 
Fig. 4.12a, are highlighted by green arrows. Fig. 4.12b displays the developed 
nano-sized grains in the boundary region emphasized by orange arrows. There 
are dislocations pile-ups revealed within some grains in the same area as shown 
by red arrows in Fig. 4.12b. As can be seen, tangled dislocation structures 
including, intersecting arrays and pile-ups are also revealed at relatively high 
densities in both Fig. 4.12a and 4.12b. Besides, the TEM results shown in Fig. 
4.12 are also in line with previous EBSD results revealing high densities of 
defects including nano sized grain boundaries (associated to nano (sub-)grains) 
neighboring various types of IMPs in both center and boundary regions. 
Considering IMPs, while there is a great abundance of dispersoid particles 
found at both the grain interiors and the grain boundaries, very few nano-sized 
S-phase (Al2CuMg) precipitates are detected within the nanostructure of the wire 
(see chapter 6). Brunner et al.26 proved that severe plastic deformation of the 
AA2024 plates leads to fragmentation and dissolution of the S-phase precipitates 
(or refinement of S-phase precipitates), uniform redistribution of the Cu atoms, 
“de-sensitisation” of the grain boundaries and eventually homogenisation of the 
alloy matrix.  
Concerning defect structures, as discussed previously, HAGBs have greater 
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frequencies in the boundary region compared to the center region as a result of 
deformation-induced recrystallisation and transformation of LAGBs to HAGBs in 
the boundary region. Therefore, the grains characterised in Fig. 4.12b (showing 
no cell character grain boundaries) can be reasonably claimed to be nano grains 
surrounded by HAGBs. Once the material is deformed, deformation-induced 
dislocations cannot easily bypass the HAGBs and continue to pile up at these 
boundaries thus forming dense cell walls. Where IMPs are present, they can act 
as another obstacles for dislocation motion. Consequently, dislocations can form 
complex tangled structures in the form of bands especially in areas where 
shearing takes place. This is observed here, where it can clearly be seen that 
complex dislocation tangles shown in Fig. 4.12a follow a random distribution while 
the dislocation entanglement shown in Fig. 4.12b is in the form of a band. 
However, it is noticeable that interaction of dislocations with micro or 
nanostructure such as precipitates, IMPs, twins, stacking faults or even other 
dislocations is a complicated area of research and requires more future 
investigations.  
Here, the TEM and EBSD results revealed a broad spectrum of 
microstructure within a heavily deformed partially recrystallised AA2024 wire with 
a predominance of nano-sized grains having HAGBs within the boundary region. 
To substantiate the micro scale effect of these heterogeneous microstructure, 
micro Vickers hardness test was performed on a radial directions across the 
transverse cross-section of the wire (Fig. 4.13). 




Figure 4.12 BF-TEM image showing the complex nanostructure within AA2024 wire; (a) 
Nanostructure from the center region and (b) nanostructure belonging to the boundary region. 
The dispersoid (Al20Mn3Cu2) particles are indicated by black arrows in (a) and (b). Most 
recognisable re-arranged dislocation walls forming subgrains in (a) are highlighted by green 
arrows. The nano-sized grains in (b) are emphasised by orange arrows while piled up 
dislocations are revealed by red arrows within some grains. Dislocation structures including 
bundles of entanglements, intersecting arrays and pile-ups are also shown at relatively high 
densities in both (a) and (b). 
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4.4 Vickers microhardness investigations  
   Figure 4.13a shows BSE image of the surface after radial micro hardness 
measurements indicating indentation sites and the associated hardness numbers 
next to each indentation point. Figure 4.13b shows BSE image clearly revealing 
distribution of the IMPs and the calculated mean hardness values (white numbers) 
for nearly equal-distanced (from the wire center) indentations linked via white 
dashed lines. From Fig. 4.13a, the maximum hardness difference was observed 
between a point in center region and a point in annulus region was about 33 
Vickers. As seen in Fig. 4.13b, the highest hardness values (117.7 and 115.6 HV) 
are located in the annulus region. From the measured microhardness values, it 
is evident that the center of the wire has lower hardness compared to all other 
regions therefore, a heterogeneous recrystallisation process is expected. The 
mean values for the boundary region, which presumably experienced greater 
plastic spin, were also higher than the center of the wire. This suggests the 
existence of a specific microstructure, i.e. fine grain structures containing greater 
levels of defects, in most areas of the annulus region, which is responsible for 
greater hardness values. Whereas, the center region has experienced lesser 
degrees of deformation and the edge region has experienced non-uniform 
recrystallisation due to the frictional heat generated in die during the drawing 
process9. Although the Hall-Petch relation5,15 explains higher hardness in terms 
of finer grain size, interplay of other microstructural features such as hardening 
precipitates (e.g. S-phase precipitates or fine dispersoids) co-existing with 
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dislocation structures should also be taken into account. As discussed previously, 
in terms of the role of defect structures, dislocation pile up at obstacles such as 
HAGBs can also lead to localised strain hardening of the matrix in the boundary 
region.  
 
Figure 4.13 Micro-Vickers hardness measurements form the transverse cross-section of a 1 
mm AA2024 wire; (a) Backscattered topography image of radial micro hardness measurements 
indicating indentation sites and the associated hardness values. (b) BSE image revealing the 
IMP distribution and mean hardness values (white numbers presented above each group of 
connected indentation points) for indentations quite equally distanced from the center of the 
wire. The indentation sites contributed in each averaging are connected via dashed white lines. 
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   In summary, the microstructure of the AA2024-T3 wire examined here varies 
considerably from the center to the edge with a number of different features as 
listed in Table 4.2. Clearly, the center region has different characteristics to the 
rest of the wire. The center has a smaller grain size, preferred orientation 
<111>//ND and a significant number of LAGBs. The boundary region shows much 
greater influence of mechanical deformation including the presence of signs of 
deformation in the S-phase particles, deformation bands, mixed crystallographic 
orientations, a distribution of grain sizes which includes some very small grains 
and eventually, an apparent high level of HAGBs. The TEM reveals that there is 
a significant accumulation of dislocation structures around IMPs (e.g. dispersoids) 
leading to the formation of nano grains surrounded by LAGBs and HAGBs in 
different regions of the wire. 
Table 4.2 Microstructural features observed in AA2024 wire as categorised by region. 
 Edge Annular Transition Center 
IPFZ orientation mixed mixed mixed <111>//ND 
LAGB/HAGB ratio negligible negligible negligible large 
Deformation bands present present rarely seen absent 
Grains > 15 μm Yes No Yes No 
Hardness 107.7 116.7 113.6 88.6 
voids No No Yes No 
S-phase twinning Yes Yes No No 
S-phase deformation No Yes Yes No 
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4.5 Concluding remarks 
   In this chapter, complex microstructure of the AA2024 wire, including IMPs 
and defect structures, was thoroughly investigated using SEM, EDS, EBSD and 
TEM analysis together with Vickers microhardness evaluation of the as-polished 
specimens. The major conclusions can be listed as follows: 
 Using SEM, EDS, TEM and EBSD techniques, the microstructure of the 
AA2024 wire showed random distribution of IMPs of six major types 
(excluding the matrix) across the surface; Al20Mn3Cu2, Al2Cu, 
AlCuMnFe(Si), Al7Cu2Fe, Mg2Si and Al2CuMg (with the greatest 
frequency of about 66%).  
 Microhardness measurements showed higher hardness values for the 
boundary region (constituted of transition, annulus and edge regions) 
compared to the center region where the maximum hardness difference 
was about 33 HV.  
 Grain size distribution maps revealed non-uniform distribution of grains 
across the wire surface and coexistence of micro-/nano-sized grains in 
both the boundary and the center regions although, the annulus region 
contained a slighter higher fraction of nano grains due to greater levels 
of plastic deformation in that region.  
 Based on EBSD investigations, the wire showed duplex fiber texture 
across the transverse cross-section of the 1 mm AA2024 wire. Grains of 
the center region mainly possessed <111>//ND orientation while those 
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of the boundary region were composed of <100>//ND and <101>//ND 
orientations together with intermediate orientations introduced by the 
mechanically-induced recrystallisation. 
 Statistical analysis of the grain boundaries showed that the boundary 
region contained a high fraction of high-energy HAGBs whereas in case 
of the center regions, the frequency of the LAGBs was higher than 
HAGBs.  
 Existence of the nano (sub-)grains close to the IMPs peripheries (mainly 
with arbitrary orientations) happened due to PSN which hindered grain 
growth by impediment of dislocation motion and dislocation cell 
coalescence.  
 Taking advantage of the kernel MO data, heterogeneous distribution of 
the crystallographic defects, within IMPs or in PSN-affected areas, were 
revealed. Using this data, some IMPs contained greater levels of defects 
and thus internal stored energy.  
 Deduced from inverse pole figures (in Z direction), it was observed that 
while the IMPs located in the center region showed random crystal 
orientations, those found within the annulus and edge regions most 
likely showed similar crystal orientations with their periphery elongated 
grains. 
 In agreement with EBSD results, sub-micron or nano scale TEM results 
showed existence of high-density defects, somehow, in the vicinity of 
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the IMPs such as Al20Mn3Cu2 dispersoids.  
 Concerning the TEM results, dislocations appeared in the center region 
where mainly in form of re-arranged cell structures around IMPs while 
dislocations in the boundary region formed dense entanglements at 
considerable length scales.  
 In overall, structural investigation in micro and sub-micro scales showed 
the center of the wire contained higher densities of re-arranged 
dislocations (in the form of coherent LAGBs) while the boundary region 
contained greater density of HAGBs, deformed IMPs and dislocation 
entanglements due to greater levels of plastic strains in the latter region. 
As a consequence, the boundary region (with a higher level of stored 
energy) would most probably contain prone sites for the localised 
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5.1 Introduction    
   In the previous chapter, local micro and sub-micron structural features of the 
commercial and cold-worked AA2024 were studied in details. In this chapter, the 
relationship between localised corrosion initiation and propagation behavior and 
these microstructural features of the AA2024 alloy is investigated using PDP, 
WBE, SVET and SECM. In addition, local corrosion attack morphologies are 
examined using SEM, TEM and EDS techniques. By comparing the before-
corrosion and after-corrosion microstructural analysis of the heavily deformed 
wire material utilising these techniques, various localised corrosion mechanisms 
such as IGC occurring during the initiation and propagation stages are studied in 
details with an emphasis on the combined role of IMPs and high-density 
crystallographic defects.  
5.2 Role of microstructural features on the initiation stage of localised 
corrosion of the AA2024 alloy 
5.2.1 An overview of the initiation stage of AA2024 corrosion 
   To investigate the role of the wire microstructure (described in chapter 4) on 
the initiation stage of the localised corrosion, the wire surface was cleaned (see 
chapter 3). Figure 5.1 (SE-SEM image) shows the plan-view of the corrosion 
Chapter 
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morphology of the same surface as described in the previous chapter followed 
by the 3-min exposure test in open-to-air 0.05 M NaCl. Due to the relatively large 
size of the analysed area (1 mm cross-section), the wire surface was split into 
four quadrants to achieve a higher resolution of the attacked regions. The 
corrosion attack morphologies detected during the 3-min initiation stage of 
corrosion are categorised as follows: 
i) IGC linked to large IMPs 
ii) IGC not linked to obvious micron-sized IMPs 
iii) Pits formed by IMP etch-out 
iv) De-alloyed S-phase (Al2CuMg) particles 
v) De-alloyed Mg2Si inclusions 
vi) Localised trenching around IMPs 
vii) Plumes of corrosion products mainly linked to S-phase particles 
   Examples of various surface attack located in the bottom-right quadrant, 
labelled from “A” to “H”, such as de-alloyed IMPs and preferentially attacked grain 
boundaries are shown in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3. In comparison with the surface prior 
to corrosion (Fig. 4.1 of chapter 4), the corroded sample contains deposits of 
corrosion products in which Al, O and Cl elements were detected together with 
regions where pitting or IMP etch-out were observed. These features are 
distributed across the whole surface although more concentrated at the boundary 
region. Although existing, no IGC attack can be obviously detected at this 
magnification. The next two figures, Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 will exemplify various 
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attacked sites (labelled “A”-“H”) attributed to IMPs or their neighboring deformed 
matrix.  
  
Figure 5.1 SE-SEM image of the corrosion attack morphology of the microstructurally 
characterised sample shown in Fig. 4.1, after 3 mins of immersion in open-to-air 0.05 M NaCl 
solution. Examples of various surface attack located in the bottom-right quadrant, labelled from 
“A” to “H”, such as de-alloyed IMPs and preferentially attacked grain boundaries are discussed 
in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3. 
   As previously discussed in chapter 2, given the range of compositionally and 
structurally complex constituents (with different sizes, and morphologies (see 
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chapter 4))1, it is not irrational to presume a spectrum of localised corrosion 
mechanisms such as trenching2, pitting3-5, intergranular corrosion (IGC)6-12 and 
stress corrosion cracking (SCC)10,13-17 which occur at different timescales. As a 
consequence, any model that explores localised corrosion must precisely reflect 
the initiation stages followed by propagation stages. Practically, the 
microstructure of high strength aluminum alloys (e.g. AA2024) is elongated and 
anisotropic since they are used in rolled, extruded or drawn conditions. In addition, 
the latter microstructure naturally contains a high-density of deformation-induced 
crystallographic defects6. As a result, the corrosion morphology and kinetics can 
be expected to be anisotropic. Generally, the problem of pitting and IGC (and 
their transition into one another) results from a local passive layer destabilisation 
by near-surface defects (elaborated in more details in chapter 6). Hence, it is 
required to understand the competition between these localisation mechanisms 
concerning the concurrent role of IMPs and defect structures.  
5.2.2 Localised pitting and IGC attack    
   Figure 5.2 displays the SE-SEM image of the locally attacked sites, chiefly 
attributed to IGC, of the regions labelled “A” to “D” depicted in Fig. 5.1. Fig. 5.2a 
shows a couple of selectively attacked sites at the very edge of the wire; region 
A. Besides few hemispherical caps of corrosion products, there are bright 
features (highlighted by red arrows) originated from the S-phase particles which 
appear as layered plumes of Al, O and Cl elements; presumably sourced by 
complex oxide products (confirmed by EDS). Focusing on the regions in the 
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vicinity of IMPs, two externally separate IGC sites reveal selective attack of nano 
(sub-)grain boundaries located in this region. Looking at Fig. 5.2b, similar plumes 
and IGC attacked sites are obvious in region B of the boundary region. As seen, 
the spiral-shaped IGC attack is residing on left hand side of an S-phase particle 
(black dashed circle) that is fully sheared, indicating that severe deformation had 
occurred in this region. Comparing with Fig. 5.2a, it can be observed that IGC 
attacked regions may not be necessarily in direct contact with the large IMPs but 
form loops of attacked grain boundaries near the S-phases peripheries.  
   Another example is shown in Fig. 5.2c where the IGC has surrounded a group 
of IMPs including AlCuMnFe(Si) and S-phase particles where majority of the 
attacked grain boundaries are remote from the IMPs. In their vicinity, a corroded 
S-phase is highlighted with a black arrow in Fig. 5.2c. This indicates that although 
the IGC most probably initiates from IMP/matrix interface, it propagates 
circumferentially to the surrounding matrix even at early stages of corrosion. Fig. 
5.2d highlights another example of a severe IGC attack around an etch-out or 
detached IMP which has formed a pit. Although etch-out mechanism is a well-
known mechanism for stable pit formation5, IMP detachment mechanism can be 
summarised as follows. Detachment of the IMP is facilitated by interfacial 
mechanical stresses introduced by H2 generation and formation of corrosion 
products introduced by the IGC network or generated during trench propagation 
(both taken place at IMP/matrix interface). As can be seen in Fig. 5.2d, the 
surface of the pit obviously demonstrates that the IGC network has reached the 
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IMP interface. Furthermore, there is also clear evidence of trench formation in the 
vicinity of the IMPs surrounded by the IGC network. Comparison of the Fig. 5.2c 
and 5.2d reveals that surface area of the IGC attacked region around a single 
IMP in Fig. 5.2d is nearly twice (about 20 μm in diameter) of the one around a 
group of different IMPs as shown in Fig. 5.2c. This indicates that the IGC attack 
is irrespective of the IMP clustering phenomenon. In fact, high frequency of IMPs 
in the alloy microstructure will increase the randomness of IMPs distribution 
reducing the influence of clustering. Clearly, the extensive IGC in drawn AA2024 
wire first appears at least 3 mins before the AA2024 sheet18,19, suggesting that 
the level of structural defects most probably plays an important role in IGC 
occurrence. 
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Figure 5.2 SE-SEM images showing corrosion attack morphologies, labelled “A”-“D” shown in 
Fig. 5.1, of the 3-min corroded AA2024 sample in open-to-air 0.05 M NaCl solution. The bright 
features highlighted by red arrows are layered plumes of complex aluminum-chloride oxide 
products. The black dashed circle in (b) shows an S-phase particle which is fully sheared during 
the deformation process. Higher magnification of the corroded S-phase particle highlighted with 
a black arrow in (c) is shown in Fig. 5.3d.   
   Concerning Fig. 5.2 results, it can be generally concluded that IGC prone sites 
are mainly located in the vicinity of IMPs where their branched structures follows 
the size of the nano (sub-)grains (details of such structures will be revealed and 
discussed in next sections). These fine branched IGC structures are at a similar 
scale to the nano-sized grains observed in the EBSD and TEM results suggesting 
that these types of sites are the initial sites of attack. Concerning the TEM results 
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discussed in chapter 4 (also in chapter 6), it is reasonable to assume at this stage 
that dislocation structures accompanied by developed nano grains have led to 
this type of attack. In addition to that, TEM investigations revealed insignificant 
number of S-phase precipitates and thus their associated precipitate free zone 
(PFZ) regions (known as one of the IGC susceptible sites9,10,20-25) which 
resembles the fact that there should be other contributing mechanisms for IGC 
initiation. Besides, majority of the nano-sized S-phase particles were occasionally 
found connected to randomly distributed Al20Mn3Cu2 dispersoids (for more 
information refer to chapter 6). Although, composite dispersoid/S-phase 
precipitates might possibility decorate some of the grain boundaries and give rise 
to their electrochemical activities. This phenomenon however, needs to be 
studied in more details in future works. Due to few number of such composite 
particles detected in the current sample, it is reasonable to propose that 
crystallographic defects such as dislocation structures (in corporation with IMPs) 
are mostly responsible for IGC. From the electrochemical point of view, IMPs 
would serve as effective anodes (e.g. S-phase particles19,26) or cathodes (e.g. 
Al7Cu2Fe) during the 3-min exposure. 
5.2.3 Localised corrosion associated with IMPs   
   Concurrently with the IGC, some of the S-phase particles, close to the IGC 
network, were de-alloyed. Figure 5.3(a-d and f) shows SEM images of four typical 
examples of corroded IMPs from the regions labelled “E” to “H” in Fig. 5.1. EDS 
was used to analyse the composition of the directional corrosion products formed 
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during the initiation stage, Fig. 5.3e. Figure 5.3a shows the corrosion attack 
on/around a group of S-phase and Mg2Si IMPs. Note that white arrows point to 
the de-alloyed S-phase particles and the black ones point to the Mg2Si particles. 
As seen, there is extensive trenching around the de-alloyed S-phase particles 
and very confined IGC attacks. Focusing back on the IMPs, it is clear that only 
the S-phase particles were de-alloyed at this stage whilst the Mg2Si particles have 
remained intact. Since the S-phase IMPs contain reactive elements, e.g. Mg and 
Al, they would be anodically corroded and de-alloyed during the initiation periods, 
during first 5-6 mins of immersion as per Hughes et al.19. In the case of Mg2Si 
particles, although they also contain Mg element, there is no indication of de-
alloying within them. From the electrochemical perspective, the corrosion 
potential of the Mg2Si particle in a 0.05 M NaCl solution is more negative (-1355 
to -1538 mV vs. saturated calomel electrode; SCE27) in comparison with the S-
phase particle (-883 to -956 mV vs. SCE27) which indicates that they are prone to 
de-alloying. However, in the wire sample (e.g. Fig. 5.3a), it is quite clear that the 
micron-sized Mg2Si particles have not undergone de-alloying while the S-phase 
particles were de-alloyed. This can be most probably related to the formation of 
protective SiO2/MgO complex oxides which act as a protective barrier against 
localised attack during initiation periods in an open-to-air Cl-containing 
solution28,29. Eckermann et al.29 have shown that Mg2Si particles of an AA6111 
alloy undergone only partial de-alloying within 12 mins of immersion in a Cl-
containing solution under OCP condition.  
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5.2.3.1 Localised trenching during corrosion initiation 
   Trench formation around both types of particles is directly linked with regions 
where there is evidence of IGC attack. For example, there is coincident 
trenching/IGC localised to the area where two S-phase particles are sitting close 
together and both are partially de-alloyed. Fig. 5.3b shows the SEM image of the 
fully de-alloyed S-phase particle adjacent to an intact Mg2Si particle (boxed in Fig. 
5.3a). At the very interface of the S-phase, a slim crevice with about 50 nm width 
is also detected. As seen, the crevice is generated due to dissolution of the 
surface oxide (on matrix) in the particle periphery. It shows the remaining porous 
structure of the Cu-rich network is constituted of nodular Cu ligaments (a potential 
cathode) or interconnected clusters of 10-20 nm in size. More detailed analysis 
of the chemical compositions of S-phase particles and dispersoids is presented 
in chapter 6. Focusing at the left side interface of this particle, a dark strip with a 
thickness about 200 nm can be observed. The darker appearance of these sites 
might be due to their lower atomic density compared to the adjacent matrix. This 
phenomenon might be related to either formation of Al-H(-O) complexes (e.g. via 
hydrolysis reaction or efficient H traps30 such as S-phase or Al20Mn3Cu2 
particles31) or accumulation of near-surface voids formed during superficial 
electrochemical activities such as localised de-alloying of the matrix. Huang et 
al.32 reported void creation (smaller than 200 nm) and accumulation on the 
surface of pure aluminum samples where traces of near-surface Cu and Fe 
impurities were detected.  
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   Another feature of the de-alloyed S-phase in Fig. 5.3c is the type of the trench 
formed on the left hand side of the particle. In fact, the morphology of the trench 
seen at this site is different to the conventional trenches (e.g. Fig. 5.2d). As can 
be seen, the interface of the S-phase/matrix has sheared leaving fractured 
residues of the Cu-rich nano-clusters (from de-alloyed S-phase) bound to the 
intact matrix where no IGC affected region was detected. Further to that, there 
are clear nano cracks formed on the right hand side of the IMP where detachment 
has not taken place. This result shows the implementation of considerable 
hydrostatic forces induced during relaxation (a kind of structural contraction) of 
the de-alloying S-phase particles which eventually leads to decohesion of the IMP 
bond with its adjacent matrix. These mechanically-induced crevices would 
subsequently penetrate to the depth of the near matrix.  
   A fully cracked and partially de-alloyed S-phase particle is shown in Fig. 5.3f. 
As shown, the S-phase has two embedded Mg2Si inclusions that are have 
undergone surface attack. Moreover, the S-phase particle had undergone partial 
trenching linked with IGC at its periphery. As seen, the IGC is localised to the 
area where the crack tip meets the adjacent matrix. Besides, a combination IGC 
and trenching can be observed at the periphery of the heavily-deformed S-phase.   
   Another example of a de-alloyed S-phase morphology is shown in Fig. 5.3c 
(region F shown in Fig. 5.1) for which few points are required to be expressed. 
Indeed, the attack morphology of this particle has differences in comparison with 
the S-phase particles shown in Fig. 5.3a. The first difference is preferential linear-
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type attack through the center of the particle which is related to pre-existing 
deformation-induced defects. Similar results were observed for many other S-
phase particles (results not shown here) which experienced severe plastic strains 
during the drawing process. Some examples of the latter attack morphology can 
be seen on S-phase particles revealed in Figs. 5.2b and 5.2d as well. Previously, 
King et al.33 found analogous defect structures on globular Cu nanoparticles 
found within gel caps on top of heavily de-alloyed S-phase particles. They 
mentioned the responsible mechanism behind this phenomenon is natural 
shearing occurred in these ligaments due to non-hydrostatic surface-induced 
stresses imposed by the de-alloying process. 
5.2.3.2 Plume formation during corrosion initiation 
   Figure 5.3d displays the corrosion morphology attributed to an S-phase 
particle incorporating at least one Mg2Si inclusion; labelled “G” in Fig. 5.1 and 
also highlighted by a black arrow in Fig. 5.2c. The corrosion morphology contains 
a thick oxide layer on top of the S-phase, a de-alloyed Mg2Si particle (unlike those 
observed in Fig. 5.3a) and five plumes of corrosion products on regions were the 
thick oxide was ruptured. Almost all of these types of corrosion morphologies 
were associated with micron-sized S-phase particles which were covered by a 
thick cracked surface oxide. Since S-phase particles have similar chemical 
compositions, then, the thickness of the oxide cap on top of an S-phase particle 
can be related to the position of the particle with respect to the polished plane of 
the surface. Formation of plumes with layered structures might results from the 
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specific rate of Al and/or Mg dissolution through the cracked aluminum oxides 
upon the S-phase particle. Gracia et al.34 found similar plumes close to active pits 
in an AA2024-T3 sheet. Regarding Mg2Si particles, individual or composite 
particles were characterised and partial de-alloying was mainly detected in 
composite particles. A possible explanation for such unexpected electrochemical 
behavior of the Mg2Si particles can be interfacial galvanic interaction between the 
parent S-phase and the inclusion Mg2Si particle which breaks down the protective 
oxide film over the inclusion. The chemical composition of the plume (on the site 
displayed by a red star in Fig. 5.3d) was analysed using EDS, Fig. 5.3e. Whilst 
the plume shows considerable intensities of Al, O and Cl elements, it also reveals 
minor intensities of Cu, Mg and C element. Since the plume is located on top of 
an S-phase particle, it is assumed that the Al X-ray signals has contribution from 
both the corrosion product and the S-phase particles, Cu, Mg and Si elements 
which come from the substrate S-phase beneath the plume depending on the 
interaction volume. Note that the detected carbon (C) content is related to surface 
contamination by amorphous carbon during surface characterisation.  
   The following results (Fig. 5.4 to 5.7) will investigate the localised corrosion 
morphology of the four, center, transition, annulus and edge regions (see Fig. 4.1 























Figure 5.3 (a-d and f) SE-SEM images revealing corrosion sites associated with IMPs (labelled 
“E”-“H” in Fig. 5.1) of the 3-min corroded AA2024 sample in open-to-air 0.05 M NaCl solution. 
(e) EDS spectra of the highlighted spot on the plume of corrosion product, identified by the red 
star in (d).  
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5.2.4 Effect of the local microstructure on corrosion initiation morphology of center, 
transition, annulus and edge regions 
   The corrosion morphology distributed across the surface of the edge region 
is exhibited in Fig. 5.4. In Fig. 5.4a, localised attack pattern consists of a film of 
corrosion product, insignificant de-alloying of the S-phase particles with no IGC, 
pitting or trenching. Figure 5.4b and 5.4c show high magnification SE-SEM 
images of the boxed regions in Fig. 5.4a; labelled “A“ and “B”, respectively. To 
better understand the correlation between the underlying microstructure and the 
corrosion initiation sites, IPF (Z direction) and grain boundary (LAGBs and HAGB) 
distribution maps (as shown in chapter 4) of the un-corroded microstructure, 
containing A and B regions, are shown in Figs. 5.4b1, 5.4c1, 5.4b2 and 5.4c2. 
From Figs. 5.4b and 5.4c, two types of inclusion phases namely Mg2Si and 
dispersoid (Al20Mn3Cu2) were incorporated into the S-phase particles. While the 
oxide layer on top of the Mg2Si particles has broken down, no signs of surface 
film attack was detected on the dispersoid inclusions.  
   Regarding Mg2Si particles, those situated at the S-phase/matrix interface or 
those that are isolated, are not attacked at this stage of corrosion. Based on 
microelectrochemical analysis of different types of IMPs, the corrosion potential 
of a dispersoid particle in an open-to-air 0.05 M NaCl must be around 795 mV 
and 270 mV more positive with respect to corrosion potentials of Mg2Si and S-
phase particles, respectively27. Therefore, nano scale dispersoid particles 
generally perform as cathodes although in a recent study by Wang et al.35 they 
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showed twinned dispersoid approximants can be dissolved even prior to the 
parent S-phase particle. Nano scale corrosion investigation of the dispersoid 
particles showed their tendency to get de-alloyed and house H atoms or different 
metal hydrides (detailed evidences will be shown in chapter 6).  
   In summary, no serious localised attack was observed in the edge region 
showed in Fig. 5.4a that might be related to the deformation history of the wire in 
this region. Concerning the grain boundary distribution maps, discontinuous 
segments of HAGBs and LAGBs can be seen close to the S-phase particles (Fig. 
5.4b2 and 5.4c2) which did not lead to localised attack. Although, it must be 
pointed out that localised corrosion was discovered on other areas of the wire 
surface close to the edge of wire (see Fig. 5.2a) which indicates the level of 
heterogeneity of the microstructure. This proves the fact the microstructure in this 
region, such as grain orientation and defect densities, can be very heterogeneous 
which consequently results in an unpredictable corrosion behavior. Indeed, by 
looking at the orientation maps of regions A and B (Figs. 5.4b1 and 5.4c1), it is 
clear that the elongated nano grains close to the larger S-phase particles/matrix 
interfaces are having a range of orientations further suggesting HAGBs are 
existing in those areas. However, the microstructure in this region is largely un-
affected by exposure to the corrosive media which suggests the grain boundary 
type (i.e. LAGB or HAGB) and density is not the only controlling factor in corrosion 
susceptibility. For instance, grain boundary MO angle distribution histograms of 
edge, annulus and transition regions were similar indicating that these features 
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are not a point of differentiation for preferred corrosion initiation, therefore, other 
structural defects such as dislocations must be considered as well. From the 
kernel MO map of the edge region (Fig. 4.11d of chapter 4), it is evident that level 
of defects in the edge region is less than other regions (i.e. annulus, transition 
and center). This can be attributed to effects of incongruent frictional heating 
during wire drawing. Such an induced heat would not only lead to partial and 
irregular recrystallisation (in addition to deformation-induced recrystallisation) of 
some surface regions, but also to relieve residual stresses by annihilation of 
structural defects such as dislocations36. 
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Figure 5.4 (a) SE-SEM image showing corrosion morphology of the edge region after 3-min 
immersion in open-to-air 0.05M NaCl solution. (b) and (c) High magnification SE-SEM images of 
the highlighted regions shown in (a); labelled “A” and “B”, respectively. (b1) and (c1) EBSD IPF 
(Z direction) maps of regions A and B, respectively. (b2) and (c2) grain boundary distribution 
maps of regions A and B, respectively. Note that the colour keys of the phase and IPF maps are 
the same as shown in Fig. 4.2.   
   Moving away from the edge region towards the annulus, localisation of 
corrosion in the form of pitting, IGC, trenching and de-alloying becomes obvious 
which indicates greater susceptibility of this region to localised corrosion. At low 
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magnification, Fig. 5.5a, localisation of corrosion is mainly seen in the top part of 
the image where there is IGC and significant corrosion product. This, together 
with the grain boundary distribution map shown in Fig. 4.9c suggests the plausible 
contribution of HAGBs. There are also a significant number of isolated micron-
sized Mg2Si particles (e.g. the rectangular particle in right hand side of Fig. 5.5a) 
which are not affected during the corrosion process. In comparison with the EBSD 
characterisation prior to corrosion (Figs. 4.8 and 4.11) the corroded region in the 
top right hand corner of Fig 5.5a showed intermediate orientations close to 
<111>//ND texture although there are more complex orientations observed in the 
vicinity of the IMPs. To obtain a detailed understanding of the role of underlying 
microstructure on localisation of corrosion, regions labelled “A” and “B” in Fig. 
5.5a are magnified in Figs. 5.5b and 5.5c, respectively. Their corresponding IPF 
and grain boundary distribution maps are shown in Figs. 5.5(b1-b2) and 5.5(c1-
c2). In general, the corrosion morphology of the region A clearly contains a 
partially de-alloyed S-phase particle (the large one at the center of the image) 
and two Mg2Si inclusions together with extended IGC along nano grain 
boundaries, trenching around the S-phase particles and trenching between the 
Mg2Si inclusion and the S-phase interface.  
   Comparing the IGC attacked area with the microstructure prior to corrosion, it 
can be seen that IGC has initiated exclusively at grain boundaries of the nano 
grains (developed by the PSN effect) with intermediate orientations (pink to 
purple color) between <001>//ND and <111>//ND. Similar grain orientations are 
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found susceptible to preferential corrosion in an AA2050 alloy, although the 
authors correlated that specific activity to existence of nano-sized Al2CuLi 
precipitates30. In contrast, Zhang et al.37 stated that presence of local plastic 
deformation around subgrain boundaries plays a more decisive role in IGC 
initiation and propagation compared to the existence of Al2CiLi precipitates. In 
this case, the PSN affected regions around IMPs can contain (due to 
experiencing great levels of deformation) intermediate textures to accommodate 
nano grains with HAGBs. Such HAGBs are also known to form microscopic 
deformation bands38. In fact, it is proposed that nano subgrain boundaries at the 
IMPs peripheries can develop into nano grains with HAGBs and higher stored 
energies to accumulate other defects such as dislocation structures (see Fig. 5.8). 
More notably, such distribution of HAGBs can be fully random and even 
discontinuous in presence of un-developed LAGBs at the IMPs peripheries. This 
is shown in Fig. 5.5b2 and 5.5c2 results where both HAGBs and LAGBs are 
discontinuous although segments of HAGBs can be observed in the IGC attacked 
sites shown in Figs. 5.5b and 5.5c. In agreement with the region “A” result, the 
pit formed in region “B” of Fig. 5.5c is interconnected with its adjacent S-phase 
particles via an IGC network. These results also suggest that higher density of 
defects (e.g. dislocation structures together with HAGBs) promotes IGC initiation. 
Since the annulus region is remote from the frictional heat affected edges, its 
recrystallised microstructure is mainly deformation-induced. This type of 
deformation-induced recrystallised microstructure more likely exists around 
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larger IMPs as potential obstacles for grain growth and dislocation motion.  
 
Figure 5.5 (a) SE-SEM image showing corrosion morphology of the annulus region after 3-min 
immersion in open-to-air 0.05M NaCl solution. (b) and (c) High magnification SE-SEM images of 
the highlighted regions shown in (a); labelled “A” and “B”, respectively. (b1) and (c1) EBSD IPF 
(Z direction) maps of regions A and B, respectively. (b2) and (c2) grain boundary distribution 
maps of regions A and B, respectively. Note that the colour keys of the phase and IPF maps are 
the same as shown in Fig. 4.2.  
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   As discussed in Fig. 4.8 (of chapter 4), by passing through the transition 
region and moving towards the wire center, due to reduction in plastic deformation, 
the texture gradually changes to slightly or non-recrystallised <111>//ND as the 
predominant orientation. Positioned in between the annulus and the center 
regions, the transition region shown in Fig. 5.6 has also underwent localised 
corrosion including pitting, confined IGC, localised de-alloying of the some S-
phase particles (identified by the presence of plumes) and partial trenching of few 
S-phase particles. Interestingly, there are considerable numbers of pit-like 
features (non-round shapes with sharp edges) distributed all over the imaged 
area. Closer examination of these sites in Fig. 4.3b (of chapter 4), it can be shown 
that majority of these features are directly linked with cracked bulges that are 
partly removed during the fine polishing stage prior to the short term corrosion 
investigation. Elsewhere on the wire cross-section, the pits are generally 
accompanied by circumferential IGC attack, the periphery of these pit-shape 
features are almost intact. Whatever the explanation for the creation of the micro 
voids, they do not contribute as active entities to the overall localised corrosion 
behavior of the transition region.  
   Figures. 5.6b and 5.6c show clear examples of corrosion pits formed by S-
phase attack labelled “A” and “B” in Fig. 5.6a, respectively. Considering Fig. 5.6b, 
there is clear evidence of IGC at interfacial regions of both the partially de-alloyed 
S-phase particle which exhibits trenching and the pit where the S-phase remnant 
has detached. In the latter case IGC type fissures can be seen on its exposed 
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surface. In comparison with before-corrosion orientation and grain boundary 
distribution maps (Figs. 5.6b1 and 5.6b2), localised IGC has occurred in the PSN 
affected fringe of the IMPs where there is intermediate orientations between 
<001>//ND and <111>//ND in purple or pink colors also segments of HAGBs 
which suggests the role of other factors such as dislocations structures. Although, 
a significant fraction of the orientation textures in both regions A and B are 
<111>//ND or very close to <111>//ND direction. As mentioned before, there are 
regions having similar orientations that remained intact during the corrosion 
initiation process. Similar conclusion can be derived for the corroded 
microstructure shown in Fig. 5.6c. In Fig. 5.6c likewise, the corrosion morphology 
is constituted of a trenched S-phase particle, a pit formed via 
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Figure 5.6 (a) SE-SEM image showing corrosion morphology of the transition region after 3-min 
immersion in open-to-air 0.05M NaCl solution. (b) and (c) High magnification SE-SEM images of 
the highlighted regions shown in (a); labelled “A” and “B”, respectively. (b1) and (c1) EBSD IPF 
(Z direction) maps of regions A and B, respectively. (b2) and (c2) grain boundary distribution 
maps of regions A and B, respectively. Note that the colour keys of the phase and IPF maps are 
the same as shown in Fig. 4.2.   
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   Experiencing the least level of plastic deformation in comparison with the 
three other regions, the center region possesses higher densities of poorly 
indexed nano (sub-)grains at a predominant fiber texture of <111>//ND. Upon 
exposure to open-to-air 0.05 M NaCl solution for 3 mins (Fig. 5.7a), the corroded 
microstructure contains similar attack morphologies as observed in transition 
region (Fig. 5.6a). By comparing the SE-SEM result of the as-polished surface 
(Fig. 4.3 of chapter 4) with the post corrosion image (Fig. 5.7a), there are few 
sites related to the micro voids but fewer than the transition region. Considering 
Fig. 5.7a, the confined IGC attacks are mainly linked with trenches around IMPs, 
although in some cases, de-stabilisation of the passive oxide layer has occurred 
in regions free of micron-sized IMPs (see Figs. 5.7b and 5.7c).  
   High magnification SE-SEM images shown in Figs. 5.7b and 5.7c represent 
detailed corrosion morphologies of regions A and B highlighted in Fig. 5.7a. As 
compared with before-corrosion EBSD results including IPFZ images (Figs. 5.7b1 
and 5.7c1) and grain boundary distribution maps (Figs. 5.7b2 and 5.7c2), IGC is 
again localised to those regions enclosing nano-sized grains (many of those not 
properly indexed due to significant deformation of those regions) coinciding with 
intermediate orientations and including mainly fragments of LAGBs as opposed 
to the other three regions. In the central region of the wire, the discontinuous IGC 
attack can be mainly attributed to existence of greatly discontinued HAGBs (and 
their accompanied defect structures). In case of the HAGBs, it has been 
suggested that short ranged HAGBs may not be as harmful as those forming 
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extended networks of about 300 μm in size8. Other high-density defect structures 
such as dislocation bands, pile-ups or even loops also contribute in localisation 
of corrosion due to their higher densities and greater levels of internal energies 
their cores store especially wherever they interact with other high-energy defects 
such as HAGBs. Since the center region contains considerable density of LAGBs, 
re-arranged dislocation cells in this region may not lead to IGC due to their lower 
stored energies. Such nano scale interactions can be studied using other high 
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Figure 5.7 (a) SE-SEM image showing corrosion morphology of the center region after 3-min 
immersion in open-to-air 0.05M NaCl solution. (b) and (c) High magnification SE-SEM images of 
the highlighted regions shown in (a); labelled “A” and “B”, respectively. (b1) and (c1) EBSD IPF (Z 
direction) maps of regions A and B, respectively. (b2) and (c2) grain boundary distribution maps of 
regions A and B, respectively. Note that the colour keys of the phase and IPF maps are the same 
as shown in Fig. 4.2.   
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5.2.5 Sub-micron localised corrosion at IMP-matrix interface 
   In conjunction the SEM/EBSD investigations, the TEM data (Fig. 4.22) shows 
a typical example of a nano scale corrosion morphology in the vicinity of an S-
phase particle. For the current TEM investigation, the ion-polished foil specimen 
was corroded for 5 mins in open-to-air DW. Using DW, the initiation stage of 
localised corrosion in nano scale can be studied more closely without missing 
intermediate events and mechanisms. Figures 5.8a and 5.8c display the complex 
interfacial nanostructures within the boundary region before and after corrosion, 
in the neighborhood of an S-phase particle, respectively. To compare chemical 
compositions of the selected area before and after corrosion, EDS (coupled with 
TEM) was performed on the investigated area. Figure 5.8(b-b3) and 5.8(d-d3) 
reveals EDS maps of Cu, Mg, Mn and O elements demonstrating their distribution 
across the characterised nanostructure before and after the corrosion process, 
respectively.  
   Prior to corrosion, there were 3 nano grains obviously sitting on top of the S-
phase particle and are presumably formed by PSN where the S-phase has taken 
part as the grains nucleation site. This information provides a direction connection 
with previous EBSD results showing the PSN effect around IMPs at near nano 
scales. These nano grains were no longer subgrains (concerning their 
morphologies) due to re-arrangement and development of dislocation cells via 
the polygonisation process. Inside these grain, there can be found many round 
structures (emphasised by red arrows in Fig 5.8a) having sizes less than 10 nm. 
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Such structures are generally known to be either S/θ hardening precipitates or 
prismatic dislocation loops. Since EDS results did not reveal any compositional 
evidence for existence of latter precipitates, those will most probably be 
dislocation loops which are basically considered as immobile types of dislocations 
as they can be trapped by other elements of nanostructure such as 
precipitates39,40. As generally known, those small round loops are made of 
clusters of agglomerated vacancies in shape of a disk39. Considering the EDS 
result prior to corrosion (Fig. 5.8b2), there are few inclusion dispersoid particles 
forming a composite with the S-phase particle. Having revealed the complex 
nanostructure around the S-phase particle in Figs. 5.8a and 5.8(b-b3), the nano-
sized corrosion morphology (5 mins free corrosion in DW) of the same region 
shown in Figs. 5.8c and 5.8(d-d3) can be better understood. Examination of the 
slightly corroded surface (shown in Fig. 5.8c) reveals detailed morphologies of 
the attacked sites. As an example, a clear entangled network of interfacial 
corrosion products (further discussed in chapter 6) has formed at the periphery 
of the S-phase particle. Next to the heavily de-alloyed S-phase particle, two local 
nano pits have appeared with peripheries decorated by nano-sized cluster of Cu 
atoms (Fig. 5.8d). This network is basically found to be oxidic corrosion products 
or in other words oxides as confirmed by the O elemental map of the EDS results 
(Fig. 5.8d3). Further to that, the nano-sized oxide structures in cooperation with 
Cu nano-particles established during the de-alloying process of the S-phase IMP, 
exhibit a sponge-like morphology, suggesting that nano-scale localisation of 
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corrosion can take place even in absence of aggressive ions such as chloride. 
Compared to Fig. 5.8a, the interiors and boundaries of those three interfacial 
nano grains, underlined by dashed lines, are locally attacked due to existence of 
high energy defects such as dislocation structures (e.g. prismatic loops).    
 
Figure 5.8 (a) and (c), BF-TEM images showing the heterogeneous interfacial nanostructures of 
a selected area in the boundary region, e.g. developed nano grains, neighboring a large S-
phase particle before and after the corrosion process (5-min immersion in open-to-air distilled 
water), respectively. (b-b3) and (d-d3) EDS maps of Cu, Mg, Mn and O elements showing 
distribution of these elements across the characterised nanostructure before and after the 
corrosion process, respectively.    
5.3 Electrochemical and surface analytical investigations of localised 
corrosion; initiation to propagation transition 
5.3.1 PDP investigations 
   In previous sections, local microstructure of the heavily deformed AA2024 
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wire and its relation to initiation of localised corrosion was studied. Herein, 
localised electrochemical behavior of the AA2024 wire will be investigated using 
various electrochemical and surface analytical techniques including PDP, WBE, 
SVET, SEM and EDS with different temporal and spatial resolutions. To explore 
the difference between localised corrosion behavior of the center and the 
boundary regions, the PDP test was implemented as a fast evaluation and 
screening technique although, bearing in mind that this technique provides 
averaged electrochemical information over the whole electrode surface.  
   Figure 5.9 shows the PDP curves acquired from three types of specimens 
made from the as-received wire (boundary and center regions), in an open-to-air 
0.05 M NaCl solution and at a sweep rate of 1 mV/s. The results are 
representatives of at least three recordings per each condition. The inset figures 
are optical micrographs taken after the exposure test. By comparing the PDP 
results of the three samples, it can be inferred that during the OCP stabilisation, 
the total wire and the boundary region may well experience pitting and/or IGC. 
Whereas, the central region shows a passive behavior and a clear Ebr which 
indicates that pitting is the dominant corrosion mechanism in this case at OCP. 
This passivity behavior is related to the presence of lower energy (stored) micro-
structures (other than IMPs) such as LAGBs in the central region which can 
improve the overall resistance of the passive layer against breakdown up to more 
noble potentials. Another significant feature observed is the “elbow” on the anodic 
branch of the total wire specimen. Instead of increasing monotonically with 
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increasing in potential, the current density reaches a maximum at a potential 
labelled Emax. This type of local electrochemical “peak” in the anodic branch of 
the AA2024-T3 has formerly been attributed to IGC establishment in Ar-
deaerated 1 M NaCl solution4. Since IGC occurs during first 3 mins of immersion 
in open circuit condition, the observed peak would most likely be attributed to 
overlapping mechanisms resulting from the coupling between the central and 
boundary regions within the total wire sample. The cathodic reaction in all three 
sample types is proposed to be oxygen reduction reaction reaching its limit at 100 
mV (vs Ag/AgCl) below samples Ecorr values. 
 
Figure 5.9 Examples of PDP curves obtained from the specimen made from the total wire, 
boundary region and center region in open-to-air 0.05 M NaCl solution at a sweep rate of 1 mV/s. 
The insets show the optical micrographs after exposure, taken from the total wire, boundary region 
and center region specimens. 
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   Table 5.1 summarises the corresponding parameters extracted from the PDP 
curves obtained from the as-received (total) wire, boundary-region and center-
region samples. The values reported in the table are mean values and the data 
presented in brackets below each value is the standard deviation.  
Table 5.1 Electrochemical parameters extracted from the PDP curves of as-received AA2024 as-
received (total) wire, center and boundary regions as shown in Fig. 5.9. Note that the values 
represented in the Table are mean values calculated from three sets of data with the standard 
deviations being shown in brackets. 
Sample 
Ecorr  




































   As seen, the most obvious difference between the three PDP curves is the 
passivity behavior observed for the central region sample with a breakdown 
potential (Ebr) of about 100 mV (vs Ag/AgCl) above its Ecorr (~ -500 mV vs 
Ag/AgCl). Passivity behavior of AA2024-T3 with two discrete break down 
potentials has been reported previously by Zhang and Frankel4, however, in a 
different solution condition; an Ar-deaerated 1 M NaCl solution. In their study, the 
first breakdown potential was associated with pitting initiation while the second 
breakdown potential was associated with IGC initiation. They showed that IGC 
occurs at +100 mV above the pitting (by transient dissolution of S-phase IMPs) 
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potential in Ar-deaerated chloride containing solution while in an open-to-air 
solutions both mechanisms can take place concurrently. In terms of open-to-air 
chloride containing solutions, it is generally expected that the AA2024 sheet 
experiences concurrent pitting and IGC under its OCP19. Looking at the corrosion 
rates calculated from PDP curves of these three samples (Table 5.1 results), it 
can be seen that the mean current density (icorr mean) value for the central sample 
is a factor of 10 smaller than the one belonging to the total wire sample. In case 
of the mean icorr value measured for the boundary region, this value nearly lies in 
between those determined for the total wire and the central region representing 
a moderate corrosion resistance. Indeed, large size corrosion rings always 
became manifest on experiments performed under OCP conditions, while 
random formation and distribution of surface IGC/pitting was detected on the 
polarised specimens. Whereas it is well-known that the change in electrolyte 
condition, e.g. deaeration of the electrolyte using Ar gas, assists to separate the 
localised corrosion processes, e.g. pitting and IGC3,4,41-44, in this instance, 
separation of Ebr from the Ecorr is the result of local microstructural differences. To 
better understand the underlying mechanisms for this preferential localisation of 
corrosion at the boundary region, further investigation of the microstructure is 
done using SVET and WBE techniques at reasonably high spatial and temporal 
resolutions, respectively.  
   5.3.2 SVET/SEM investigations 
   At a considerably higher spatial resolution, SVET is used to separate the local 
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anodic and cathodic activities over the wire surface which effectively lead to 
minute variations in potential and the generation of ionic flow within the electrolyte. 
The basis and details of the technique on the measurement of the ionic flux and 
its associated potential field distributed above active corrosion sites can be found 
in earlier works45,46. In comparison with the PDP technique, SVET is capable of 
sensing micron range (at about 20 micron resolution47) electrochemical activities 
under OCP conditions. With reference to section 5.2, trenching, de-alloying, IGC 
and pitting will take place within only 3 mins of immersion indicating the 
complexity of localised corrosion in a freely corroding AA2024. In that instance, 
application of external polarisation (via PDP test for instance) will undeniably 
affect the natural localised corrosion behavior of the material although it can be 
used as a fast screening tool to understand overall electrochemical behavior of 
the material under study.  
   Herein, Fig. 5.10 shows the localised SVET results obtained from the freely 
corroding AA2024 wire in an open-to-air 0.05 M NaCl solution during 120 mins of 
immersion. Figure 5.10a shows the localised current distribution map after 14 
mins of immersion. Although this period of exposure cannot be considered as the 
corrosion initiation time for this sample, it clearly shows the preferential location 
of the higher anodic activities (with a maximum anodic current of about 3000 μA, 
shown in red color) in a region far from the center of the wire; called the boundary 
region. Whilst, the rest of the wire surface, acting as the major net cathode 
(highlighted by blue and mauve color), surrounds the active anodes as closest 
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sources of electron consumption via oxygen reduction reaction in near neutral pH 
conditions. It is worth mentioning that the scale of the SVET measurement is too 
coarse to detect small local corrosion events such as de-alloying of isolated S-
phase particles or trenching events. However, its advantage is that it reveals the 
major events such as the sites of stable pitting. After 60 mins immersion in Fig. 
5.10b, the maximum anodic current is increased up to about 5000 μA suggesting 
stabilisation and development of the localised activities in the boundary region. 
New anodic activity has also developed in the same boundary region although 
the initial anodes shown in Fig. 5.10a have nearly vanished. The reduced activity 
of these anodes might be related to the re-passivation of the disconnected IGC 
networks or pits. The new anodes established in Fig. 5.10 might be due to the re-
emergence of subsurface attack or formation of new IGC/pitting sites. The re-
emergence to the surface of subsurface IGC attack has been described by a few 
authors9,48. Because it is an emergence of IGC associated with a highly active pit 
then it will produce a large SVET footprint. Further exposure of the sample up to 
or 120 mins in Fig. 5.10c, results in broadening of the active anodes and cathodes 
even approaching the central region of the wire sample. However, the highest 
active anodes were still confined to the boundary region generating current 
values up to 6900 μA. By carefully looking at Fig. 5.10c, it can be inferred that the 
maximum cathodic current (Max ic), about -1350 μA, is sensed around both active 
anodes and at the wire/epoxy interface most probably influenced by the “edge 
effect” induced by extra supply of dissolved oxygen from the inert epoxy region. 
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The influence of additional oxygen coming from the electrolyte over the epoxy is 
explored below using WBE, longer term SVET analysis and free corrosion 
experiments on arrayed AA2024 wires. Figure 5.10d represents ionic voltage line 
profiles (A-C) at positions indicated in Figs. 5.10a to 5.10c. These line profiles 
more clearly quantify the anodic and cathodic voltage distributions and localised 
enhancement or decrease of the associated galvanic driving forces (∆V) between 
these active sites as time elapsed. While there are a few anodes that become 
active then deactivate during the first hour of exposure, the number anodes (with 
overlapping current lines) increased considerably after 120 mins of exposure 














Figure 5.10 SVET results obtained from a 1 mm AA2024 wire sample, freely corroding in open-
to-air 0.05 M NaCl solution at different times up to 120 mins of immersion. (a-c) Time-dependent 
development of localised corrosion activities depicted by ionic current distribution maps. Data 
were obtained from stepwise scan speeds of 50 μm/s carried out at (a) 14 min, (b) 60 min and 
(c) 120 min after sample immersion. The white dashed oval represents the estimated position of 
the wire transverse cross-section. (d) Ionic voltage line profiles labelled “A”-“C” over a fixed 
position (shown in (a-c)) at the AA2024 electrode surface at various immersion times. “Max ic” 
indicates the ring of highest cathodic current at the wire periphery. 
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   Further experiments were performed on individual wires (not short-connected) 
to determine whether the stable corrosion sites were always established within 
an annulus surrounding the center region. Figure 5.11 represents the BSE-SEM 
images of nine wires (selected from a 10×10 multi-electrode array configuration) 
selected from regions where each of those wires were surrounded by eight 
adjacent wires. Note that the insulator thickness around each wire varies between 
50-100 μm, the influence of which has been discussed in details by Tan49,50. As 
can be seen, in all cases anodic attack occurs in the boundary region surrounding 
the center despite the fact that increased oxygen supply from the matrix would 
favor cathodic reactions. This result provides strong evidence that localisation of 
the attacked sites in boundary region is considered as a microstructural related 
phenomenon and not due to the establishment of the differential aeration cell 
created by oxygen containing electrolyte from above the epoxy (which is 
discussed in more details in “Appendix B” section).  
   In most of the cases shown Fig. 5.11, corrosion sites were covered by cracked 
domes of corrosion products which had a mud-cracked appearance usually 
attributed due to dehydration of a gel-type product which initially was formed in 
solution26,51,52. These domes were surrounded by corrosion rings which usually 
contained one or two of these types of domes of corrosion product that were 
sometimes as large as 200 μm in diameter and associated with IGC (about ten 
times larger than domes sizes reported previously for AA2024-T3 sheet18,19).  
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Figure 5.11 Back scattered electron images of nine wires (selected and imaged from a bundle 
of 100 closely packed AA2024 wires) freely corroded in open-to-air 0.05 M NaCl solution for 120 
mins in stagnant solution condition at the ambient temperature. Each of those wires were 
surrounded by four adjacent wires. The scale bar length is 250 μm. 
5.3.2.1 Formation of the corrosion rings 
   A video snapshot of the captured localised corrosion progress on one of the 
freely corroding AA2024 wires (not shown in Fig. 5.11) just before the test 
termination, clearly shows the position of the corrosion rings surrounding active 
anodic sites continuously evolving H2 bubbles but at different rates (note that not 
all sites were continuously generating bubbles at the time of capturing). The H2 
evolution from pits is presumably supported by enhancement of the kinetics of 
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the cathodic the hydrogen reduction reaction within the pits facilitated by the low 
pH conditions arising from the hydrolysis of Al3+ ions5. The majority of the 
corrosion rings in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12 are ellipsoidal. These specific shapes form 
due to overlapping convection currents from a number of neighboring anodes 
within the ring. As a result, the corrosion ring is extended to the inert epoxy region 
where no electrochemical reaction could presumably take place. While circular 
corrosion rings were typically less than 250 μm in diameter, ellipsoidal rings were 
sometimes as large as 750 μm in diameter again considerably larger than the 
size of rings (ca. 200 μm) reported for AA2024-T3 sheet samples probably 
suggesting more active sites which generate more corrosion product. These 
features are thought to form from the neutralisation of the expelled anolyte by H2 
bubbles as observed previously for sheet AA2024-T3 sheet9,18,19,48. The initiation 
of stable pits (surrounded by corrosion rings) such as those observed in Figs. 
5.11 and 5.12, has generally been related to IM particles and more specifically 
clusters of IM particles18,19,53-57, although a recent study by Catubig et al.58,59 
indicated that while clusters are necessary, other factors, perhaps related to 
dislocation structures, might also be important. In this case however, the micro-
structure analysis of the transverse cross-section revealed a high density of IM 
particles that were randomly distributed across the wire. The similar particle 
density across the wire but different PDP curves for the boundary and central 
regions implies that other influences might be at pay including crystallographic 
defects such as dislocations.  
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Figure 5.12 A video snapshot captured from a freely corroding AA2024 wire just before the test 
termination revealing the corrosion rings which surrounded active anodes. 
   To explore preferential electrochemical activity within the boundary region, 
SVET analysis was also performed on the longitudinal cross-section of the wire. 
Figure 5.13 depicts SVET result from a longitudinal cross-section of the wire (of 
a 10 mm wire; in length) after 120 mins of exposure to open-to-air 0.05 M NaCl 
solution together with various post exposure surface characterisation. The SVET 
result (Fig. 5.13a) shows formation of stable anodes producing anodic currents 
as high as 4140 μA along a region co-incident with the boundary region. This 
result, in conjunction with SVET results from the transverse cross-section, proves 
the contribution of a distinctive banded micro-structure in the boundary region 
causing such localised corrosion affinity. Figure 5.13b shows two near-circular 
corrosion rings after 60 mins of immersion. Within these rings, two distinct 
200 µm 
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elongated attacked regions (highlighted by white arrows) could be distinguished. 
It should be noted that very few sites over the length of the sample (10 mm) 
showed ring formation where H2 evolution was occasionally observed. This 
localised corrosion morphology suggests that corrosion initiates and then 
propagates parallel to the wire drawing direction. Figure 5.13c, the dashed area 
(labelled “A”) in Fig. 5.13b, shows the V-shape tip of the growing attack including 
the granular mounds of corrosion product. Moreover, IMP etch-out (mainly S-
phase as discussed in section 5.2) and trenching can be noted. This type of 
localised attack involving both grain boundaries and grain bodies is associated 
with microstructural features such as crystal defects, other than IMPs. Figure 
5.13d clearly reveals the elongated corroded bands, following 180 mins exposure 
of the longitudinal cross-section. At a higher magnification, Fig. 5.13e shows the 
corroded bands and the granular corrosion products, from the dashed box in Fig. 
5.13d (labelled “B”). As can be seen, the localised corrosion has preferentially 
propagated in a longitudinal direction at a mixed intergranular-intragranular mode 
but mainly is confined to the boundary region suggesting microstructural 
differences of that region compared to the center of the wire. Site-specific 
initiation and development in form of these localised corrosion bands in a heavily 
deformed wire is most probably attributed to existence of high energy grain 
boundaries which elevate dislocation pile-up (and further enhancement of the 
local stored energy) as previously shown in chapter 4. For instance, Guérin et 
al.30 found similar banded corrosion morphologies in heat treated AA2050 plates 
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after performing cyclic corrosion test where grain and subgrain boundaries 
incorporated in localised deterioration of the micro-structure. While, Ma et al.12 
proposed that development of localised corrosion in an extruded AA2099-T83 
was related to selective dissolution of Al2CuLi IMPs which preferentially 
precipitated at the (sub-)grain boundaries also at dislocations structures within 































Figure 5.13 Electrochemical and surface analytical investigations on the longitudinal cross-
section of the AA2024. (a) SVET results after 120 mins of exposure in open-to-air 0.05 M NaCl 
solution. (b) Formation of near-circular concentered corrosion rings and elongated corroded 
bands after 60 mins of immersion. (c) High magnification image showing the area noted by 
white dashed line in (b). (d) Elongated attack morphologies, corroded bands, following 180 mins 
exposure of the sample. (e) Higher magnification of the corroded bands and the granular 
corrosion products noted by white dashed line in (d). 
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   It is worth noting that one possibility for the observed cathodic activity on the 
epoxy region in Fig. 5.13a might be re-distribution and re-deposition of the 
cathodic products (e.g. Cu atoms) from de-alloyed or alkaline-etched (driven by 
the edge effect) phases (e.g. S-phase particles, matrix, etc) located at the edge 
of the corroding wire. The other possibility might be related to the phase-shift 
alignment of the probe voltage leading to a voltage shift towards more negative 
values.  
   5.3.3 WBE/SEM investigations 
   Although scanning probe techniques such as SVET are enabling the 
mechanistic study of localised corrosion at higher spatial resolutions, these 
techniques are commonly limited to relatively small surface areas and thus are 
not effective for the characterisation of the major anodes/cathodes spread over 
large surface areas (e.g. over a 1×1 cm coupon sample). Neither are they good 
for capturing anodic and cathodic activity which may form or disappear within 
seconds. Therefore, to emulate the distribution of real-time localised corrosion 
over larger surface areas or to model the situation of stranded metal products 
such as Al wires60 used in automobile or aerospace industries, integrated multi-
electrode array also known as WBE technique49,50,61 can be used as a powerful 
technique. In contrast with scanning probe techniques such as SVET which can 
measure ionic currents in an electrolyte over corroding surfaces, the WBE senses 
galvanic charges flowing between electrically short-connected wires where there 
is cross-talk between different electrodes within the WBE. Moreover, the WBE 
design developed in this thesis can be conveniently used for post corrosion 
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surface analytical investigations such as SEM/EDS to gain a clear understanding 
of the role of substrate microstructure on localisation of corrosion.  
   Figures 5.14a to 5.14z show the galvanic current density maps of the AA2024 
WBE immersed for 120 mins in an open-to-air 0.05 M NaCl solution under a free 
corrosion condition. To clarify the wire numbering system and the wires serial 
numbers, few wires are labelled as shown in Figs. 5.14a and 5.16. Generally, by 
comparing the whole set of current distribution maps shown in Fig. 5.14, it is 
obvious that during the exposure period, anodes and cathodes activate or de-
activate across the WBE surface. There are only few insignificant or minor 
anodes formed after only 1.5 mins of immersion (Fig. 5.14a result) which 
indicates de-stabilisation of the surface passivity and initiation of localised 
corrosion most probably the de-alloying of the S-phase or dissolution of Mg2Si 
inclusion particles. After another 1.5 mins (Fig. 5.14b), anodic activities have 
increased. A few major anodes have formed with current densities up to twice (60 
μA/cm2) those recorded in Fig. 5.14a. This increase in current density most likely 
shows the initiation of trenching, IGC and even pitting which was observed and 
discussed in section 5.2.  
   The initial S-phase dealloying followed by trenching agrees with previous 
literature which are reported to occur at different time scales5,18,19,26,48,61-64. For 
instance, S-phase de-alloying takes place within the first 5-10 mins of 
immersion19,26. During this period, the cathodic sites are only slightly active during 
the first 3 mins of immersion and involved in initiation of trenching are their 
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perimeters. Concerning wires 3 and 4, it can be seen that, the current density 
polarity of those two wires is altered after only 5 mins most probably elucidating 
the completion of the de-alloying process (mostly S-phase, as per section 5.2 
discussions) and formation Cu-rich porous remnants in the noted wires. Such a 
proposition seems reasonable since the area fraction of certain IMPs (e.g. S-
phase) can be greater on one wire surface compared to the other ninety nine 
wires. Indeed, during the initiation stage (about 5 mins according to Fig. 5.14 
results), the local cathodic activity of the WBE surface abruptly increases on the 
wire with the greatest number of S-phase particles due to the de-alloying process. 
Although all wires within the WBE are compositionally identical, at the micro scale 
(or even in nano scales at more pronounced levels), no two wires will have exactly 
identical microstructures which leads to different susceptibility of each to localised 
corrosion.  
   Throughout the development stage, stabilisation of anodes gradually occurs 
while surface coverage by corrosion products can locally affect the cathodic 
activity of the cathodes or IMPs as shown in section 5.2. Once the corrosion front 
penetrates to sub-surface regions, the situation is more complex since 
electrochemical reactions will occur in occluded volumes, such as the IGC 
network, between reactive anodes and cathodes with the cathodic reaction being 
mainly proton reduction or hydrogen evolution in an acidic anolyte environment. 
Stabilisation of the pitting/IGC can result in extensive intergranular networks and 
cross-talk of pits, which in some cases will re-passivate when they re-emerge 
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through the surface19,48. The net effect is that the microstructurally heterogeneous 
electrodes short-connected together will affect those net anodic/cathodic currents 
generated by each wire and eventually the net galvanic current flowing between 
electrochemically integrated wires of the WBE. While Fig. 5.14 helps to 










Figure 5.14 (a-z) Galvanic current density distribution maps of AA2024 WBE during 120 mins 
open circuit exposure to open-to-air 0.05 M NaCl solution. (a) WBE orientation is denoted by 
numbering a couple of candidate wires with respect to their actual location over WBE surface. 
To clarify the wire numbering system the reader is referred to Fig. 5.16. The indicated colour key 
applies to all current density maps.   
   Figure 5.15 shows trends of the statistical parameters (extracted from current 
density maps shown in Fig. 5.14) including maximum anodic current density 
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(Ia(max)), maximum cathodic current density (Ic(max)), total anodic current density 
(Ia(total)), total cathodic current density (Ic(total)), number of total anodes (NTA) 
having positive current densities and number of total cathodes (NTC) having 
negative current densities, as a function of time. The current density distribution 
map (the inset figure) shows a 2D presentation of the final measurement after 
120 mins (as shown in Fig. 5.14z). The inset SE-SEM image shows the corrosion 
morphology of the most anodic wire at the end of the measurement clearly 
revealing concentric corrosion rings. Just after immersion of the WBE in open-to-
air 0.05 M NaCl, de-stabilisation of passive film occurs relatively quickly over the 
WBE surface. Within 5 mins, de-alloying process of the S-phase or Mg2Si 
inclusion particles leads to abrupt increase of the anodic activity where Ia(total) 
surges from 250 μA/cm2 to about 400 μA/cm2 after only 3 mins of exposure. 
Similarly, the Ia(max) also slightly rises from 25 μA/cm2 to about 50 μA/cm2. 
Coincidentally, the NTA decreases from 47 down to 41 suggesting initiation and 
establishment of the de-alloying process within the first 5 mins of immersion. As 
another proof, the NTC increases from 54 up to 59 as a clear indication for 
creation of Cu-rich S-phase remnants serving as potential cathodes. It should be 
mentioned that the frequency of S-phase particles might be nearly similar on 
many of the WBE wires surfaces which will lead to similar electrochemical 
activities (or zero net activities) during the initiation period of corrosion. Based on 
the statistical analysis shown in Fig. 5.15, completion of the de-alloying process 
takes place during first 10 mins of exposure that agrees with previous 
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literature19,26. It should be pointed out however, that de-alloying mechanism is 
definitely not the only active mechanism happening during the initial 10 mins. 
Based on the results presented in section 5.2, various mechanisms such as IGC, 
trenching, de-alloying (mainly S-phase having 66.7% frequency as per Table 4.1) 
or even pitting also occur during the first 3 mins of exposure. According to the 
data in Fig. 5.15, the localised corrosion process across the WBE surface 
becomes roughly stable after about 30-35 mins of immersion. In addition, the 
higher NTC values in comparison with NTA values (i.e. few major anodes located 
amongst cathodes) during the whole measurement period is an obvious sign for 
highly localised nature of the corrosion occurring on the WBE surface.  
   A good comparative and quantitative approach to study the degree of 
localisation on WBE surface is called localised corrosion intensity index 
(LCII)49,50,61 which can be calculated by dividing Ia(max) by Ia(total). By measuring the 
LCII values, one could be able to distinguish between the localised and uniform 
corrosion processes where LCII values greater than 0.1 can be thought as a 
highly localised condition61,64. Considering the Ia(max) and Ia(total) values reported in 
Fig. 5.15, this parameter changes between 0.1 (calculated for 1.5 mins) and 0.14 
(calculated for 115 mins) revealing existence of a highly localised corrosion 
condition during 120 mins of exposure under OCP condition. When wires are 
coupled internally, one should consider that the recorded galvanic current for 
each wire, is a net value since both anodic and cathodic reactions can occur at 
the same time on each wire surface. In other words, to maintain charge neutrality, 
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summation of the total net current measured (Ia(total) + Ic(total)) at all the electrodes 
must equal zero. Since the electrodes in the WBE are electrically short-connected, 
they can interact with each other. Unlike the case for individual wires in a WBE 
configuration, the net current need not be zero, only the net current for the WBE 
as a whole needs to be zero. Although local short-range galvanic cells might be 
established on the surface of each corroding wire they may not essentially 
contribute to the overall net charge.  
 
Figure 5.15 Trends of the parameters, Ia(max), Ic(max), Ia(total), Ic(total), NTA and NTC, as a function of 
time, are extracted from the current density maps shown in Fig. 5.14. The current density 
distribution map shown in the inset is a 2D representation of the final measurement after 120 
mins (also shown in Fig. 5.14z) in open-to-air 0.05 M NaCl solution. The inset SE-SEM image 
shows the corrosion morphology the most anodic wire (1 mm diameter) at the end of the 
measurement.  
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   The WBE data described in Figure 5.14 and 5.15 highlight the most active 
anodes and cathodes which can examined in more detail. BSE-SEM images of 
at the corrosion pattern of each wire are shown in Fig. 5.16. Again, some of the 
wires are numbered to denote the exact orientation of the WBE surface with 
respect to previous current density maps shown in Fig. 5.14. Here, the corrosion 
products on the surface of the corroded wires are revealed in darker grey color. 
By comparing the Fig. 5.16 results with those discussed in Fig. 5.14, there is a 
clear correlation between the morphology of the heavily attacked wires and the 
electrochemical nature of those wires during the exposure period. For instance, 
wires 3 and 4 which eventually became as potential cathodes (see Fig. 5.14c) 
after 3 mins of immersion (until the end of measurements) are nearly left intact 
compared to the other anodic wires (e.g. wire 40) encompassing multiple 
corrosion rings and pits covered dark black caps of corrosion products. Localised 
pits surrounded by corrosion rings, are mainly located in the boundary region of 
most wires regardless of their position with respect to the WBE/epoxy interface. 
However, corrosion morphology of the wires within WBE might be different to 
hundred isolated freely corroding wires. The reason is that the wires within WBE 
configuration are galvanically coupled and can act as net anodes or cathodes 
with respect to their adjacent wires. Although in the latter case, local micro-
galvanic cells can form on the surface of each individual wire.  
   Moreover, it should be noted that the some of the corrosion morphologies 
detected after the test completion may belong to specific period of time when a 
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candidate wire (e.g. wire 10) temporarily used to act as a net anode (which can 
be less or more anodic than its neighboring wires). In other words, the corrosion 
patterns mostly accompanied by rings of corrosion products may not necessarily 
follow the final current density map (Fig. 5.14z) since some of the previously 
active but discontinued sites might have been terminated during the immersion 
period. In fact, 90% of the electrodes have rings of corrosion products which can 
be fractions of corrosion rings originated from an active wire extended to its 
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Figure 5.16 BSE-SEM images of the corrosion attack morphology of the AA2024 WBE surface 
immersed for 120 mins in an open-to-air 0.05 M NaCl solution. The length of the scale bar is 500 
µm. 
   To obtain a clear understanding of the corrosion morphology of galvanically 
interacted AA2024 wires, high magnification SEM/EDS investigations performed 
on wire 21 (the most anodic wire after 120 mins of immersion) as shown in Figs. 
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5.17 and 5.18. As can be found in SE- and BSE-SEM images shown in Fig. 5.17a 
and 5.17b, respectively, major anodes are situated in the boundary region (close 
to the wire edge) being enclosed by concentric corrosion rings. As an example, 
the most severely attacked region labelled “A” in Fig. 5.17a (also labelled “B” in 
Fig.5.17b) is shown in SE-SEM image in Fig. 5.17c (also in BSE-SEM image 
shown in Fig. 5.17d). The two heavily attacked sites elucidated in regions A and 
B are constituted of pits neighboring a network-shape corrosion morphology 
resembling a sub-surface IGC attack similar to that previously shown in Fig. 5.17a. 
Caps and plumes of corrosion products were also found in those regions. At a 
higher magnification, SE- and BSE-SEM images shown in Figs. 5.17 e and 5.17f 
are obviously revealing the pit morphology which is linked to dark-colored 
corroded braches presumably constituted of defect structures such as HAGBs 
and/or nano-sized grain bodies decorated by dislocation structures. The pit walls 
have a faceted structure representing severe IMP/grain etch-out during the pit 
development stage most likely throughout expulsion of acidic anolyte solution 
accelerated by evolving H2 bubbles. To comprehend the compositional changes 
induced by the localised corrosion process around the heavily attacked site 
shown in Fig. 5.17e, elemental EDS analysis was performed on the mentioned 
area as shown in Figs. 5.18b and 5.18c.        
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Figure 5.17 Corrosion morphology of wire number 21 after 120 mins of immersion in open-to-air 
0.05 M NaCl solution. (a) SE-SEM and (b) BSE-SEM images showing the whole wire surface. 
(c) SE-SEM and (d) BSE-SEM images of two adjacent anodes surrounded by concentric 
corrosion rings; labelled “A” and “B” in (a) and (b), respectively. (e) SE-SEM and (f) BSE-SEM 
images of pits labelled “C” and “D” in (c) and (d), respectively.  
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   EDS of the various elements across the corroded sites are presented in Fig. 
5.18. By comparing the BSE-SEM image of the corrosion pattern shown in Fig. 
5.18a and the individual elemental maps and the overlapped map (containing all 
four Al, O, Cu, Mg elements), it can be inferred that the network-shaped region 
around the pit mouth contains higher levels of O (specifically on caps of corrosion 
products and plumes) and Cu (in form of clusters or porous remnants of de-
alloyed S-phase particles) while it is poorer in Mg and Al elements. Comparing 
Fig. 5.18c3 with the EDS result of Fig. 5.3e, some of the larger sized plumes 
attached to S-phase particles contain fractions of Cu and Mg alloying elements 
together with Al, Cl and O as their major components. Therefore, formation and 
growth of these layered structures might be controlled by the rate of de-alloying 
at specific sites where the uncovered S-phase (through its locally ruptured oxide) 
starts to get de-alloyed topically as observed in other studies51,65. 
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Figure 5.18 (a) BSE-SEM image (also represented in Figs. 5.17c and 5.17d) showing a 
severely attacked site located on wire 21 surface after 120 mins of immersion in open-to-air 
0.05 M NaCl solution. (b) EDS map of the same area expressed in (a) constructed from 
overlapped elemental distribution maps of Al (shown in (c)), O (shown in (c1)), Cu (shown in 
(c2)) and Mg (shown in (c3)).      
5.4 Concluding remarks 
   In this chapter, the role of complex micron and sub-micron structural features 
of the AA2024 wire (including IMPs and defect structures) on localised corrosion 
initiation and propagation stages was studied by implementing techniques such 
as SEM, EDS, TEM, SVET, SECM, WBE and PDP. The following major 
conclusions are listed below: 
 Majority of the attacked sites on AA2024 after 3 mins of exposure to open-
to-air 0.05M NaCl solution were identified to be IGC network, pits, de-
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alloyed S-phase particles, de-alloyed Mg2Si approximants, trenches 
around IMPs and plumes of corrosion products. This is in agreement with 
those reported in the literature. A new finding is that these initial corrosion 
sites were located preferentially in the boundary region of the AA2024 wire 
which contained higher frequencies of crystal defects such as dislocation 
entanglements and HAGBs.  
 By carefully comparing the IGC initiation sites with the before-corrosion 
grain boundary maps (discussed in chapter 4), it is inferred that in most of 
the locally attacked regions, IGC initiated in regions where discontinuous 
fragments of HAGB network were detected. This suggest the possible role 
of other high-energy defects (together with HAGBs) such as entangled 
dislocation structures (e.g. dislocation bands) especially when they form 
localised close-packed configurations such as pile-ups during interaction 
with grain boundaries or IMPs. 
 Compared to the pre-corrosion EBSD investigations, IGC attack mainly 
occurred in areas where intermediate grain orientations were found in the 
PSN affected regions neighboring large IMPs which might be considered 
as another mechanism for trench formation. Existence of these 
orientations is another indication for the existence of defects such as 
dislocation bands.  
 Plumes of corrosion product were mainly formed on cracked thin layer over 
the buried S-phase particles due to localised de-alloying of the S-phase 
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particle at the cracked region. These plumes were mainly observed in the 
boundary region (as also shown in “Appendix C”) where S-phase particles 
located in this region had experienced greater degrees of deformation.  
 While isolated Mg2Si particles were remained intact during the initiation 
period, the inclusions linked to S-phase particles were de-alloyed due to 
micro-galvanic interactions between the two IMPs.   
 During the trench and IGC initiation, the matrix in close proximity of the 
affected regions appeared in a darker contrast due to localised de-alloying 
of the matrix or localised void formation. Since these regions generally 
contain high density of crystal defects, the interplay of elongated 
dislocation structures with HAGBs must be taken into consideration.   
 TEM investigation of the large S-phase interface (acted as a site for grain 
nucleation through PSN mechanism) revealed developed grains at the 
particle periphery which contained dislocation structures and were locally 
attacked during the initial stages of corrosion even in distilled water. 
 Concerning the PDP results, the central region of the wire showed a 
passive behavior and a clear Ebr which indicates that pitting is the 
dominant corrosion mechanism. This passivity behavior is attributed to the 
presence of higher densities of lower energy LAGBs (compared to HAGBs) 
in the center region due to high-density of re-arranged dislocations cells 
(not in piled-up or entanglement configurations).   
 SVET results on both transverse and longitudinal cross-sections revealed 
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greater anodic activities in the boundary region (more than two times 
greater than the center) after 120 mins of immersion. Localised SVET 
results (see “Appendix B”) followed the micron-sized morphologies of the 
corroding pits/IGC networks. Corrosion morphologies contained elongated 
bands where extensive IGC, grain etch-out occurred due to attributed to 
the higher level of defects, HAGBs and dislocations entanglements/bands. 
 At the highest temporal resolution, WBE helped to mimic the localised 
corrosion behavior of a one-piece electrode or stranded Al wires by 
coupling a bundle of microstructurally different AA2024 wires. WBE results 
supported the localised SVET results also showing that the corrosion rings 
are formed by emanation and neutralisation of the anolyte solution and 
can be extended to the surface of other adjacent wires. Those wires that 
served as net cathodes were mainly protected by other anodic wires. 
Although, inter-wire galvanic interactions led to confined surface attacks.   
 Post-exposure surface analysis of the heavily attacked sites (IGC network 
linked to pits with faceted walls) showed formation of sub-surface Cu 
clusters (also shown “Appendix B” section) which can act potential sub-
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   The previous research discussed in chapters 4 and 5 mainly dealt with micro 
down to sub-micron structural heterogeneities and their potential role in the 
initiation and propagation of localised corrosion. As shown in those chapters, the 
local density of nanostructural features such as dislocation entanglements can 
be so high that they can even be revealed indirectly at sub-micron scales using 
EBSD for instance. This suggests that nanostructures would contribute to 
corrosion activities observed at micro-scales. Therefore, if these nanostructures 
are present in relatively high densities, they can act as electrochemical entities 
and give rise to localised activities at the surface or in sub-surface regions and 
localised corrosion literally initiate at nano-sized prone sites. Hence, it is 
important to investigate these major nano scale structural heterogeneities. The 
combined use of SEM/EDS, EBSD, TEM/EDS and APT provides the unique 
capability to investigate the interaction of these sub-micron and nano-sized 
interfacial structures such as dislocation structures with different IMPs.     
6.2 Nanostructural investigations of AA2024 alloy  
   In materials science, there are different types of techniques used to study 
structural heterogeneities and thin surface films such as Auger electron 
spectroscopy (AES)1, secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS),X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)2,3 and TEM4-8. None of these techniques 
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individually combine surface sensitivity, sufficient elemental sensitivity or spatial 
resolution. High-resolution (HR) TEM reveals atomic scale information. Its 
ultimate-resolution capability  is mainly achievable through 2D imaging although 
HR-TEM is also used for three-dimensional 3D electron crystallography of ultra-
thin samples though at a lower resolution (due to overlap of atoms)9. At a smaller 
field of view compared to TEM, APT may be the only technique that can provide 
3D information with high chemical sensitivity on the atomic to nanometer scale to 
explore the spatial distribution of surface inhomogeneities that are believed to 
play critical roles in many challenging issues in corrosion science, such as 
localised corrosion10,11. Therefore, these two latter techniques have been used in 
this research to investigate, firstly, the major nanostructures in AA2024 and 
secondly their contribution to localised corrosion initiation.  
6.2.1 SEM-EBSD investigation of the longitudinal section of the wire 
   To better understand the multiscale implication of these nanostructures, 
SEM/EDS and EBSD analysis of a micro scale area located on a longitudinal 
section of the AA2024 wire was investigated. Figure 6.1 shows the SEM-EBSD 
microstructure and defect analysis of the longitudinal section of the AA2024 wire. 
Figures 6.1(a-a5) show BSE-SEM image (Fig. 6.1a) and EDS analysis (Figs. 
6.1(a1-a5)). Bright features in Fig. 6.1a are constituent IMPs of various 
compositions including S-phase (Al2CuMg), Mg2Si and Al-Cu-Fe-Mn-Si-
containing particles as confirmed by the Cu and Mg X-ray maps as well as EBSD 
data (not shown). Figure 6.1b shows the inverse pole figure (Z direction) 
orientation map showing the orientation of pixels in the image. Most grains in the 
image are oriented such that their (101) planes are parallel to the plane of polish. 
Black regions are due either to IMPs or unindexed pixels resulting from areas of 
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the sample that retain deformation. Figure 6.1c is a grain map showing a small 
number of large grains and a large number of small grains. Many of the small 
grains are located near large IMPs indicating PSN12. This type of structure is 
typical of a heavily worked and partially recrystallised material.  
   Jakani et al.13 reported that the presence of impurities (similar to IMPs in this 
study) in the alloy matrix has an inhibiting effect on both nucleation and growth 
stages of recrystallisation via a pinning action. They found that impurities seem 
to delay the recovery process required for grain nuclei formation, as well as the 
mobility of the subgrain boundaries during recrystallisation. Indeed, impurities 
obstruct dislocation movement (specifically during the recovery of the dislocation 
cells) and hence, migration and coalescence of the dislocation cell boundaries at 
the time of their growth. This can lead to pile up of dislocation structures at 
IMP/matrix interfaces and thus, locally increase the stored energy at IMPs 
peripheries.  
   Figure 6.1d and Fig. 6.1e show the average MO and kernel MO maps 
respectively, and the scale bars represent the MO angles in degrees. These maps 
are magnified from the region within the white rectangle in Fig. 6.1c. The average 
MO for the large grain shows significant deviation from the average orientation 
(yellow-orange-red) on the left-hand side suggesting that this part of the grain has 
undergone significant distortion during the deformation process resulting in a high 
density of defects such as dislocations. The kernel MO also shows that there is 
significant accumulation of defects within the grains. As the size of these regions 
is similar to the recrystallised grains, these MO features are developing 
dislocation cells or subgrain boundaries and this large crystal is in the process of 
recrystallisation. Both the average and kernel MO maps show that there is a 
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significant number of dislocation structures within this material at the micron level 
and above which confirms the possibility of contribution of these crystallographic 
defects in localised corrosion processes.  
   Figure 6.1f shows the grain size distribution histogram where it can be seen 
that a considerable fraction of grains have sizes less than 2 μm in size. In fact, 
grains smaller than 1 μm (nano-(sub)grains), possess the highest integrated 
fraction of about 63%. Moreover, the grain boundary MO angle histogram in Fig. 
6.1g, reveals a large fraction of low-angle grain boundaries (LAGBs) typical of a 
cold worked material (e.g. drawn wire) that has partially undergone 
recrystallisation14. LAGBs or subgrain boundaries are those with a MO less than 
about 15° and generally are composed of re-arranged arrays of dislocations. 
Large fractions of LAGBs therefore further suggest the existence of dislocation 
structures that would serve as active electrochemical entities. Although EBSD 
indirectly reveals the existence of defect structures, other higher resolution 
characterisation techniques such as TEM can be implemented to investigate the 
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Figure 6.1 (a) BSE-SEM and (a1-a5), EDS analysis of the region under investigation. (b) EBSD 
inverse pole figure (Z direction) orientation and (c) grain size distribution maps. (d) 
misorientation (MO) average and (e) MO matrix maps from the region within the white rectangle 
in (c). (f) The grain size distribution and (g) grain boundary MO angle histograms. The scale bar 
represents the MO angle in degrees (Reprinted with permission from ref.10). 
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6.2.2 TEM/EDS investigations of the heterogeneous nanostructures  
   Figure 6.2 shows the TEM analysis performed on an as-prepared specimen, 
i.e. prior to corrosion. Figure 6.2a is a bright-field (BF) TEM image of the complex 
nanostructure around an Al20Mn3Cu2 (dispersoid) particle (highlighted by a blue 
dashed line) within the center region. As shown, there are dislocation 
entanglements, arrays (including misfit dislocations at the particle/matrix 
interface) and pile-ups at the bottom of the large dispersoid particle. At the top of 
the dispersoid however, recovery and recrystallisation processes have led to the 
re-arrangement of these dislocation structures to form nano-(sub)grains, 
presumably by PSN where the dispersoid has acted as a grain nucleation site. 
This result confirms a heterogeneous dislocation-rich matrix in the vicinity of an 
IMP. Similar accumulation of dislocation structures around sulfide inclusions 
within pure copper have been reported previously13. Figure 6.2b is a BF STEM 
image of the above-mentioned dispersoid in Fig. 6.2a, showing the locations of 
neighboring S-phase particles (two of them are labelled by the white arrows). 
Compared to Fig. 6.2a, several nano-sized dispersoids and S-phase particles 
(masked by the diffraction contrast in Fig. 6.2a) have become visible in Fig. 6.2b. 
EDS elemental maps (Figs. 6.2(b1-b5)) compositionally categorise the types of 
the detected particles and a detailed distribution of the elements across the line 
indicated in Fig. 6.2b5 reveals two S-phase particles and a Mn-Cu-type 
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Figure 6.2 TEM nanostructural analysis by: (a) A BF image showing an Al20Mn3Cu2 (dispersoid) 
particle (indicated by the blue dashed line) surrounded by dislocation arrays (within the center 
region) and regions where recovery processes led to the formation of nano-(sub)grains. The 
image also shows dislocations pile-ups at the dispersoid/matrix interface. (b) BF-STEM image of 
the above dispersoid showing the locations of two attached Al2CuMg (S-phase) particles 
(labelled by the white arrows). Several nano-sized dispersoids and S-phase particles, masked 
by the diffraction contrast in (a), are seen in the vicinity of the large dispersoid particle. (b1-b5) 
EDS elemental maps revealing the local chemical composition of the heterogeneous 
nanostructure. (c) Elemental profiles along the line indicated in (b5) drawn across the attached 
two S-phase particles, extracted from the acquired map data (Reprinted with permission from 
ref.10). 
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6.2.3 APT investigations of the heterogeneous nanostructures  
   APT was used to further investigate these types of nanostructures (as 
discussed in chapter 3). Panels “a”–“c” of Fig. 6.3 show the mass/charge spectra 
of a freshly prepared APT specimen (un-corroded) with peak assignments 
labeled directly on the plots. One should note that peaks occur for both elemental 
isotopes (single atoms or ions) and multicomponent molecular ions and 
fragments (metal oxides, hydrides, and hydroxides) in their various ionisation 
charge states. The presence of H and H2 atoms or ions on other hand are real 
and caused either by localised electrochemical reactions or they can be an 
artifact of the APT technique were H atoms cannot be fully removed from the 
analysis chamber and might be adsorbed to the surficial atomic layers which will 













Figure 6.3 Atom probe mass spectrum of as-polished AA2024 specimen (un-corroded) 
shown in three parts (a) 0–20 Da, (b) 20–40 Da, (c) 40–70 Da (Reprinted with permission 
from ref.10). 
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   Once the mass spectrum peaks are analysed and labeled, the data is used to 
develop a 3D. Figure 6.4 shows the reconstructed nanostructure of the as-
polished un-corroded APT specimen. Figure 6.4a shows a 3D view of the sample 
containing Al, Cu, Mg, Si and Mn atoms, clearly showing the location of a Mn-rich 
dispersoid particle. The top view of the tomographic data (along the specimen 
needle axis) reveals a crystallographic pole (indexed as <111>//ND) and 
associated zone lines, which both appear as low Al-density regions in Fig. 6.4b. 
Identification of the pole has been done using spatial distribution map (SDM) 
analysis together with consideration of the symmetries of the zone lines observed 
in Fig. 6.4b, and has allowed a calibrated reconstruction of the data volume such 
that the measured lattice plane spacings at the <111>//ND pole match that known 
theoretically15. The green Mn isoconcentration surface (isosurface) highlights the 
position of the dispersoid particle with respect to the surrounding matrix, which 
was subsequently used to obtain proximity histogram (proxigram)16 concentration 
profiles of the constituent elements (Figure 6.4d) across the interface of the un-
corroded matrix/dispersoid particle. Figure 6.4c presents an 8-nm slice (by 
clipping the sample shown in Fig. 6.4a and 6.4b) showing the in-depth view of 
the crystallographic pole (low density region indicated by dashed lines) in the 
vicinity of the Mn-rich dispersoid particle. In APT, such a distinct pattern arises 
from the field evaporation of a pure metal or an alloy with low solute 
concentrations17 or crystallographic defects densities. The proxigram result (Fig. 
6.4d) shows that the average compositional ratio of Al:Mn:Cu within the Mn-rich 
volume is close to the stoichiometric ratio of 20:3:2 that is expected for a 
Al20Mn3Cu2 dispersoid particle. It is also noted from Fig. 6.4d that there is 
insignificant hydrogen detected within the dispersoid particle (the source of which 
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will be discussed later in this chapter) and no multicomponent oxides (including 
atomic oxygen) or hydrides were detected. Concerning the hydrogen adsorption 
process, Kamoutsi et al.18 have reported that the incoherency at dispersoid/matrix 
interface would produce elastic stress fields which would act as preferential sites 
for accumulation of hydrogen atoms.  
 
Figure 6.4 APT reconstruction of the un-corroded AA2024 specimen. (a) 3D reconstruction of 
the sample showing distribution of Al, Cu, Mg, Si and Mn atoms within the specimen. (b) Top-
view of the sample tip revealing a <111>//ND crystallographic pole and associated zone lines. 
The green isosurface highlights the position of a Mn-rich dispersoid particle. (c) An 8-nm slice 
(clipped from the whole data shown in (a) and (b)) displaying the in-depth view in the vicinity of 
the Mn-rich dispersoid particle. (d) Proxigram concentration profiles of Cu, Mg, Mn and Hx(1,2) 
across the matrix/dispersoid interface (Reprinted with permission from ref.10). 
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   While Fig. 6.4 showed the atomic scale morphology consisting of a clean matrix 
in contact with a dispersoid particle, there are many cases where the S-phase 
nanoparticles were found attached to this type of nano scale IMP (e.g. Fig. 6.2). 
Figures 6.5(a-c) show the atom probe mass/charge spectrum of another specimen 
with a more complex nanostructure where peaks are again labeled directly on the 
plots. Compared to the previous APT result (Figs. 6.3 and 6.4), the specimen tip 
used here was left in the micro-electropolishing solution (2% perchloric acid in 2-
butoxyethanol) for 1 min after the polishing process was finished. Existence of O 
or Al-O(-H) compounds as revealed by the mass spectrum is most likely related to 
the formation of the surface oxides during the micro-electropolishing stage or even 
to the transfer period of the as-prepared specimen to the APT chamber. It should 
also be noted that some peaks may coincide; for instance, 28Si+ and AlH+ overlap 
at 28 Da. Peak assignment conflicts have been resolved by looking at the family 
of peaks that constitute the fingerprint of isotopes (e.g., 28Si, 29Si, and 30Si), 
having known natural abundance relative to each other and occurring in common 
charge states (e.g., Si2+)15,19,20. 
 
 





Figure 6.5 Mass spectrum of an as-polished specimen shown in three parts (a) 0–20 Da, (b) 20–40 
Da, (c) 40–70 Da (Reprinted with permission from ref.11). 
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   A general overview of the corresponding tomographic map comprising all 
detected atoms is given in Figure 6.6a. As indicated with arrows, there is a 
concentrated area of Cu atoms (red) associated with a Mn-enriched particle 
(shown later to be an intermetallic dispersoid) as well as localised concentrations 
elsewhere on the surface. Figure 6.6c also shows that there is Cu enrichment at 
the surface as well as beneath the hydrated surface oxide. We note here that this 
result is interpreted with a small degree of caution because of the well-known 
atom probe artifact of preferential removal or retention15 of one or more atoms. 
Multicomponent atoms or ions (e.g., metal–oxygen complexes) typically desorb 
at fields lower than those required for field evaporation of substrate metal atoms19 
such that the metal atoms may be retained longer on the specimen tip, thus 
appearing later in the sequence of detected events and, hence, reconstructed at 
a deeper position in the tomogram. These field-induced reaction processes at the 
specimen surface occur particularly in the presence of hydrogen and water vapor; 
which may affect the apparent composition of the aluminum-hydrated oxide 
layer19,21. Moreover, Cu enrichment at some sites on the surface is to be expected 
from electropolishing of Cu-containing aluminum alloys21. Cu enrichment of up to 
40 at.% has been reported22, which is similar to the enrichment observed here. 
The mixture of a Cu-enriched layer with the surface-hydrated aluminum oxide has 
also been observed using time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-
SIMS) by Seyeux et al.23, where Cu enrichment was found at the metal/oxide 
interface of a model Al-Cu alloy as a result of preferential Al oxidation. While 
Seyeux et al.23 show that Cu enrichment is present, the current work shows the 
first results of the lateral variation of Cu at the nano scale.  
   Improved resistance of a high-strength aluminum alloy in corrosive 
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environments requires a better understanding of how the structure and chemistry 
at both the micrometer and nanometer scales impact electrochemical corrosion 
processes. For example, the detection of hydrogen in either molecular or atomic 
form is of significant interest for corrosion research because atomic hydrogen can 
cause embrittlement in many metals24. The presence of different hydrogen traps 
in corroded aluminum alloys has been determined using thermal desorption 
techniques. Incoherent interfaces with the matrix, such as S-phase and 
dispersoid interfaces, have been identified as such trapping sites18,25. However, 
given the significant challenges involved26, there has been comparatively few 
direct, nano scale observations of the distribution of atomic hydrogen or hydrogen 
compounds (e.g. hydrides) in aluminum alloys27 and metallic systems in 
general26,28.  
   The layer of light blue spheres in both panels “b” and “c” of Fig. 6.6 comprises 
fragments from a surface aluminum-hydrated oxide, as determined by the nature 
of the atom fragments from that part of the surface. These include O2+, OH(x = 1–
3)+, AlO(1+, 2+), AlO2+, AlOH(x = 1, 2)(1+, 2+), and AlO(x = 1, 2)H(x = 1, 2)(1+, 2+). Higher number 
densities of metallic hydrides (navy blue spheres) and chlorine-containing 
clusters of atoms (yellow spheres) can be observed in conjunction with the 
aluminum-hydrated oxide layer.  




Figure 6.6 (a) 3D reconstruction of the AA2024 sample showing the location of Al, Cu, Mg, and 
Mn atoms. The purple isosurface (1.91 at.% Mg) highlights the Al2CuMg (S-phase) precipitate. 
The top-left inset shows the exact positions of the two 10 nm slices (A and B) depicted in panels 
“b” and “c”. The top-middle inset indicates the cross-sectional location of these slices. (b) 
Region B and (c) region A of the reconstructed volume, demonstrating in-depth distribution of 
atoms. The “M-H” in panel “b” represents all metallic hydrides, excluding those compounds 
containing O and Cl atoms (Reprinted with permission from ref.11). 
   Taking into consideration the above qualification about surface composition, 
many metal finishing treatments used for processing AA2024 result in surface or 
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sub-surface Cu enrichment22. These surfaces are subsequently exposed to 
treatment solutions for corrosion inhibition. The lateral variation in the surface 
nanostructure and Cu distribution has important implications for corrosion 
inhibition because inhibitors with different functionalities will adsorb onto different 
sites. For example, thio-inhibitors will only adsorb on Cu-rich areas of the surface, 
whereas inhibitors containing phosphate and carboxylate groups are more likely 
to absorb on the hydrated aluminum oxide surface29-40. The heterogeneous 
distribution of aluminum oxide and Cu on the surface therefore has important 
implications for the design of inhibitors. 
   Figure 6.7a displays a 3D image including all atoms and a 0.36 at.% Mn 
isosurface in contact with the 1.91 at.% Mg isosurface. This clearly shows a 
volume in the right-hand side of the figure that has a higher concentration of Mn 
than the surrounding matrix. Figure 6.7b shows a proximity histogram 
concentration profile of metallic atoms (including non-metallic H profile) across 
the matrix/Mn-rich particle interface, where Cu segregation is evident at the 
interface. The inset shows the same histogram including Al atoms. The 
composition of the Mn-rich volume shows that Al, Mn, and Cu are present in the 
ratio of 20:4:2. This ratio is close to that expected for the intermetallic dispersoid 
T-phase, Al20Mn3Cu241. Note also from Fig. 6.7b, that there is significant hydrogen 
associated with the Mn-rich dispersoid particle, which will be discussed later. 
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Figure 6.7 (a) 3D image including all atoms and 0.36 at.% Mn isosurface in contact with the 
1.91 at.% Mg isosurface. (b) Proxigram concentration profiles of metallic atoms (including also 
the non-metallic H profile) across the matrix/Mn-rich particle interface. The inset shows the 
same histogram including Al atoms (Reprinted with permission from ref.11). 
   Figure 6.8a shows isosurfaces for Cu (8.5 at.%) and Mg (1.91 at.%), where the 
Mn-enriched volume corresponding to the dispersoid sits to the right side of the 
image as well as Cu-enriched layers adjacent to the external surface. The blue 
cylinders represent volumes from which one-dimensional (1D) composition depth 
profiles have been calculated, as shown in panels “b” and “c” of Fig. 6.8. The 
concentration profile in Fig. 6.8b shows a Cu-rich particle of around 30 at.%, at 
the interface with the dispersoid, which then decreases concurrently with the 
increase in Mn content of the dispersoid. Although having a platelet-like 
morphology, the exact identification of the Cu-rich particle is unclear. Even though 
its composition represents that of GPII zones (Al2Cu), the platelet thickness (∼5 
nm; Fig. 6.8b) is larger than expected (2 nm)42. It is possible that the Cu-rich 
particle is a θ’ precipitate, despite slightly differing from the equilibrium Al2Cu 
composition, given that a range of Cu-deficient concentrations have previously 
been measured for this phase42. Cylinder B highlights the section through the Mg-
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rich volume that sits at the interface between the dispersoid and the aluminum 
matrix. This region has an Al/Cu/Mg ratio of 2:0.37:0.25 (Fig. 6.8c), which has a 
considerable depletion of Cu and Mg compared to the expected stoichiometry for 
the S-phase (Al2CuMg).  
   De-alloying/dissolution of the S-phase has previously been observed in 
AA2024-T3 subject to corrosion exposure, leaving behind Cu-rich remnants22,43-
50. A similar situation during electropolishing would explain the current 
observation of a Cu-rich particle in the near vicinity of the off-stoichiometry S-
phase particle; however, the latter sits below the surface and must not be affected 
during this process. The Al-Cu-Mg particle is approximately 10 nm wide and has 
an aspect ratio of approximately 5:1, similar to S-type hardening precipitates. In 
this instance, the “S-phase” particle shares a common boundary with the 
dispersoid particle, the interface of which likely serves as a preferable nucleation 
site. The same situation of heterogeneously formed S precipitates at an 
Al20Cu2Mn3 dispersoid interface was recently observed in an Al–Cu–Mg alloy by 
Feng et al.51 using high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) 
and high-angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy 
(HAAD-STEM) tomography. It is noted, however, that the exact formation and, 
hence, crystallography and chemistry of the equilibrium S-phase (Al2CuMg) in Al-
Cu-Mg alloys has been an extensive issue for clarification in the literature52. 
Nevertheless, the above-mentioned features from Fig. 6.8 indicate an extremely 
heterogeneous microstructure in the vicinity of the dispersoid particle53. 
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Figure 6.8 (a) Slice of the reconstructed volume shown in Fig. 6.6 with isosurfaces for Cu (8.5 
at.%) and Mg (1.91 at.%) and two cylindrical regions of interest (labelled A and B) embedded 
across the Mg- and Cu-rich particles, respectively. To obtain a better perspective of the 
interphase boundaries, Mn and Al (5% of total Al atoms) atoms are overlaid as dark yellow and 
light blue dots, respectively. One-dimensional concentration profiles for cylinders A and B are 
shown in panels “b” and “c”, respectively. Note that, in panel “a”, the z axis is perpendicular to 
the x–y plane, which in this orientation points in the direction toward the apex of the needle (i.e., 
the S-phase precipitate is under the surface). Reprinted with permission from ref.11. 
   The last observation to note about this atom probe data is the ability to detect a 
range of atoms related to adsorbed hydrogen, including H+, H2+, AlH+, AlH2+, and 
CuH+ (Fig. 6.9). The source of hydrogen in these APT experiments is from the 
vacuum chamber itself because H2 is difficult to remove, even using state-of-the-
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art ultra-high vacuum (UHV) pumping systems (the analysis vacuum chamber of 
the APT contains a combined titanium sublimation pump and ion-pump system). 
However, it has been shown that hydrogen can be introduced to metals 
electrochemically, trapped at vacancies at low temperatures54, which has 
previously led researchers to suspect that hydrogen is introduced to atom probe 
samples during electropolishing conducted at low temperatures55. Although 
electropolishing was conducted at room temperature in the current work, Fig. 6.9c, 
demonstrates accumulation of H/H2 and metallic hydrides at a surface layer of 
less than 5 nm thickness, suggesting hydrogen adsorption from the 
electropolishing process. At room temperature, molecular hydrogen is 
dissociated into atomic hydrogen by a number of transition metal surfaces56. This 
atomic hydrogen is extremely mobile on the surface and will be adsorbed into the 
bulk at interstitial, interfacial, and defect sites within the sample57.  
   There are four types of hydrogen traps that have been identified in AA2024-T3 
using thermal desorption techniques18,25,58:  
(1) Hydrogen adsorbed at interstitial lattice sites, similar to those in pure Al (100-
150 °C), which is completely reversible at room temperature,  
(2) Irreversible traps at semi-coherent interfaces of the strengthening phase 
(presumably S or θ′particles) and incoherent interfaces of the dispersoid 
(Al20Mn3Cu2) (200-250 °C),  
(3) Irreversible traps at Mg hydride sites (450-500 °C), and  
(4) Irreversible traps that occur at the highest desorption temperatures (500-
550 °C) and are coincident with the dissolution of the strengthening S-phase 
particles. 
   From panels “a” and “b” of Figure 6.9, it is clear from a qualitative point of view 
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that considerably more atomic hydrogen has absorbed into the dispersoid than 
in either the S-phase particle, Cu-rich particle, or matrix. This concentration of 
hydrogen has also been observed for Mg2Si precipitates (but not MgZn2 
precipitates) in an Al–Zn–Mg alloy27 and precipitates enriched in Mn, Si, and Al in 
Mg alloy AZ3159. While the source of hydrogen in these experiments, as for the 
current case, is not the same as in a corrosion experiment, where atomic 
hydrogen is generated as a result of hydrolysis reactions to produce protons, 
followed by reduction on a local cathode, the nature of the absorption sites will 
be the same. These results therefore suggest that the interfacial traps associated 
with defects at the dispersoid interface with the matrix may be less significant 
than the dispersoid itself, which appears to be a more significant sink for atomic 











Figure 6.9 (a) 3D image including all atoms and 2.86 at.% H+ isosurface in contact with the 1.91 
at.% Mg isosurface (Fig. 6.7a). (b) Proximity histogram concentration profiles of metallic 
hydrides (including non-metallic H and H2 profiles) across the matrix/H-rich interface. (c) Slice 
(10 nm) revealing H, H2, and other metal hydrogen- and metal chlorine-containing compounds 
(excluding oxygen-containing components). Reprinted with permission from ref.11. 
   Indeed, the number density of dispersoid particles within the microstructure of 
AA2024 is generally high53. Moreover, they also often decorate the grain 
boundaries, which, given that they are hydrogen sinks, may have a significant 
impact on the hydrogen embrittlement mechanism in AA2024. The close 
proximity of the dispersoids near regions of local Cu enrichment, on both the alloy 
surface as well as the dispersoid itself, means that any protons generated during 
hydrolysis of metal ions at the active corrosion front [Al3+ + nH2O → Al(OH)n3–n + 
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nH+ (n = 1, 2)] can be reduced at the Cu-enriched sites [H+ + e → H (atomic 
hydrogen)] near or on the dispersoid particles and, subsequently, adsorbed in the 
dispersoid. The observation that the dispersoid is capable of hydrogen sorption 
throughout its volume rather than at defects at its interface with the matrix 
indicates the presence of larger hydrogen sinks than have previously been 
reported. Having characterised these nanostructures in the un-corroded material, 
we now focus the following investigations on the effect of the corrosion treatment 
on these interfacial structures. 
6.3 Role of nanostructural features on the initiation stage of localised 
corrosion of AA2024 alloy 
   Advanced structural materials such as high-strength aluminum alloys are 
widely used in industrial applications. Their desired mechanical strength can be 
achieved through engineering of the embedded nanostructures such as 
precipitates60. During precipitation hardening, dislocation-precipitate interactions 
can improve mechanical strength considerably60,61, however, such high-density 
nanostructures (the total dislocation length in a cubic meter of a strained alloy 
can be as long as a light year (∼1016 m)62) could also have a serious impact on 
the localised corrosion behavior of these alloys. It is therefore necessary to 
understand the effect of these nanostructures on the durability of these alloys in 
order to prevent corrosion induced failure of these materials63,64.  
   Historically, corrosion studies have focused on the micron scale (˃0.5 μm)58 
heterogeneities, such as intermetallic particles (IMPs), that are known to play a 
critical role in localised corrosion mechanisms such as pitting58,64 and galvanic 
corrosion58,65. There are various studies of localised corrosion initiation at the 
nano scale including passive film breakdown63,64,66,67 and galvanic interactions 
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around nano-sized particles65,68,69. However, the impact of complex nano scale 
heterogeneities on the onset of corrosion in these advanced alloys has not been 
fully understood63, due primarily to the difficulty of characterising compositional 
and structural heterogeneities at the atomic scale. For example, high-density 
dislocation structures such as partial dislocations, stacks of dislocations, 
dislocation loops, and dislocation cells are proposed to serve as active entities 
during the corrosion processes, due to high levels of stored strain energy, 
however there has been a lack of experimental evidence2,70-75. Previous studies 
of corrosion at the nano scale have only looked at simplified examples of 
precipitates5,6,58,63,76-79. For example, Ralston et al.68 investigated the role of 
hardening precipitates (˂0.2 μm)58 and suggested that, while the matrix oxide 
might be able to bridge a small Al2CuMg (S-phase) precipitate (less than 3 nm in 
size), the oxide covering a larger precipitate would breakdown and destroy the 
passive layer. In other cases, researchers66,80 have investigated the role of 
individual crystallographic defect structures, e.g. (sub)grain boundaries, in nano 
scale corrosion initiation of nearly pure metals (e.g. Cu) free of IMPs. So far, the 
possible collaborative role of high-density crystallographic defects, in particular 
dislocations, during the early stages of corrosion has not been investigated. 
   Here for the first time, the combined role of nano-sized particles and defect 
structures (e.g. dislocations) on the initiation of aqueous corrosion is investigated, 
taking the advantage of the unique capabilities of the APT in conjunction with 
other complementary high-resolution techniques such as TEM, SEM, EDS and 
EBSD. 
6.3.1 TEM/EDS investigations  
   Figures 6.10a and 6.10b show the BF TEM and STEM images of the nano scale 
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corrosion morphology (after 5 min of immersion in open-to-air distilled water) 
around an identified dispersoid particle (highlighted by a yellow dashed oval) 
within the boundary region. Distilled water has previously been used to study the 
early stages of de-alloying in S-phase particles by limiting the kinetics of the de-
alloying process81. Herein, the conductivity of distilled water would increase due 
to oxidation and hydrolysis of the metallic atoms (e.g. Al or Mg) in direct contact 
with water molecules, generating H+ ions and facilitating interfacial localised 
corrosion activities (more details will be discussed during interpretation of the APT 
results). Figures 6.10a and 6.10b show an entangled network of interfacial 
corrosion products (highlighted by black arrows) formed in the vicinity of the 
dispersoid particle. This network is found to be oxidic corrosion product (oxides), 
using EDS elemental maps and line profiles (Figs. 6.10c and 6.10d). Residual 
dislocation segments including arrays/walls are co-located with the interfacial 
oxide structures (indicated by red arrows in Fig. 6.10a). These oxide structures 
cross correlate with dislocation pile-ups and nano-(sub)grain boundaries where 
dislocation walls become new grain boundaries by re-arrangement during 
recovery and recrystallisation (c.f. Fig. 6.2). Additionally, there are number of Cu 
nano-particles (dark black particles in Fig. 6.10b) precipitated on top of the 
dispersoid particle, confirmed by the EDS line profile (Fig. 6.10d). Similar Cu 
nano-particles are also found at the edge of the foil perforation. These are formed 
by a non-faradaic liberation, redistribution and agglomeration of Cu atoms during 
the de-alloying of the matrix or the S-phase precipitates or particles45,65,77,82. 
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Figure 6.10 (a) BF-TEM and (b) BF-STEM images showing the corrosion morphology in the 
vicinity of a dispersoid particle (indicated by the yellow dashed line) within the boundary region. 
A network of corrosion product surrounding the dispersoid is indicated by black arrows (also in 
(b)). Dislocation arrays/walls retained after the corrosion process are co-located with the oxide 
structure (highlighted by red arrows). (c–c3) EDS elemental maps of the corroded 
nanostructure. (d) Cu, O, Mg and Mn elemental profiles along the yellow line indicated in (b). 
The length of the scale bar is 250 nm in (a-c). Reprinted with permission from ref.10. 
   In agreement with that shown in Fig. 6.10, a similar corrosion morphology is 
identified at the interface of a large-sized de-alloyed S-phase (within the 
boundary region) particle in Fig. 6.11. Figures 6.11a and 6.11d show the BF-TEM 
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images of the heterogeneous nanostructure, i.e. dislocation structures 
neighboring a large S-phase particle, before and after the corrosion process (5-
min immersion in open-to-air distilled water), respectively. Figures 6.11b and 
6.11e show the BF-STEM images corresponding to that shown in Figs. 6.11a and 
6.11d, respectively. Figures 6.11b1 and 6.11e1 display the corresponding EDS 
elemental maps of the oxygen before and after the corrosion process, 
respectively. Elemental line profiles of Cu, O, Mg and Mn along the red line in Fig. 
6.11b and the yellow line in Fig. 6.11e (drawn across the S-phase particle 
interface) demonstrate the distribution of elements and concentration changes 
before (Fig. 6.11c) and after (Fig. 6.11f) the free aqueous corrosion process. 
Formation of the nano-sized oxide structures together with Cu nano-particles 
over the de-alloyed S-phase IMP having a sponge-like morphology, suggests 
establishment of a corrosive environment even in the absence of aggressive ions 
such as chloride. As can be observed in Fig. 6.11e1, the corrosion product is 
formed around the de-alloyed S-phase particle where a high density of dislocation 
structures exist.  
   Irrespective of their composition or type, IMPs are generally considered to be 
electrochemical entities that would serve as local anodes or 
cathodes10,58,74,79,81,83,84, but they can also lead to localisation of corrosion by 
accumulation of dislocation structures at their interfacial regions. Furthermore, 
production of Cu nano-particles as a result of de-alloying of the S-phase particle 
or the matrix will enhance the local cathodic activity which can support more 
localised anodic activity at neighboring prone sites23,81. 
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Figure 6.11 (a) and (d), BF-TEM images showing the heterogeneous nanostructure, e.g. 
dislocation bundles (groups of closely spaced dislocations), neighbouring a large S-phase 
particle (within the boundary region) before and after the corrosion process (5-min immersion in 
open-to-air distilled water), respectively. (b) and (e) BF-STEM images of the alloy nanostructure 
before and after the corrosion process, respectively. (b1) and (e1) EDS elemental map of 
oxygen over the characterised nanostructure before and after the corrosion process, 
respectively. Cu, O, Mg and Mn elemental profiles along the red line in (b) and the yellow line in 
(e) are drawn across the S-phase particle (and the embedded dispersoid particle)/matrix 
interface showing distribution of elements and intensity changes before (c) and after (f) the free 
corrosion process. The length of the scale bar is 200 nm in all graphics (Reprinted with 
permission from ref.10).  
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6.3.2 APT investigations 
   Although TEM has been used as a powerful technique to study various aspects 
of alloy micro or nanostructures51 and their relation to localised corrosion74,81, APT 
provides an extra dimension with a unique combination of highly resolved 
chemical and spatial information11,15. Herein, APT is used to better understand the 
3D inter-relationship between corroded microstructure involving dislocation 
structures and nano scale IMPs and precipitates, all embedded within the Al 
matrix. Various as-polished APT specimens were prepared, immersed in distilled 
water for 5 mins, quickly dried and transferred to the APT chamber. Figure 6.12 















Figure 6.12 Panels (“a”-“c”) show the mass-to-charge-state ratio spectrum with various peaks 
labelled on the plots. (a) 0-20 Da, (b) 20−40 Da, and (c) 40−70 Da. Assigned peaks correspond 
to the elemental isotopes and also the complex molecular ions such as metal oxides, hydrides, 
and hydroxides in their different ionisation charge states (Reprinted with permission from ref.10). 
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   Figure 6.13a shows a 3D reconstruction of the corroded nanostructures within 
the tip of an atom probe specimen after the short period of immersion in open-to-
air distilled water. Two S-phase precipitates of about 20 nm in size (magenta dots) 
are located at the surface of a larger (∼40 nm) Mn-rich dispersoid particle (dark 
red dots). The tomogram also reveals the presence of nano-porosities filled with 
clusters of Al hydroxides (blue dots) on the outer surface of the needle, 
established due to localised oxidation and hydrolysis of Al of the matrix. In 
comparison with the APT result from the un-corroded specimen shown in Fig. 6.4, 
none of the latter corrosion products were found either on the surface or in depth 
of the as-polished sample. Moreover, there is a significant accumulation of Cu 
atoms on the corroded APT sample tip (Fig. 6.13a) whereas the tip of the un-
corroded specimen (Fig. 6.4(a–c)) is free of clusters of Cu atoms. Figure 6.13b 
shows a 3D view of the clipped Al isosurface (from Fig. 6.13a) of the region where 
the S-phase and dispersoid particles are co-located, excluding other detected 
atoms. Black arrows indicate low density (with respect to Al) pit-shaped features 
located at the dispersoid/matrix and the S-phase/matrix interfaces, which will be 
discussed later. Figure 6.13(b1–b3) reveal the 3D distribution of nano scale 
corrosion products (classified in Fig. 6.12), namely Al hydrides (AlHx(1,2)), Cu 
hydrides (CuHx(1,2,3)) and Al hydroxides (AlOHx(1,2)), as isosurfaces. Formation of 
these corrosion products, e.g. AlOHx(1,2), within the corroded S-phase and 
dispersoid particles clearly indicates that both particles have been partially 
attacked during exposure to open-to-air distilled water for a few minutes. 
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Figure 6.13 3D nano scale corrosion morphology: (a) A freshly prepared AA2024 needle after 
being immersed in open-to-air distilled water for 5 min. The grey surface indicates the aluminum 
matrix to contrast the distribution of AlOHx(1,2) + Alx(1,2)O (dark blue spheres), AlHx(1,2) (light green 
spheres), Cu (orange dots), Mg (magenta dots) and Mn (dark red dots) atoms. Nano porosities 
formed on the body of the needle, are filled by clusters of oxides atoms (dark blue spheres). The 
black arrows in (b) show low Al density regions (pit-like features) located at the dispersoid/matrix 
and the S-phase/matrix interfaces. The distribution of the corrosion products, including Cu 
hydrides (b1), Al hydrides (b2) and Al hydroxides (b3), are shown using isosurfaces (Mg atoms 
shown as magenta dots). (c) and (d) Proxigram concentration profiles of Cu, Mg, Mn, Hx(1,2), 
AlOHx(1,2), AlHx(1,2) and CuHx(1,2,3) across the (c), matrix/top-located S-phase and (d), 
matrix/dispersoid interfaces (Reprinted with permission from ref.10). 
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   While there are numerous reports of de-alloying of secondary phases in 
aluminum alloys at the micron or near micron scales5,65,68,74,76,79,82, quantification 
of local compositions of corroded nanostructures at a near-atomic scale has not 
yet been reported. Figures 6.13c and 6.13d show the concentration profiles of the 
S-phase (top-located in Fig. 6.13a) and dispersoid particles obtained from 
proxigram analyses, with measured Al:Mg:Cu and Al:Mn:Cu ratios of 2.0:0.5:0.8 
and 20.0:3.0:1.6, respectively. Using this method, concentration gradients (in 
at.%) of all detected atomic and molecular species are quantified across the 
IMP/matrix at interface near-atomic spatial resolution. Compared to the near 
standard stoichiometry of the Al20Mn3Cu2 particle measured for the un-corroded 
specimen shown in Fig. 6.4d (Al:Mn:Cu ratio of 20.0:3.0:2.0), only Cu has been 
partially dissolved (ca. 3 at.%) from the dispersoid particle during the short 
corrosion exposure time (Fig. 6.13d). However, in case of the corroded Al2CuMg 
phase, both Mg and Cu have been preferentially de-alloyed from the particles 
during the immersion period (Fig. 6.13c). A logical explanation is establishment 
of nano-galvanic cells with the possible driving force being the difference in local 
electrode potentials of the heterogeneous structure. Although the dispersoid is 
generally considered as an intact particle82 during localised corrosion of AA2024, 
in a recent study, heterogeneous dissolution activity of some dispersoid particles 
has been reported74. Once corrosion is started, liberation and re-distribution of 
the more noble element (e.g. Cu) would occur by mechanical stresses induced 
during formation of the corrosion products (e.g. hydrous Al complexes) or by 
moving solution and dissolution of electrically disconnected (non-Faradaic) Cu-
rich particles77,82. 
   The APT result in Fig. 6.14a, reveals arrays of nano-sized channels that are 
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attributed to corroded dislocation pile-ups. Some of these channels are linked to 
the IMPs, while some are terminated on the exposed surface of the corroded 
specimen tip. Similarly, the TEM results in Figs. 6.2a and 6.10a show dislocation 
pile-ups/arrays at the interface/boundary of exactly the same types of IMPs.  
   To contribute to the corrosion process, one would expect dislocation cores to 
accommodate corrosive species such as water molecules. The dislocation core 
size in a piled up region increases to about 25 Å in an FCC metal85, which would 
provide enough space then to facilitate transportation of water molecules (∼3 Å) 
and/or other corrosive species (Fig. 6.14b) with the capillary effect as the major 
driving force. Thermodynamics and kinetics of liquid transport and diffusion, e.g. 
water, through other nano scale features such as carbon nano-tubes has been 
studied previously86.  
   Figure 6.14b is a schematic of Fig. 6.14a showing the embedded interphase 
interfaces with the plausible corrosion reactions that could take place on/within 
different sites of the heterogeneous microstructure. It should be mentioned that 
the inset corrosion reactions in Fig. 6.14b are proposed only based on the ionic 
species detected by APT of the corroded specimen. Once Al atoms (or other 
metallic elements) come in contact with distilled water (through defects of the 
impure oxide layer), hydrolysis reaction (reaction (2) in Fig. 6.14b) would take 
place87 and lead to an increase in the electrolyte conductivity via generation of 
protons. An increased water conductivity would then facilitate galvanic action 
between matrix and the embedded IMPs which will further provoke localised 
corrosion activities. IMPs available on the surface of an APT specimen would 
serve as local cathodes and therefore support dissolution of Al (via reactions (1), 
(2) and (5)). Depending on the local pH of a nano-sized galvanic cell, both oxygen 
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or water reduction reactions (reactions (3) and (4), respectively in Fig. 6.14b) 
would take place to support anodic dissolution reactions. 
 
Figure 6.14 Embedded nanostructures responsible for corrosion initiation within: (a) A 15 nm 
slice of the corroded AA2024 needle (shown in Fig. 6.13) revealing low density (Al as blue dots) 
channels attributed to dislocation arrays/pile-ups. The inset figure in (a), highlights the 
preferential accumulation of H atoms (light green spheres) within those emerged channels. (b) 
Schematic view of (a), depicting likely corrosion reactions proposed to occur on/within 
heterogeneous nanostructures. Partial segregation of solute elements, Cu (dark blue isosurface 
in (c)), Mg (magenta isosurface in (c1)) and Si (dark green isosurface in (c2)), were detected 
along these channels. Distribution patterns of the corrosion products within latter channels, 
including Al hydroxides (orange isosurface in (c3)), Al hydrides (red isosurface in (c4)) and Cu 
hydrides (yellow isosurface in (c5)) are also revealed. (d) Quantified composition of the detected 
corrosion products within the channels by proxigram concentration profiles, calculated from the 
continuous Hx(1,2) isosurface (light green) shown in the inset figure (Reprinted with permission 
from ref.10). 
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   Dislocation structures have been previously observed using APT and can be 
decorated by solute atoms that segregate around these defect cores; the Cottrell 
atmosphere88,89. Figures 6.14(c–c2) depict individual isosurfaces for Cu, Mg and 
Si showing segregation of these solute elements along the nano-sized channels. 
While, Figs. 6.14(c3–c5) display the distribution of the corrosion products, as Al 
hydrides (AlHx(1,2)), Cu hydrides (CuHx(1,2,3)) and Al hydroxides (AlOHx(1,2)) 
isosurfaces, within these nano-channels associated to dislocation pile-ups. In 
another work, dislocations of an un-corroded AA2024 sample have also been 
imaged by APT where no corrosion products were found within these dislocation 
structures61.  
   In corrosion science generally, the role of crystallographic defects, e.g. 
dislocation structures, is proposed to be crucial in localised corrosion processes 
such as intergranular corrosion71-73. In the current work however, detection of 
corrosion products such as Al hydrides/hydroxides as well as atomic hydrogen, 
provides direct evidence for the occurrence of corrosion within dislocation cores, 
notwithstanding the source of hydrogen which is discussed in section 6.2. Figure 
6.14d shows the measured atom probe concentration profiles (proxigram) of 
different types of corrosion or reaction products detected within the piled-up 
dislocation arrays. The most likely driving forces for this corrosion activity is 
compositional inhomogeneity (e.g. copper content up to 3 at.%) and the stored 
strain energy of these nano scale confines, leading to the establishment of a 
localised chemical potential. Previously, local corrosion activities of MnS 
inclusions in a 316F stainless steel75 and dispersoid particles in an AA2024-T3 
alloy74 were correlated to the presence of embedded crystallographic defects 
such as dislocations. In the latter work by Wang et al.74, preferential dissolution 
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of dispersoid inclusions (in the body of micro-sized S-phase particles) were 
observed, due to the existence of meta-dislocations at the intersected zone of 
twin plates within dispersoids. It is proposed that micron-scale entanglements of 
dislocation structures (including nano-(sub)grains formed around large IMPs), as 
revealed by the EBSD results (Fig. 6.1), would further trigger localised corrosion 
from the nano into micro scale demonstrating the multiscale nature of this 
phenomenon.  
   The results here provide structural and compositional information on the 
significant role of various nano particles and dislocations in the initiation of 
localised corrosion. Subsurface corrosion is apparently facilitated by the transport 
of reactants along the piled-up dislocation channels causing de-alloying of the 
surrounding matrix and hydrogen generation. These reactions are facilitated by 
the accumulation of elements around the defect core which helps in stabilisation 
of metal hydrides and other reaction products. These results also provide direct 
experimental evidence of the significance of the alloy subsurface structures, e.g. 
dislocations, in the corrosion initiation process, as opposed to existing 
mechanisms which largely focus on surface reactions such as breakdown of the 
surface passive layer or local galvanic reactions63. 
6.4 Concluding remarks 
   In this chapter, the complex nanostructure of the heavily deformed AA2024 wire, 
including IMPs and defect structures, was studied using SEM, EDS, EBSD and 
TEM and APT analysis. Followed by that, the role of embedded nanostructures, 
e.g. dislocation structures, in the initiation process of the localised corrosion were 
precisely investigated at near-atomic scales. The major conclusions of this 
chapter can be listed as follows:  
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 SEM-EBSD investigations revealed PSN around various types of IMPs. 
MO maps (both average and kernel maps) show that there is a significant 
number of dislocation structures within the AA2024 wire at the micron level 
and below some of which have re-arranged to from LAGBs. 
 Based on TEM studies, considerable number of nano-sized dispersoids 
(together with larger IMPs) were found within the AA2024 wire. Whilst, 
nano-sized S-phase particle were mainly detected in connection with 
dispersoids and quite rarely as elongated lathes, due to high levels of 
induced mechanical strains during the wire drawing process.  
 In agreement with EBSD, TEM investigations detected PSN on various 
types of IMPs including large size S-phase and nano scale dispersoid 
particles. In addition, greater levels of dislocation structures were also 
observed in the form of entanglements, arrays, pile-ups.  
  At a near-atomic resolution, APT investigations further revealed a diffused 
interface boundary for the dispersoid with about 3 nm thickness. The 
results showed that the dispersoid can act as a nucleation site for S-phase 
or θ-phase precipitation where depletion (e.g. Mn and Cu) and 
accumulation (e.g. Mg) of elements can occur near the interface boundary 
of the dispersoid.  
 APT manifested local compositions across the nano scale structures 
developed during the corrosion initiation stage. It provided the ability to 
map hydrogen species and from that, the dispersoid phase was found to 
be a considerable sink for atomic hydrogen. 
 APT results have shown accumulation of the Cu, Mg and Si elements 
together with metal hydrides, oxides/hydroxides within the cores (~5 nm in 
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diameter) of piled up dislocations. TEM results further confirmed the 
existence of residual dislocation segments within the corroded regions in 
the vicinity of different IMPs.  
 The results of the current study suggested that localised corrosion was 
triggered by high-density dislocation structures. Dislocation arrays piled up 
at de-alloyed particles (Al20Mn3Cu2 and Al2CuMg) potentially act as 
pathways for the ingress of electrolyte (in this case H2O molecules) and 
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7.1 Concluding remarks of the research 
   Heavily-deformed aluminum alloys, in contrast to annealed versions, contain 
abundant heterogeneous nano and micro structures such as crystal defects that 
could affect their corrosion behaviour. In this thesis, the effects of these 
embedded structures in a typical AA2024 wire have been studied on the initiation 
and propagation of localised corrosion utilising a wide range of advanced 
characterisation and electrochemical techniques including FE-SEM, EDS, 
EBSD, TEM, APT, SVET and WBE in novel combinations to probe localised 
corrosion processes from nano to micro scales. Based on the experimental 
findings, the following set of remarkable conclusions can be reached: 
(1) An in-depth understanding of the heterogeneous structure of the AA2024 has 
been achieved through careful characterisation of the complex structures within 
an AA2024 wire material. Some complex structural features have been 
characterised in greater details, including high-density crystal defects such as 
dislocation pile-ups and grain boundaries. The SEM/EDS and the EBSD 
techniques were used to investigate the constituent IMPs (four major types) and 
crystal defects (e.g. grain boundaries) in micro and sub-micro scales. The EBSD 
investigations revealed higher fractions of defect structures in the boundary 
region compared to the center region of the wire. In fact, high-density HAGBs 
within the boundary region of the wire were accompanied by another type of 
high-density crystal defect, i.e. dislocation entanglements and pile-ups (as 
Chapter   
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confirmed by TEM). Concerning the IMPs, those situated in the boundary region 
(compared to the center region) were locally deformed, cracked or sheared due 
to experiencing of greater levels of plastic strains (compared to the center of the 
wire) during the wire drawing process. As shown by TEM and EBSD results, 
PSN occurred in close proximity of the IMPs leading to pile up of dislocation 
arrays (by impediment of the dislocation motion) and eventually deformation-
induced recrystallisation (as evidenced by the existence of various grain 
orientations detected close to IMPs). As revealed by TEM, the nano grains 
located in regions which had previously undergone PSN (at IMPs peripheries), 
contained dislocation structures which are expected to enhance the level of 
stored energy in the neighbouring areas of the IMPs. APT also revealed arrays 
of piled-up dislocations at the outer surfaces of both the S-phase (Al2CuMg) and 
the dispersoid (Al20Mn3Cu2) particles which carried Cottrell atmosphere of Cu, 
Mg and Si solute atoms around their cores. Moreover, complementary APT and 
TEM investigations showed that the nano-sized S-phase particle were 
occasionally found to be attached to the dispersoids and quite rarely were 
detected as elongated lathes, due to high levels of induced mechanical strains 
during the drawing process.   
(2) A correlation between the heterogeneous micro/nano structural features of 
the heavily-deformed AA2024 material and the localised corrosion activities was 
achieved by employing high-resolution surface and interfacial characterisation 
techniques. These heterogeneous structures have been found to affect 
corrosion initiation and propagation processes in a complex manner. It has been 
found that pitting and extensive IGC were mainly confined to the annulus and 
edge regions (of the boundary region) of the wire material where high-density 
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defects such as HAGBs and dislocation pile-ups/bands existed. Based on the 
microstructural investigations prior to and after corrosion, the possible 
contributing mechanism for IGC appears to be mainly controlled by the combined 
role of high-density grain boundaries (specifically HAGBs) and dislocation 
structures (more notably pile-ups and entanglements). This is supported by the 
fact that majority of the IGC networks were observed in regions where 
discontinuous segments of HAGBs were present. Therefore, dislocation 
structures (within plastically deformed alloy products) and their interaction with 
grain boundaries (in particular high-energy HAGBs) and IMPs must have a multi-
scale implication on the initiation and propagation of localised corrosion 
processes such as IGC. This mechanism is supported by short and long term 
SVET results at high lateral resolutions showing that localisation of corrosion 
preferentially initiated and propagated within the boundary region of the AA2024 
wire where the corrosion-prone defective (e.g. dislocation-rich structures) 
microstructures existed. Moreover, localised trenching occurred across the 
whole wire surface by a new mechanism developed by extending the existing 
trench formation mechanism (incorporating interfacial galvanic reactions). 
According to this new mechanism, many of the trenches were initiated at the 
peripheries of the fully or the partially de-alloyed S-phase particles where the 
PSN took place and the resultant nano grains or grain boundaries were found 
locally attacked. Corrosion pits were mainly associated to the completely 
dissolved/detached S-phase particles whereas the extended IGC attacks (in 
most cases linked to IMPs) selected nano (sub-)grains boundaries as 
preferential sites during the early stages of the localised corrosion. This suggests 
that there is an interplay of IMPs and micro/nano crystallographic defects in the 
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localised corrosion processes. Inhomogeneous localised corrosion activities 
across the wire surface were further investigated and verified over different 
lateral-temporal resolutions using complementary localised electrochemical and 
surface analytical techniques. For instance, the center region which contained 
greater fractions of LAGBs compared to the boundary region showed a passivity 
behaviour. Whereas, the boundary region (which had experienced greater levels 
of plastic strains during the wire drawing process) showed more pronounced 
anodic activities due to the higher densities of the deformation-induced 
dislocations and HAGBs.  
(3) An extended mechanism of corrosion initiation at the nano- and near-atomic 
scales has been developed which further affirms the contribution of “dislocation 
structures” in the initiation of localised corrosion of the AA2024 wire. TEM results 
revealed the existence of residual dislocation segments within the locally 
corroded areas in the vicinity of different IMPs such as dispersoids or large S-
phase particles. In accordance with the TEM results, APT showed the 
accumulation of the nano cluster of corrosion products such as metal hydrides, 
oxides and hydroxides, within the cores of piled-up dislocations. By providing a 
direct experimental evidence, these results suggest that the localised corrosion 
was triggered by high-density nano-scale dislocation structures. In fact, 
dislocation arrays piled up at de-alloyed particles (e.g. Al20Mn3Cu2 and Al2CuMg) 
act as potential pathways for corrosive species and thus promoting the localised 
corrosion into interfacial structures.  
(4) A wide range of characterisation and electrochemical techniques have been 
used successfully to provide unprecedented opportunities for probing localised 
corrosion processes over complex nano- and micro-sized structures. To facilitate 
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TEM characterisation of the AA2024 wires, a new delicate methodology was 
devised for sample preparation. For the first time, APT with its capability for 3D 
compositional imaging (at ultra-high chemical sensitivity), was utilised to 
investigate the role of various nanostructural features (e.g. defects) in the 
initiation of aqueous corrosion at near-atomic scales. To enable APT study of 
aqueous corrosion, a novel set-up was developed to allow corrosion of the very 
tip of the nano size APT sample (typically less than 100 nm in diameter). The 
APT studies demonstrated the usefulness of this technique to determine the role 
nanostructures (e.g. dislocation pile-ups and S-phase particles) in initiation stage 
of localised corrosion which indeed can be expanded to the other high-
performance alloys. A novel minute size WBE (forming a 10×10 array of AA2024 
wires) was developed by re-designing the conventional WBE to enable careful 
ex-situ surface analysis of the electrode surface. These approaches are applied 
in innovative combinations to enable a multi-scale understanding of the localised 
corrosion initiation and propagation processes.  
7.2 Recommendations for future work 
   As mentioned above, one of the main contributions of this work was proposing 
a new application for APT also combination and development of new corrosion 
monitoring techniques to study localised corrosion processes. A logical 
extension of this research would more extensively explore the mechanisms 
proposed by this research. In particular, the following further and future research 
directions are recommended: 
 From this work it is believed the importance of crystallographic defects 
can be applied to other high-strength alloys. Since structural materials 
usually undergo severe plastic deformation processes such as rolling, 
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forging and etc., it is suggested to study the influence of crystallographic 
defects, e.g. dislocation entanglements, in localised corrosion behaviour 
of other high-performance alloys such as stainless steels or other grades 
of Al alloys such as Al-Cu-Li alloys.  
 In this work, although majority of the corrosion attacked sites were 
confined to the boundary region, there were few cases in which the 
localised corrosion occurred near the center of the wire as well. This is 
hypothesised to be related to the heterogeneous nano and micro structure 
of the heavily deformed wire which could not be thoroughly investigated 
in sub-micron levels due to technical difficulties in sample preparation. 
Therefore, to have a complete image of the preferentially attacked sites 
across the entire wire surface, it is recommended to investigate the 
heterogeneous distribution of the crystal defects (in particular 
dislocations) and their interactions with other elements of the 
microstructure (e.g. grain boundaries or IMPs) prior to and after corrosion 
exposure using TEM.  
 Considering the implications arisen from nano scale heterostructures, it is 
suggested to perform correlative TEM-APT investigations on interfacial 
nanostructures using site-specific focused ion beam (FIB) sample 
preparation methodology. Following this proposal, effects solute 
depletion, dislocation pile-up, can be investigated in more details 
concerning the drawback of the FIB technique on Al alloys.  
 With power of the APT technique in revealing the near-atomic events at 
interfacial areas, passive layer formation in aqueous or atmospheric 
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conditions can be achieved by pre-cleaning the APT specimen tip and 
performing precise exposure test to the desired environment.  
 While localised electrochemical techniques such as WBE, SECM and 
SVET help to understand the specific sites of greater anodic or cathodic 
activities inhibited or un-inhibited solutions, using FIB sample preparation, 
correlative TEM-APT can be implemented to understand detailed 









Appendix A: Extended EBSD investigations of the embedded IMPs:  
A.1 Size vs. frequency analysis 
   Figure A.1 displays the measured area fraction (%) values of the indexed IMPs 
with respect to their sizes, in center, transition, annulus and edge regions. It is 
worth mentioning that the number density (or either the volume fraction) of the θ-
phase (Al2Cu) was so small that it is excluded in this statistical analysis. 
Concerning the sizes of IMPs, it can be observed that the S-phase (Al2CuMg) 
particles (in all four regions) have a wide range of sizes from nano up to about 5 
μm. Comparing the results of these four regions, the largest characterised IMP 
(about 7 μm) was of Al7Cu2Fe type which was found in the center region. Having 
a considerable area fraction in conjunction with their frequencies revealed by 
EDS results (Fig. 4.3 and Table 4.1), S-phase IMPs influence electrochemical 
properties of this alloy. Other types of IMPs including Mg2Si, AlFeCuMn(Si) and 
Al7Cu2Fe can also be involved in surface electrochemical reactions (mostly 
cathodic reactions) at the second level of importance concerning their size 
distribution with respect to their area fractions changes from region to region. For 
instance, Mg2Si particles found in the annulus region are larger in size, up to 
about 3.5 μm, compared with those characterised in transition and edge regions, 
less than 1.5 μm in size. Such heterogeneous distribution of IMPs is related to 
inhomogeneous distribution of plastic strain the wire microstructure has 
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Figure A.1 (a-d) Area fraction (%) of the constituent IMPs with respect to their sizes within 
center, transition, annulus and edge regions. 
A.2 Effect of plastic deformation on the S-phase morphology 
   Interestingly, the differential strain across the wire section also appears to be 
reflected in the EBSD data of the S-phase particles. Figures A.2 and A.3 show 
the IPFZ and MOk maps for the annular and the transition regions, respectively. 
It can be seen that there is twinning in several s-phase particles with the 
misorientation angle across all twin boundaries being 48°. These are highlighted 
in Fig. A.2c by the white arrows. The MOk map shows that inside the twinned 
regions the level of deformation is low with maximum MOk of only a degree. 
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Moreover, there are two S-phase particles in Fig. A.2d which show bands of 
higher misorientation reflecting deformation, which is a precursor for twinning. 
The annular region was the only region where twinning was observed.  
 
Figure A.2 (a) IPFZ and (b) MOk maps for the S-phase particles in the annular region. (c) 
Magnification of the IPFZ region from within the dashed rectangle in (a) and (d) MOk of the 
same from within the dashed rectangle. 
   Twinning was not evident in the transition region. However, there were particles 
that had been fractured as highlighted by the white arrows in the IPFZ map in 
Figure A.3c. There were also a number of S-phase particles which showed bands 
of higher misorientation, reflecting deformation, which is a precursor for twinning 
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Figure A.3 (a) IPFZ and (b) MOk maps for the S-phase particles in the transition region. (c) 
Magnification of the IPFZ region from within the dashed rectangle in (a) and (d) MOk of the 
same from within the dashed rectangle. 
Appendix B: Long-term SVET and edge effect investigations 
B.1 Long-term SVET analysis 
   After 1440 mins immersion time during the SVET experiment the sample was 
examined by optical microscopy and SEM using fine grinding to remove surface 
layers. Prior to grinding, Fig. B.1 shows the optical micrograph of the corroded 
wire after 1440 mins of immersion. The corrosion attack morphologies include 
isolated caps of corrosion products, an extended ellipsoidal corrosion ring and a 
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sites within the ring are highlighted by white arrows; these are confined to the 
boundary region of the wire. Figure B.1b reveals the two-dimensional SVET ionic 
current distribution map (of the sample shown in Fig. B.1a) after 90 mins 
immersion in open-to-air 0.05 M NaCl solution. The white dashed circle shows 
estimated position of the wire/epoxy interface. This result confirms presence of 
two distinct current generating sources within the same attacked region as shown 
in Fig. B.1a. It should be noted that those two anodes may be constituted of a 
couple of neighboring smaller anodes with overlapping current lines/fields. With 
a 50 μm/s step scan speed it was not possible to resolve some of the weaker 
active anodes.  
   In comparison with the SVET results represented in chapter 5, the maximum 
cathodic current measured for this sample is higher (ca -4500 μA) while the 
maximum anodic current after 90 mins of immersion was quite similar to those of 
the previous results suggesting different cathodic activities and distributions of 
cathodic sites. The latter current distribution map contained two major anodes 
formed in the boundary region maintained by number of active cathodes 
distributed close to the wire periphery. This higher cathodic activity is observed at 
the wire/epoxy interface due to the extra supply of oxygen gas from the inactive 
epoxy region (i.e. the edge effect) due to formation of a differential aeration cell 
(also known as oxygen concentration cell) which would lead to higher anodic 
activities near the interface boundary. Indeed, both vibrational and horizontal 
movement of the SVET probe (during the scan period) will perturb the solution1 
which can transport oxygen to different regions of the surface and decrease the 
edge effect. In other words, the horizontal and vertical translation of the SVET 
probe, would help to decrease this effect by delivering fresh solution to the metal 
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surface and mixing out the solution at a layer above the surface. Even though the 
active anodic sites within the boundary region were situated relatively far from the 
wire/epoxy interface, there might exist an ambiguity of whether such localised 
activity was driven by the differential aeration cell or it was attributed to the wire 
microstructure. Given the former possibility, the epoxy region would not contribute 
to any corrosion reaction, however it might act as a source of oxygen supply and 
therefore increase the cathodic activity at the wire border. The latter cathodic 
activity would then result in higher anodic activity in nearby regions with lower 
oxygen concentrations and thus, generation of further electrons via anodic 
dissolution reactions to maintain charge neutrality. However, as previously 
discussed in chapter 5 (free corrosion of closely packed AA2024 wires), this may 
not be the reason for preferential pitting/IGC observed in the boundary region.  
   To obtain higher magnification micrographs of the localised anodic/cathodic 
activities, a scan speed of 5 μm/s was used for probing the smaller areas (labelled 
“A” and “B”) represented in Figs. B.1c and B.1d. Figure B.1c shows the SVET 
current distribution map of the region (labelled “A” in Fig. B.1b) after 360 mins of 
free corrosion. As can be observed, there are few asymmetrical (in shape) 
anodes (appeared in dark red color) generating ionic currents of up to about 11 
mA. Such an asymmetric shape of current distribution may suggest co-existence 
of other less active anodes; very close to the major anodes that can intersect with 
their current fields. These interactions will lead to different current patterns of 
active current sources at various distances2. Such a heterogeneous activity can 
be associated with the existence of multiple anodes such as pits within the 
boundary region. Figure B.1d indicates high magnification SVET current 
distribution patterns of the stable anodes (separated by contour lines) in the 
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region labelled “B” in Fig. B.1b after 1440 mins of immersion. The maximum 
anodic current observed in this area was less than 10 mA which was lower than 
maximum current (about 11 mA) observed in region A after 360 mins of 
immersion. It should be noted that the almost no cathodic current was measured 
within this 200×200 μm scanned area. By comparing Fig. B.1b and Fig. B.1d, it 
can be inferred that the size of the anodic region shown in Fig. B.1b has increased 
laterally such that almost no cathodic activity was observed within that area after 
1440 mins of exposure. In support of Fig. B.1c result, this result shows elongated 
shape of these anodes.  
   To investigate the relationship between the underlying microstructure and the 
localised corrosion behavior of the heavily deformed AA2024 wire, SEM 
investigations were performed on the as-corroded SVET specimen (Fig. B.2a) 
also on the ground specimen after sequential fine grinding stages (three stages) 
















Figure B.1 Long term SVET results acquired from a corroding AA2024 wire following a 1440 
mins of exposure to open-to-air 0.05 M NaCl solution under OCP condition. (a) Optical image of 
the after exposure corrosion attack morphology of the wire. (b) SVET map of the complete wire, 
the sample shown in (a), after 90 mins immersion time. (c) SVET map of the region labelled “A” 
in (b) after 360 mins of immersion time. (d) High magnification SVET current distribution 
patterns of the region labelled “B” in (b) after 1440 mins of immersion time. 
B.2 Investigation of the localised corrosion morphologies 
   Figure B.2a shows SE-SEM image of the corrosion attack morphology of the 
as-corroded sample after 1440 mins immersion in open-to-air 0.05M NaCl 
solution. The most significant features that are recognised at this magnification 
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are three hemi-spherical precipitates of corrosion products located in the 
boundary region plus an ellipsoidal ring consisting of thick nodular aluminum 
hydroxide complexes. Such ellipsoidal shape is assigned to the co-existence of 
multiple H2 creating sites as shown in chapter 5. Looking at the very edge of the 
as-corroded wire at higher magnifications, a thick cracked layer of surface oxide 
was also observed (Figs. B.3a and B.3b). To reveal the sub-oxide structure, the 
sample surface was blown using a high pressure filtered air for few seconds. This 
method of corrosion product removal, interestingly led to appearance of new 
features with less than 100 μm in diameter (highlighted by red arrows in Fig. 
B.2b). The as-blown surface was then investigated using SEM (Fig. B.3).  
   Followed by that, the first fine grinding stage (using 4000 grit SiC paper) was 
done on the as-blown surface and the sample was then imaged using SEM as 
shown in Fig. B.2b. As can be seen, the first grinding stage removed most of the 
corrosion product deposits while fractions of those precipitates retained. Figure 
B.2c illustrates the surface condition after second stage of fine grinding. After 
removal of few microns during grinding, a few sub-surface attacked regions were 
revealed with a diameter less than 100 μm two of which located in an area 
previously covered by corrosion precipitates of the ellipsoidal ring. The darker 
appearance of these sites might be related to either formation of Al-H complexes 
(e.g. via hydrolysis reaction or efficient H traps3 such as S-phase or Al20Mn3Cu2 
particles4) or accumulation of sub-surface voids formed during superficial 
electrochemical activities. Figure B.2d reveals the surface morphologies retained 
after the third fine grinding stage. As can be observed, the attacked region at the 
wire periphery was not completely removed whereas no micro size attack was 
observed in the central region. In comparison with Fig. B.2c, many smaller (less 
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than 50 μm in diameter) sub-surface attacked sites were revealed after the third 
grinding stage. 
 
Figure B.2 Low magnification SE-SEM investigations on the as-corroded SVET specimen 
before and after three sequential fine grinding stages of the surface using 4000 grit SiC paper. 
(a) Corrosion attack morphology of the as-corroded sample. (b) Corrosion attack morphology of 
the sample after the first fine grinding stage. Red arrows show the position of two features 
created after blowing the surface with high-pressure air. Corrosion attack morphology of the 
sample after (c) second and (d) third fine grinding stage. Yellow arrows represent the two 
corroded sites presented in Figs. B.4c and B.4d. 
   Figure B.3 shows the sample surface morphology of the sample (shown in Fig. 
B.2a) after blowing the surface with high-pressure filtered air. Figure B.3a depicts 
a region at the wire periphery including a hemi-spherical corrosion product 
precipitate, a thick cracked surface oxide and a dimpled (produced by alkaline 
etching) region next to the epoxy where the oxide layer was completely detached. 
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Figure B.3b represents a 40° tilted view of the area showed by white dashed 
rectangle in Fig. B.3a. As can be seen, the cracks in the thick oxide are initiated 
from relatively wide trenches around Cu/Fe re-plated caps (previously reported 
by Boag et al.5) most likely caused by dehydration of the corrosion product layer. 
Wherever the thick oxide was detached, the underlying structure constituted of 
heavily etched out grains together with dissolved IMPs such as S-phase. In 
relation to that, Xu et al.6 have reported creation of micro-cracks on a corroded 
AA7150 alloy surface caused by stress localisation during the corrosion product 
formation in the vicinity of S-phase and Al7Cu2Fe particles. Instead, the type of 
surface oxide cracking observed on this sample might be best described as “mud 
cracking”7 which is reported as a large-scale matrix dissolution in a general sense 
where corrosion is not merely associated with the cathodic IMPs. Figure B.3c 
indicates the corrosion attack morphology of an area consisting of the center of 
the wire. While there are plenty of obvious micro-cracks present near the 
periphery region, there were very few confined micro-cracks detected in the 
central region suggesting more intensive grain and IMP etching closer to the wire 
periphery.  
   Concerning Figs. B.2b to B.2d and Figs. B.3a to B.3c results, the dimpled 
microstructure caused by the severe etch-out process following a 1440 mins of 
exposure, is associated to the higher internal stored energy of the grains8-10 
located in those regions and/or to the creation of basic pH conditions derived by 
extra oxygen supply from the surrounding epoxy region. Such greater cathodic 
activity outside the ring region was detected on this sample (measured by SVET) 
after 90 mins immersion; Fig. B.1b. Another significant finding which further 
proves extensive sub-surface grain etch-out is shown in Fig. B.3d; a surprising 
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re-emerged and dried gel expelled out from a formerly active corrosion site by 
high-pressure air. Two of these gelatinous products remaining after the first 
grinding stage are highlighted by red arrows in Fig. B.2b. Though the as-corroded 
specimen was gently washed with ethanol and fully dried, the current finding 
reveals existence of concealed oxyhydroxide gel product within the sub-surface 
attacked network (incorporating IGC network) or in regions where the sub-oxide 
grains undergone significant etch-out. However, a clear understanding of the 
responsible mechanism which leads to this interesting type of corrosion pattern 
requires further investigations.  
   In case of an AA2024-T3 sheet material, Glenn et al.8 found that the grain 
boundary crevices were commonly free of corrosion products, indicating that the 
etched material was expelled from the grain boundary network perhaps through 
hydrogen evolution. The discrepancy in these outcomes may suggest the key role 
of grain size and the resultant grain boundary network in sustaining the anolyte 
solution from being completely expelled (i.e. kinetics of anolyte expulsion). 
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Figure B.3 Surface morphology of the sample (shown in Fig. B.2a) after blowing the surface 
with high-pressure filtered air for few seconds. (a) A 40° tilted view of the area showed by white 
dashed rectangle in (a). (c) Corrosion attack morphology of an area consisting of the center of 
the wire. (d) A re-emerged and dried gel-type corrosion product expelled out from a formerly 
active corrosion site by high-pressure air. The scale bar size is 20 μm in all figures. 
   Given the fact that the highest anodic activities were observed (SVET results 
of Figs. B.1b to B.1d) within the ellipsoidal ring region, it would be interesting to 
characterise some of the liable attack morphologies within that area of interest. 
Figure B.4a shows SE image of the stable attack morphology (emphasised by a 
yellow dashed shape) after first grinding stage. This region is situated within the 
200×200 μm boxed area mapped by SVET (Region B in Fig. B.1b). As can be 
seen, the area is partially covered by ground aluminum oxyhydroxide precipitates, 
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corrosion caps and a cracked oxide layer with almost no evidence of open pits. 
Although stable pits previously found in aluminum alloys are mainly open, this 
extended surficial attacked area resembles a porous lacy cover.  
   For a conventional AA2024-T3 sheet for instance, open pits are often found in 
connection with attacked grain boundaries and eventually etched out grains in 
longer than 120 mins exposure periods9,11. Attacked IMPs such as S-phase were 
also detected in the vicinity of the IGC attacked regions which likely to be linked 
via sub-surface IGC network in a co-operative mode discussed in earlier works11-
13. This has relevance for the SVET results over such actively corroding sites, 
where it is worth noting that the SVET probe might have sensed lower anodic 
currents during measurements caused by corrosion activities like pitting/IGC 
occurring tens of microns beneath the alloy surface at the corrosion front. Figure 
B.4b illustrates the SE image of the attacked region shown in Fig. B.4a after 
second stage of grinding which reveals two pitting sites; labelled “A” and “B”. 
These two distinct inter-connected pits are distanced about 60 μm from each 
other. Since the specimen experienced long exposure to an aggressive solution, 
extensive grain etch-out (deduced from faceted walls of the pits at higher 
magnifications) was also found within these pits.  
   Figures B.4c and B.4d represent the BSE images of the regions labelled “A” 
and “B” in Fig. B.4b after third grinding stage. Darker areas within the pits show 
severe sub-surface attack such as empty cavities left from active pitting/IGC 
development. The latter mechanism has been thoroughly discussed previously 
by researchers by focusing on cross-sectional views of the attacked 
morphologies5,8,11,12. Interestingly, sub-surface Cu-rich clusters embedded in gel 
products are also observed. These Cu-rich clusters were, on some occasions, at 
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some distance from IMPs or formed in a ring configuration around the de-alloyed 
S-phase (Fig. B.4c).  
   Periodic H2 evolution from these sites might be a reason for build-
up/neutralisation of the anolyte solution and the co-existing Cu clusters inside the 
pits. At the metal surface, formation of both porous copper-rich networks and also 
released clusters of both oxidised and un-oxidised copper into an electrolyte (due 
to non-faradaic mechanisms including hydrodynamic forces) has been well 
studied previously14-16. Cu enrichment and re-deposition (at nano meter 
thicknesses) along the periphery of the grain boundary (i.e. crevice walls) has 
been observed by previous researchers8,17,18 and mainly proposed as a 
mechanism of protecting the interior of the uniformly plated grains. Here, since 
the anolyte expresses great conductivity within the IGC network or pits, clusters 
of Cu atoms would serve as paramount active cathodes (if they become in a 
physical electrical contact with crevice walls). Although, the surficial oxygen 
reduction reaction may still incorporate to consume generated electrons by 
anodes to maintain complete charge neutrality. As the localised corrosion, e.g. 
IGC, in heavily deformed aluminum alloys is directly related to the 
elongated/anisotropic microstructure, the corrosion kinetics will be anisotropic 
accordingly. Herein, the localised SVET results of elongated exposure times 
coupled with surface analytical investigations on transverse cross-section of the 
wire further proved local stabilisation of anodes within the boundary region. 
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Figure B.4 Stable corrosion attack morphology of the anodic site(s) situated in the boxed area 
mapped by SVET following a 1440 mins of immersion as shown in Fig. B.1d. (a) SE image 
showing attack morphology (emphasised by a yellow dashed line) after the first grinding stage. 
(b) SE image of the attacked region shown in (a) after second stage of fine grinding. (c-d) BSE 
images of the regions labelled “A” and “B” in (b) after third fine grinding stage. 
   In summaries, the long term SVET results at higher magnifications showed 
greater electrochemical activities in the boundary region which conformed (using 
SEM) with the active IGC/pitting pattern on the substrate. Moreover, the results 
showed that the “edge effect” took place at the wire periphery during different 
exposure times which in prolonged exposures, this led to formation of thick 
cracked corrosion product and a considerable alkaline grain etch-out close to the 
wire edge.  
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Appendix C: Inhibition investigations using localised electrochemical and 
surface analytical techniques 
   Following the microstructural and localised corrosion examinations in previous 
sections, localised inhibition behaviour of AA2024 wire was investigated using 
Ce(dpp)3 as a potential candidate inhibitor for Al alloys such as AA2024 or 
AA707519-24. In this section, localised interaction of the inhibitor molecules with 
the corroding substrate microstructures of the AA2024 wire is studied in a 
natural/free-corrosion condition. Information related to localised inhibition of the 
AA2024 wire material was achieved using a range of electrochemical techniques 
including SVET, SCEM (in oxygen reduction competition mode) and WBE, 
supported by SEM/EDS surface characterisation/analytical methods.  
C.1 WBE and SEM/EDS investigations 
    Given the high temporal resolution of the WBE technique, the distribution of 
the local anodes and cathodes (net values per wire) over the WBE surface were 
recorded at short periods for 60 mins in un-inhibited (open-to-air) 0.05 M NaCl 
solution; the galvanic current density maps shown in Fig. C.1. The WBE 
measurements were performed just after 1.5, 10, 30, 40, 50 and 60 mins of 
immersion in the un-inhibited solution. Statistical parameters including, Ia(max), 
Ic(max), Ia(total), Ic(total), NTA and NTC were measured from the current density maps 
before and after the inhibitor addition and recorded as a function of time (Fig. 
C.1). As can be seen from the current distribution maps of the un-inhibited 
condition, the cathodic activity of the WBE is lesser during the first measurement 
(1.5 mins map) compared to the other measurements (10, 30, 40, 50 and 60 
mins). Based on the results in section 5.2, this higher localised anodic activity 
during the initiation stage is due to simultaneous occurrence of IGC and S-phase 
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de-alloying processes. Whilst after 10 mins of immersion a random distribution of 
anodes and cathodes (as wires) was observed which is due to the activation and 
de-activation of localised processes during the propagation stage of corrosion 
when development of IGC networks and pits occurs within the most prone wires. 
From a statistical point of view, NTC decreases (from 68 down 59) while the NTA 
increases (from 33 up to 41) revealing de-activation of the cathodic sites due to 
deposition of a corrosion product layer which is thought to be mainly composed 
of mixed oxides and hydroxides. Moreover, the overall anodic activity of the WBE 
surface (Ia(total)) increases about 200 μA/cm2 while the total cathodic activity of the 
surface (Ic(total)) increases by the same amount to maintain balance the electrode 
reactions between coupled wires. After 40 mins of immersion in the un-inhibited 
solution the Ia(max) and Ic(max) parameters have remained roughly unchanged; The 
video snapshot captured from a section of the WBE surface after 60 mins of 
immersion, shows several H2 bubbles over surfaces of the selected wires. This 
would seem to indicate that the active anodes have been driven into the surface 
from the base of the trenches, active pits or IGC network where they spread 
laterally and in depth as per previous works8,11,18,25. As a consequence of this 
processes, acidic anolyte solution forms in sub-surface occluded areas and 
hydrogen reduction reaction takes place in sub-surface active cathodes such as 
Cu build-up on pit/IGA walls behind the active attack.  
   During the later stages of corrosion (after 60-min) the effect of the inhibitor was 
assessed by adding 50, 100 and 200 ppm concentrations of Ce(dpp)3 to the 
electrolyte and added to the electrolyte at specific immersion times of 65, 125, 
185 mins, respectively. These solution were prepared from the 400 ppm Ce(dpp)3 
solution (in 0.05 M NaCl) as described in chapter 3. Whilst the corroding surface 
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was continuously surveilled by the optical microscope, the galvanic current 
distribution was measured (maps shown in Fig. C.1) with a 5-min delay after the 
addition of inhibitor, and in order to achieve a level of stabilisation in surface 
electrochemical reactions. Generally, the WBE measurements in the inhibited 
solutions were performed at 30 mins intervals with the first data recorded after 70 
mins of immersion. The video snapshot is captured after 70 mins of exposure 
(c.a. 5 mins after the addition of 50 ppm inhibitor addition). Compared to the 
image taken from the un-inhibited surface, the inhibitor addition leads to an 
increase in density and size of the H2 bubbles alongside a color change of the 
wires surfaces. By comparing the current density distribution maps, it can be seen 
that the localised electrode activities (both anodic and cathodic) are increased for 
50 and 100 ppm concentrations of the Ce(dpp)3. For example, wire 39 showed 
the highest Ia(max) value (about 109 μA/cm2) during the whole exposure time, after 
addition of the inhibitor; see 130 mins + 100 ppm map in Fig. C.1. During this 
period, NTC has increased while the NTA has decreased considerably. At the 
same time, both Ia(total) and Ic(total) have increased, indicating overall activation of 
the surface caused  by the inhibitor addition at these two concentrations. It should 
be mentioned that both the anodic and cathodic activities were decreased after 
160 mins immersion in 100 ppm solution. Although, the 100 ppm concentration 
does not seem to be high enough to stop surface activities effectively. By 
increasing the inhibitor concentration to 200 ppm, the localised anodes and 
cathodes become nearly de-activated as can be observed by comparing the 
extracted parameters; i.e. NTA, NTC, Ia(total) and Ic(total). As a result, only a few low 
current anodes (Ia(max) of about 33 μA/cm2) have remained active after 220 mins 
of immersion). While a 200 ppm concentration of Ce(dpp)3 is might be an effective 
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inhibitor concentration for non-corroded Al alloys (i.e. alloys which have not 
undergone corrosion prior to inhibitor addition) such as AA202419,21,23,26, current 
results show that it may not fully shut down all localised activity on a  corroded 
AA2024 wire sample.     
   Corrosion activation in presence of the lower concentrations of the inhibitor (e.g. 
50 and 100 ppm), are reported for other inhibitors such as imidiazoline (as steel 
corrosion inhibitor)27, CeCl3 (as AA2024 corrosion inhibitor)28 and chromate (as 
Al alloys corrosion inhibitor)29. Although the reason for such a behavior is still 
unclear, there might be few possibilities as follows: 
1) Intense interaction of the dpp anion with the de-passivated Al-rich matrix. 
2) De-protonation (removal of a hydrogen cation, H+) of the dpp group in regions 
(e.g. around pit mouth) with more acidic pH conditions.  
3) Intense interaction of the Ce cations with basic environment on top of cathodic 
IMPs which can cause greater cathodic activities and as a consequence 
greater anodic surface or sub-surface activities.  
4) Hydrolysis of Ce cations with near-surface water molecules (during the 
inhibitor cleaving process) producing an acidic environment.   
   It is not possible, based on current findings, to provide further insight in the 
mechanism of activation. 
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Figure C.1 2D galvanic current density distribution maps of AA2024 WBE during 220 mins of 
immersion in inhibited (by Ce(dpp)3) and un-inhibited 0.05 M NaCl solution (open-to-air 
condition). To help understand the configuration of the electrodes in the WBE, three candidate 
electrodes (electrodes 1, 10 and 100) are numbered in the 1.5 mins map. The indicated colour 
key applies to all current density maps. The video snapshots show a portion of the WBE surface 
(including 1 mm diameter wires) during the immersion period just before and after the inhibitor 
addition. Trends of extracted parameters from current density maps, as a function of time 
(before and after inhibitor addition), including Ia(max), Ic(max), Ia(total), Ic(total), NTA and NTC are also 
shown.  
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   Figure C.2a shows the BSE-SEM image of the corrosion morphology of the 
most anodic wire, wire 27, before the test termination. As can be seen, dark grey 
corrosion rings and white color inhibitor precipitates have covered the wire 
surface. Figure C.2b reveals a higher magnification morphology of the area which 
is highlighted by a red-dashed rectangle in Fig. C.2a. The region contains a 
cracked cap of surface oxides of corrosion product partially covered by a white 
precipitate. To find out the chemical composition of the caps, EDS was performed 
(Fig. C.2c) on the region highlighted by the red star in Fig. C.2b. Here the EDS 
spectra reveals existence of various elements including Fe, Mn, Cu (from an 
underlying IMP) and O, P, Ce and Cl which may originate from inhibitor 
precipitates formed on top of a corrosion cap during the inhibition process. The 
inhibition mechanism of this inhibitor is explained in more details in chapter 2. 
Using rare-earth mercaptoacetate as a potential inhibitor for AA2024-T3, Catubig 
et al.30,31 reported similar inhibition morphologies (a RE-rich inhibitor film) over 
cathodic IMPs covered by caps of corrosion product. The presence of Fe, Mn and 
Cu beneath the thick oxide as well as cerium deposition product imply that this 
morphology is consistent with models of interaction (as discussed in more details 
in chapter 2) where a rise in local pH causes condensation of both aluminum and 
cerium products.      




Figure C.2 Corrosion morphology of the wire number 27 after 220 mins of immersion in un-
inhibited and inhibited 0.05 M NaCl solution (open-to-air). (a) BSE-SEM image of the wire 
surface and (b) BSE-SEM image of the area highlighted by a red-dashed rectangle in (a). (c) 
EDS spectra of the spot highlighted by the red star in (b).  
C.2 SVET and SEM/EDS investigations 
   At a higher spatial resolution compared to WBE technique, SVET will assist to 
further understand the interaction of the inhibitor molecules with the corroding 
microstructure of the 1 mm AA2024 wire. Figure C.3 shows the SVET distribution 
200 µm 
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patterns of localised anodic and cathodic ionic currents over the surface of the 1 mm 
AA2024 wire in un-inhibited (Fig. C.3a) and inhibited (Figs. C.3b and C.3c) 0.05 M 
NaCl solution (open-to-air). Figure C.3a shows ionic current distribution map of 
localised activities after 120 mins of immersion in un-inhibited solution. Figures C.3b 
and C.3c show ionic current distribution maps of localised activities of the inhibited 
specimen (after addition of 200 ppm Ce(dpp)3) after 135 mins and 180 mins of 
immersion, respectively. Figure C.3d shows time-dependent ionic current line 
profiles labelled “A”-“C” across the black dashed lines shown in Figs. C.3(a-c). As 
can be seen, after 120 mins of immersion in an un-inhibited solution (Fig. C.3a) 
various active anodes and cathodes are distributed across the wire surface. The 
highest active anodes (generating ionic currents up to 6900 μA) are located in the 
boundary region. Moreover, a considerable localised cathodic activity (as high as -
1350 μA) is detected in the vicinity of the active anodes and at the wire/epoxy 
interface (induced by the edge effect). By adding the inhibitor to the base solution, 
the localised electrochemical activities of the corroded microstructure (Fig. C.3b), 
mainly located in the boundary region, are activated and broadened (here mostly 
anodic ones). As a consequence of the latter phenomenon (in agreement with the 
WBE results discussed in section 5.4.1), the anodic ionic current has increased 
about 500 μA. However, as time elapsed (after an additional 45 mins immersion), 
localised electrochemical activities are mitigated significantly such that only few 
insignificant local cathodes (with maximum cathodic current of -39 μA) can be 
detected by the SVET. Details of the local changes in localised electrochemical 
activities in presence and absence of the inhibitor molecules can be seen by 
comparing the line profiles shown in Fig. C.3d.  




Figure C.3 SVET results obtained from a 1 mm AA2024 wire sample, freely corroding in un-
inhibited, (a), and inhibited, (b) and (c), 0.05 M NaCl solution (open-to-air). (a-c) Time-
dependent development of localised corrosion activities depicted by ionic current distribution 
maps. A 200 ppm Ce(dpp)3 concentration was achieved by adding calculated volume to the 
base solution from a concentrated inhibitor solution after 120 mins of immersion. Data were 
obtained from stepwise scan speeds of 50 μm/s carried out at (a) 120 mins, (b) 135 mins and 
(c) 180 mins during immersion. (d) Ionic current line profiles labelled “A”-“C” over a fixed 
position (shown in (a-c)) at the AA2024 wire surface at various immersion times.  
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   Figure C.4a shows the corrosion morphology of a region which showed highest 
anodic activity before and after the inhibitor addition; the area highlighted by a 
white dashed rectangle C.3b. As can be seen, the prominent anodes are covered 
with a cracked layer of corrosion product mixed with the inhibitor film and 
deposits, corrosion caps and domes. Figure C.4b shows the morphology of the 
corrosion dome and its surrounding cracked surface film (similar to corrosion 
caps mentioned above) highlighted in Fig. C.4a. To investigate the morphology 
and composition a few microns below the domes, layers were removed by a fine 
wet-grinding stage using a 4000 SiC paper; Fig. C.4c. EDS was performed on the 
corrosion dome (Fig. C.4d) and the sub-dome corroded/inhibited microstructure 
(Fig. C.4e). EDS shows that the corrosion domes contain small levels of Mn, Cu, 
Cl, P and Fe together with lower levels of Al, Ce and O. The corroded 
microstructure beneath the domes (Fig. C.3c) mainly contained de-alloyed S-
phase particles together with oxygen-rich Cu and Ce clusters (with no evidence 
of P from the dpp anions). The result here shows that the considerable levels of 
Ce and O (from oxide/hydroxide compounds) can be found within pit/IGC network 
which practically sustain a highly acidic environment. Whilst, previous research 
mainly suggest that Ce cations mostly tend to interact with areas of greater 
cathodic activity where higher concentrations of hydroxyl ions (higher pH values) 
are present to Ce oxyhydroxides19,20,22,23,26,32,33. Generally, by comparing the 
corroded area (covered by a film of cracked corrosion products and domes) and 
the sub-film corroded microstructure, following findings can be deduced: 
1) Cracking of the corrosion/inhibitor products occurs mainly on top of active 
pits/IGC network where gel products are available which dehydrate and crack 
during drying of the wire surface after removal of the specimen from the 
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inhibited solution. 
2) Domes of corrosion/inhibition products which have formed above active pits 
are constructed over stationary H2 bubbles attached to the mouths of slightly 
active pits.    
   However, more research is required to understand the formation mechanism 
corrosion/inhibition domes over active pits considering the inhibitor-bubble 














Figure C.4 Corrosion morphology of the wire after total 180 mins of SVET immersion in both 
un-inhibited (for 120 mins) and inhibited (200 ppm Ce(dpp)3) 0.05 M NaCl open-to-air solution. 
(a) SE-SEM image of a fraction of the wire surface highlighted by a white dashed rectangle in 
C.3b. (b) SE-SEM image of the corrosion domes highlighted by a red dashed circle in (a). (c) 
SE-SEM image of the sub-domes corroded/inhibited microstructure revealed after fine grinding 
of the surface shown in (b). (d) and (e) EDS spectra of the spots highlighted by the blue and red 
stars in (b) and (c), respectively. The scale bar length in (b) and (c) is 10 μm. 
C.3 SECM and SEM/EDS investigations 
   While SVET can supposedly sense potential fields related to various micron 
scale electrochemical processes such as pitting, SECM under oxygen reduction 
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competition mode (under OCP conditions) can suitably detect electrochemical 
reactions (in presence and absence of an inhibitor) over the corroding 
microstructure which is contributing to the oxygen reduction reaction. To ensure 
(ultra-micro electrode) UME tip cleanness and as a prerequisite to the next steps 
of the experiment, a Voltammogram was recorded (Fig. C.5) in open-to-air 0.05 
M NaCl solution which is clearly indicates the oxygen diffusion control zone. 
Based on the result shown in Fig. C.5 and the related literature34-36, -0.6 V (vs. 
Ag/AgCl) was chosen to perform the approach curve and the SECM surface 
scans (more details of the experiment can be found in chapter 3). 
 
Figure C.5 Voltammogram recorded at the 10 μm diameter Pt-UME tip in an open-to-air 0.05 M 
NaCl solution and at the scan rate of 0.01 V/s. The inset shows the optical image of the UME. 
The dominant electrochemical reaction within the diffusion control zone is associated with the 
dissolved oxygen in the electrolyte; four electron oxygen reduction reaction. 
   Generally, an approach curve will show a negative-feedback behaviour when 
the tip approaches an insulator substrate and the oxygen diffusion is blocked due 
to the proximity of the surface. It must be considered that, for microelectrodes 
with RG < 10, the diffusion field undergoes a transition from linear to radial 
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symmetry, and it is established behind the plane of the disc-electrode and the 
insulating shield. It is possible to estimate the concentration of dissolved oxygen 
in solution by application of Eq. (1) for the limiting-current at a micro-disc that is 
UME tip here. The latter equation has been derived by the solving Fick’s first law 
for spherical diffusion in infinite half-space under the assumption that linear 
diffusion is almost negligible for an RG value of 8.13. Under a diffusion control 
process, the limiting current (iL) at UME tip can be estimated (and employed to 
calculate the normalised values in Fig. C.6a) using the following equation; Eq. 
(1)34: 
   𝑖𝐿 = 4𝑛𝐹𝐷𝑂2𝐶𝑂2𝑟                                                                                           Eq. (1)   
   Where n is the number of electrons transferred during the oxygen reduction 
reaction, F is the Faraday constant, DO2 is the diffusion coefficient of dissolved 
oxygen in water (2.01×10−9 m²/s as reported in ref.34), CO2 is the dissolved oxygen 
concentration (~0.22 mM for a 0.05M NaCl solution34), and r is the UME tip radius.  
   To achieve the most effective tip-surface distance, the experimental approach 
curves were normalised. Figure C.6a shows the normalised (blue curve) and un-
normalised (i.e. experimental data shown as the inset curve) SECM approach 
curves towards the insulator surface measured at the UME in an open-to-air 0.05 
M NaCl solution at the scan rate of 10 μm/s. Based on results showed in Fig. 
C.6a, a tip-surface distance of 15 μm was chosen. Figure C.6b shows the 
potentiostatic measurement of the UME current at -0.6 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) applied 
potential, in the absence and presence of 200 ppm Ce(dpp)3. The result shows 
that UME current drops about 0.15 nA after addition of the inhibitor and remains 
nearly constant during 10 mins of exposure which indicates an insignificant 
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poisoning effect. This effect would be even smaller on a moving UME tip due to 
the induced shear forces on the tip surface.   
 
Figure C.6 (a) normalised (blue curve) and un-normalised (experimental data) SECM approach 
curves towards the insulator surface measured at the Pt-microelectrode in an open-to-air 0.05 M 
NaCl solution at the scan rate of 10 μm/s. RG value of the UME was 10. RG is the ratio 
between the thickness of the insulating shield surrounding the electrode-wire and the disc-
electrode radius and the normalised distance is the ratio between tip-sample distance and 
electrode radius and the normalised current is the ratio of the probe current and the limiting 
current (iL). (b) Potentiostatic measurement of the UME current at -0.6 V (vs. Ag/AgCl) applied 
potential, in absence and presence of 200 ppm Ce(dpp)3.   
   It is well-known that during the open-circuit corrosion of AA2024-T3 in near-
neutral aqueous solutions, the predominant anodic reaction is aluminum 
dissolution while the cathodic process is basically the oxygen reduction reaction 
which preferentially takes place on the cathodic IMPs such as fully de-alloyed S-
phase particles37. Figure C.7 shows a simplified schematic of the SECM imaging 
procedure above an IMP-containing (e.g. a de-alloyed S-phase particle) 
substrate with a heterogeneous electrochemical activity introduced by the redox 
competition (with dissolved oxygen as the redox mediator) between the tip and 
the cathodic microstructure. The UME transition from left to right (from matrix to 
an area above a de-alloyed S-phase particle) leads to a drop in UME current 
(iUME) due to the competition between the cathodic S-phase remnant and the 
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UME tip in consumption of the available dissolved oxygen at tip-surface gap; the 
negative feedback effect. In contrast, above an active anode such as a pit, the 
lowest level of competition would be between the substrate anode and the UME 
tip and thus, the UME will sense greater current values. Furthermore, as the 
environment around a pit mouth is typically acidic (induced by the acidic anolyte 
solution), it can further enhance the rate of oxygen reduction at the UME tip by 
neutralising the existing hydroxyl ions. When the UME (that is kept at -0.6 V to let 
oxygen diffusion-controlled condition) reaches a cathodic site, the OH- ions will 
be removed from the gap between the UME tip and the metal surface by being 
consumed by the potential cathodic sites at the metal surface; the redux 
competition mode. Local depletion of OH- ions in such condition will disturb the 
diffusion-controlled condition at the tip and therefore, promote the oxygen 
diffusion from bulk solution (surrounding the tip) to the tip/metal surface gap and 
finally promote the reduction reaction to re-gain stability.    
 
Figure C.7 A simplified schematic showing SECM imaging mechanism above a substrate 
(containing a de-alloyed S-phase particle) with heterogeneous electrochemical reactivity 
introduced by the redox competition. Here the dissolved oxygen is used as the redox mediator. 
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   At a higher spatial resolution compared to WBE technique and similar to SVET 
scans, SECM (under oxygen redox competition mode) was performed to 
investigate localised electrochemical activities of the heterogeneous 
microstructure of the heavily-deformed AA2024 wire under un-inhibited and 
inhibited conditions. Figure C.8 shows the SECM current distribution maps 
revealing the relative locations of localised anodes and cathodes in un-inhibited 
(Fig. C.8a) and inhibited (Figs. C.8b and C.8c) 0.05 M NaCl solution (open-to-
air). As can be seen in Fig. C.8a, major anodic sites are located in the boundary 
region (although there are less active anodes extended towards the wire center) 
which are surrounded by local cathodes across the surface and close to the wire 
edge (due to the “edge effect”, as also shown in Fig. C.3 SVET results). It might 
be worthwhile to note that before the inhibitor addition, the localised corrosion of 
the 120-min immersed sample was in the propagation stage therefore and must 
have been extended both laterally and in depth. After 120 mins of immersion in 
un-inhibited 0.05 M NaCl solution, the maximum anodic and cathodic currents 
were measured to be about 4 and -1 μA, respectively. Following by inhibitor 
addition (after 135 mins of immersion; Fig. C.8b), the maximum anodic and 
cathodic activities boosted drastically about 6 and 4 times, respectively. The 
SECM results again reveal the inhibitor activation behavior as also observed in 
the WBE and SVET results shown in this section. Although some of the initial 
anodic sites (less active ones) have become de-activated after inhibitor addition, 
most of the major anodes confined to the boundary region were remained active. 
As exposure time elapses to 180 mins, Fig. C.8c, the overall electrochemical 
activity of the surface becomes mitigated where few slightly active anodes and 
cathodes (those confined to the boundary region and mostly close to the wire 
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edge) survive with the maximum anodic and cathodic currents of about 0.2 and -
0.3 nA, respectively. Figure C.8d shows time-dependent current line profiles 
labelled “A”-“C” across the black dashed lines shown in Figs. C.8(a-c). 
Considering the line profiles shown in Fig. C.8d, more details of the local changes 
in localised electrochemical activities in presence and absence of the inhibitor 













Figure C.8 SECM results obtained from a 1 mm AA2024 wire sample, freely corroding in un-
inhibited, (a), and inhibited, (b) and (c), 0.05 M NaCl solution (open-to-air). (a-c) Time-
dependent development of localised corrosion activities depicted by current distribution maps 
probed by the UME tip under oxygen redox competition mode. A 200 ppm Ce(dpp)3 
concentration was achieved by adding calculated volume to the base solution from a 
concentrated inhibitor solution after 120 mins of immersion. Data were obtained from stepwise 
scan speeds of 50 μm/s carried out at (a) 120 mins, (b) 135 mins and (c) 180 mins during 
immersion. (d) Current line profiles labelled “A”-“C” over a fixed position (shown in (a-c)) at the 
AA2024 wire surface at various immersion times. Note that the major anodes retained after 
inhibitor addition in (b) and (c) are mostly confined to the boundary region of the wire. 
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   Figure C.9 investigates the corrosion/inhibition morphology of the 1 mm 
AA2024 wire after completion of the SECM measurements discussed in Fig. C.8. 
As can be found in Fig. C.9a, most of the heavily attacked sites, pitting/IGC, are 
situated in the boundary region which also contained relatively large-size plumes 
of corrosion product (in dark grey). Compared to the corrosion morphology of the 
SVET specimen (Fig. C.4), almost no corrosion domes were observed and most 
of the pits mouths were not covered similar to the morphologies detected in Fig. 
5.21. This difference in corrosion morphologies is mainly related to SECM and 
SVET probes-surface distance, probes motions in horizontal and vertical 
directions and generation of an alkaline environment on the SECM tip. Figures 
C.9b and C.9c show SE-SEM and BSE-SEM images of the region highlighted 
with a white dashed rectangle in Fig. C.9a. To be more specific of the corrosion 
morphologies, pits, IGC network, corrosion plumes and caps were all observed 
in within the dashed rectangle (shown in Figs. C.9b and C.9c). Compared to 
SVET and WBE specimens, no corrosion rings were detected on the wire surface 
scanned by the UME of the SECM. A plausible hypothesis can be short-range 
neutralisation of the expelled anolyte by the alkaline environment in close 
proximity of the oxygen reducing UME tip. In order to study the 
inhibitor/microstructure interaction in the vicinity of the active anodic sites, EDS 
was performed on a plume surrounded by pits/IGC network (Fig. C.9d) also on a 
corrosion cap (Fig. C.9e) very close to the noted heavily attacked area. The EDS 
analysis of the corrosion plume showed small levels of Mg, Cu elements and 
higher levels of Al, Cl and O elements (Fig. C.9d) showing that the inhibitor 
molecules have not contributed to the plume formation mechanism. Whereas, the 
EDS analysis of the corrosion cap (Fig. C.9e) reveals the presence of Al, Ce, P, 
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Cl, O, Mg and Cu elements. In the latter case, inhibitor deposits were found on 
top of the corrosion product cap most likely covering a de-alloyed S-phase (due 
to high levels of detected Cu element). This also indicates that S-phase remnants 
covered by gel products were still active after 120 mins of corrosion and could 
still take part in the cathodic reactions at slower rates.    
 
 
Figure C.9 Corrosion morphology of the 1 mm (diameter) AA2024 wire after total 180 mins of 
SECM immersion in both un-inhibited (for 120 mins) and inhibited (200 ppm Ce(dpp)3) 0.05 M 
NaCl open-to-air solution. (a) BSE-SEM image of the wire surface. (b) SE-SEM image of the 
corrosion morphology including pits, plumes and corrosion caps highlighted by a white dashed 
rectangle in (a). (c) BSE-SEM image of the image shown in (b). (d) and (e) EDS spectra of the 
spots highlighted by the blue and red triangles in (b), respectively. 
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   A much clearer observation and understanding of the localised inhibition 
processes occurring at different scales has been achieved through the 
innovative combination of the electrochemical and surface analytical techniques. 
Ce(dpp)3 was used as potential inhibitor for AA2024 and its localised interaction 
with the corroded microstructures across the 1mm wire was investigated. The 
result shows an electrochemical aggravation behaviour by addition of the 
inhibitor (200 ppm as the effective concentration) to the solution. As proved by 
WBE, SVET and SECM results, inhibitor-microstructure interaction increased 
localised anodic and cathodic activities within the first 20 mins but eventually 
decreased surface activities. While corrosion domes which contained Ce and P 
elements were detected to form on WBE and SVET analysed specimens, those 
were absent in the sample analysed with SECM due to generation of a highly 
alkaline environment (induced via oxygen reduction reaction) at UME tip in close 
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